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PREFACE 

 
 

The Africa rising story has once again headlined growing media 

jingles as a continent with flowing rivers of wealth, enormous 

wealth in gold, diamond, oil, copper, platinum, name 

whatsoever wealth creating resources you can find under the 

face of the earth, it is found in Africa even more with scarcely 

untouched vegetation and beautiful landscape, a young and 

energetic growing population  favoured with creative skills and 

talents amidst heartbreaking controversial stories of extreme 

lack and success at the same time. 

 

How could a people be acclaimed stupendously wealthy and 

rising economically but lacking virtually in everything, held in 

perpetual captivity of dependence on foreign mercenaries yet 

pronounced free and successful. How could one justify that? 

The reality is; for generations after generations, Africa has been 

a victim of high scale robbery by imperialist powers and neo-

colonial freaks who in their ignorance continue to trade the 

ordinary Africans in a 21st century style slavery of the soul and 

identity.  

This book takes a very blunt swipe on the African elites and the 

ordinary people to challenge unproductive leadership of the 

African continent in a revolutionary style void of guns and 

machete and establish a true Africa worthy of respect, pride and 

relevant to the size of its acclaimed wealth. 

 

This book will enlighten you on general knowledge of the 

political upbringing of the African, Identity Crisis that plagues 

the oppressed and depressed people of the world and the 

challenge to depravity of the human mind. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
 

1.1 The Africa Rising Story 
News Headlines about Africa is changing from Poorest and Dark 

Continent to Richest and a Continent of hope. 

Quoted as world's fastest-growing continent with a GDP averaged 

at 6% a year as a result of foreign direct investment, which has 

risen from $15 billion in 2002 to $37 billion in 2006 and $46 

billion in 2012 and still growing, Africans do certainly have cause 

to be pleased with their situation. 

Poverty rates are falling fast and key social indicators are 

improving even more rapidly. Between 1999 and 2012, Africa's 

poverty rate fell from 58% to 43%, about 1 percentage point per 

year. Nevertheless; Africa remains the world's greatest 

development challenge.  

Media Proponents of the Africa rising story have cited such 

indicators as the increased use of mobile phones, high GDP 

growth rates, the numbers of African billionaires and kilometres 

of new roadways being built on the continent as reason of the 

Africa rising phenomenon.  

How do GDP growths translate to economic advantage of 

ordinary Africans at the suffering of dumb policies of the 

political elites, does it define abysmal lack of basic 

infrastructure, failure in electric supply and massive 

unemployment or better still the complete absence or collapse 

of industrialization and rule of law? 

 

Since the language of GDP is only understood by the government 

and members of the privileged "elites" who are primarily focused 
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on the government and proceeds from the government rather 

than any private sector creation, the Africa rising story might 

remain on papers and economic bulletins until the poor masses 

will revolt this lie of the 21st century.  

 

Has the "Africa rising" story improved any plight of the ordinary 

Africans who represents the true image of the continent in all 

ramifications, at least, the elites and their political sponsors 

have always remained in the minority. The answer is best left to 

your sincere judgment. 

 

Way back in 2007, by the first quarter of the year, smugglers 

taking illegal migrants from Somalia to Yemen forced hundreds 

of Africans overboard in stormy seas in an effort to make a fast 

getaway from security force. 

In the year 2012, about 500 immigrants of African origin drowned 

in the Mediterranean Sea on a deadly boat crossing to Europe to 

earn a better life. 

3rd October 2013, another scene of about 300 young people of 

African origin were fished out dead from the same 

Mediterranean sea on another deadly boat crossing to Europe 

when their boat capsized. 

13th October 2013, the same year consecutively, this time with a 

near success story of arriving destination, somewhere in the 

Italian island of Lampedusa, about 359 young Africans fleeing the 

continent to Europe were fished out dead when their boat 

caught fire and sank, drowning about 500 immigrants on board 

and till date neither the numbers has abated or the sordid 

situation brought under control, 

Sep 29, 2014, according to reports from United Nations High 

Commission on Human Rights (UNCHR), it is estimated that about 

3,500 people of African origin running away from troubled homes 

died at sea struggling to swim to Europe, In 2015, same story, 

same people, this time more than 35,000 migrants, many of 

African origin on record continue to risk the perilous sea crossing 
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to Europe. While these numbers sound high, the count continues 

to increase per year. 

Then I asked myself, how do these incidents justify this "Africa 

rising" story? Who is fooling who? Statement from Survivors of 

these high sea mishaps has never changed from "running away 

from troubled home seeking for better life in Europe", running 

away from frustrations, from hopelessness to the promised land 

of hope even if "We die trying."  

In my private meetings with many African leaders, I have always 

asked the same simple questions, how has the "Africa rising" 

story affected the ordinary citizens of your country and you 

listen to the mumbo jumbo answers that will make no meaning 

to the ordinary African, not even to any developmental analyst. 

Only in Rwanda was I able to get an answer closer to how the 

boom in the economy is affecting the ordinary Rwandans through 

what they called "own a cow policy." 

The Ambassador of Rwanda to China till 2013, Dr. Francois 

Xavier NGARAMBE during an interview said;  

 

“You can achieve a good economic growth and still not be able 

to have maximum people benefiting.  Knowing that economic 

growth in most cases does not translate into poverty eradication, 

keep in mind that if you have good macroeconomic programs, 

good infrastructure and you have all the set up in place but you 

do not address the micro issues of the people, you will have a 

disconnected economy with one set of the people flying very 

high and the other part sinking down below poverty line." 

 

To give one example of how Rwanda tries to address the issue of 

imbalance in socio-economic development of the people, the 

Government developed homegrown programs to help the people 

at the grassroots level. One of them is the “Get a Cow” Policy 

and is based on our culture where a cow is seen as symbol of 

wealth and if you do not have one you are very poor. But beyond 
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this cultural aspect, it is a matter of economic fact that with a 

cow, you can get milk and good nutrition for the children, you 

can sell part of the milk and get some money to face some living 

expenses. I have personally visited farmers who were very poor 

and who after very few seasons had undergone tremendous 

transformation with just one cow thanks to the combination of 

many positive effects such as the following : the farmer grows 

plants to feed the cow; those plants protect the soil against  

erosion; the cow gives natural manure to enrich the soil; 

enriched and better protected soil produces more and better 

crops; as a result the family has more and better food, good milk 

and enhanced quality of nutrition; at the same time the family 

gets a much higher money income to face its living expenses; in 

order for the program to expand, those who can afford their own 

cow will copy the model, and when the cow gives birth the 

farmer can give the calf to any member of his family on the list 

to continue the cycle." 

Similar "ideaology" was put to test by a former and second-time 

governor of a Nigerian Western State, named Mr. Ayo Fayose, 

amusingly christened "Fayose Stomach Infrastructure" by one 

(Godwin Adindu) who wrote a treatise on it. Mr. Adindu 

differentiated what is called "material infrastructure" a long-

term oriented method of economic and society development and 

"stomach infrastructure" as posted by the governor, which is 

short-term.  

The simple explanation is; while material infrastructure is a high 

flying economic theory exclusively understood by privileged elite 

who look forward to advantages to gain control of the economy 

and those material infrastructures at the expense and continuous 

subjugation and possible neglect of the masses in near future 

with politically tainted promises of a brighter future for the 

citizenry; stomach infrastructure is a product of street sense and 

native intelligence. It is a product of an experience with the 

predicament of the common masses and their heartfelt 

yearnings. Stomach infrastructure does not need power-point 

presentation in a posh conference room of a big time hotel. It 
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does not need seminars and consultants. It only needs a leader 

to come down from his high horse to interact and feel the 

immediate challenges of the masses and deploy strategies to 

ameliorate these needs. It is about giving leadership a human 

face.  

 

A leader could not have satisfied his people if he builds mighty 

schools and hospitals and yet, the people cannot afford to send 

their children there and cannot afford the high medical bills of 

such glorious hospitals. There must be a point of convergence 

between material infrastructure and the lowly capacities of the 

masses and this is where the concept of stomach infrastructure 

becomes very relevant. 

While the incumbent leaders of the Western state Mr. Fayose 

hoped to take control of its leadership in the next election were 

making promises of providing material infrastructure which many 

of its citizens were "naturally" detached from due to extreme 

poverty and excessive lack, the proponent of "Stomach 

infrastructure" took time to study the life of the "underdogs" of 

the society.  

He explored their immediate needs and challenges and designed 

empowerment programme for unemployed youths and widows; 

welfare package programmes for the aged; health foundation to 

assist the poor; agriculture facilities for the rural poor farmers; 

skill acquisition centres for poor unskilled men and women; loan 

grants to enable them take off in little measure; direct food 

relief for the poorest of the poor; borehole in rural communities 

to solve water scarcity problems; establishment of small-scale 

cottage industries in the villages where the rural community can 

work and also acquire experience on how to produce minor 

things, he could have provided electricity too if it was within his 

power. 

When it was time for the next election, Mr. Ayo Fayose won the 

entire 16 local councils giving the incumbent a humiliating 

defeat of 16 – 0 (He won at the entire 16 Local Councils of the 

State while the incumbent Political Party won 0) at the polls to 
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become governor of Ekiti State, Nigeria for the second time – 

Fayose won because he has the back of the ordinary people – the 

peasants! Now the rest they say, is history. 

Fact is; the ordinary African do not understand all this GDP, 

GNP, FDI, jargons, Noisy senate debate meetings that is at many 

occasions void of civility and far aloof from the immediate 

yearnings of the citizenry, it makes no sense to common people 

who finds it very difficult to fit in into their society economically 

where ordinary basic amenities that supports life is abysmally 

lacking despite all the "rising jingles."  

 

Besides, this is not the first time Africa is rising on the 

newsprint, during the break-away from colonialism in the early 

1960's - 1965, hopes were high and the same "Africa rising story" 

was "news headline" There was virtually a dance party across 

many African states for winning the fight to become independent 

and run their own systems instead of taking orders from 

strangers in ‘our land’. We used to celebrate the "Independence 

day" like we the Christianised Africans celebrate the Christmas 

festival, life was good anywhere among the independent African 

states, we don’t need to be convinced in the papers that life was 

good, we felt so, the roads were neatly paved, light was a 

shining, although a legacy of the departed colonial freaks. The 

average African was at ease with himself with hope for a 

brighter future, then all of a sudden, a confusion ensued, a 

confusion among the elites, the privileged errand men of the 

departed colonialists, neo-colonial freaks and pimps now turned 

politicians, a confusion of who rules where and who takes what 

and the conflict literally blew up the little peace gained at that 

period.  

 

Then by early 1970's  - 1979, there was another "Africa rising 

story" as the continent begin to pick up again during the oil 

boom era and discovery of more mineral resources across various 

African states, Nigeria  as a country was so high up there 

economically that you will have to struggle to convince a 
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Nigerian to stay one day in your country abroad if he do not have 

a meaningful business to do there, in London, ordinary Nigerian 

traveler will literally hire a hotel room for 2 weeks and will 

check out in two days, leaving the cash balance to the hotel 

attendants, I am telling you what I know.  

Nigerians were that well off and the world respected them so 

much that the media in its characteristic manner quoted the 

then Nigeria leader, General Yakubu Gowon as saying; "our 

problem was not money, but how to spend it," a claim he never 

denied as many of the ailing infrastructures Nigerians are still 

enjoying today were built in that era! 

There were many academic exchanges among university students 

from western countries to Nigerian schools, mostly from the 

United States and the UK. 

 

Chief Jacob Wood, a Chinese immigrant in Nigeria and owner of 

Golden Gate Chinese restaurant in Lagos and a Nigerian crowned 

Chief who had lived in the city of Lagos for over 3 decades said 

during a business meeting in Beijing. 

 "First time I saw an over head bridge in my life was in Lagos, 

Nigeria." in those days, China was viewed as one of the poorest 

and backward countries in the world." 

 Liberia was known as God's own land of peace; I used to dream 

of Monrovia as an avid listener of Radio Monrovia on an old 

transistor radio.  As time and tide unfold another crisis begin to 

set in, who rules where and who takes what, then there was 

crisis virtually all over Africa, wars and civil strife completely 

destroyed the little infrastructures left by the nationalist heroes 

of Africa, Angola was at war, Sierra Leone was at war, Nigeria 

was recovering from the wounds of war, Congo was at war, 

Liberia, virtually half of Africa was at war with themselves until 

the entire system completely grounded then news of Poverty and 

Hunger braced front covers of many International Prints with 

Ethiopia, Sudan, Somali  at the mercy of Discovery Channel 

Documentaries and AP Photographers until the entire continent 

was almost grounded to a halt.  
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By this time the Africa rising story has been taken over by 

headlines news like "Poorest and Dark Continent"  

 

Between early 1980's and late 1990's the atrocities committed 

against ordinary Africans by their own, the neo-colonial freaks 

and greedy, dumb political elites became a global issue of 

concern, by now the continent of Africa was already contributing 

to at least 40% of the world wealth creating resources that 

sustains the entire Europe, UK and the United States.  

Therefore, sane people of the world would like to know, how the 

war mongers were getting all those killer weapons since Africans 

do not manufacture any war equipment , besides, the 

imperialist powers thought about it, if we allow them to 

completely destroy themselves over who gets what and who 

rules where, who will guide us to the origin of the oil wells in 

west Africa, who will guide us to where we will mine the gold 

and diamond in the Central Africa, platinum in the South and 

lots more undiscovered. 

They collectively began to think through the United Nations, 
(UN) "what can we do to stop the war and retain the raw 
materials needed for our economic well-being?"  
As a matter of fact, by now the African political elites have 
siphoned and wasted the proceeds of the oil boom of the 1970's 
fighting over who gets what and who rules where, destroyed the 
little infrastructures set up by the continent founding fathers, 
somehow, somewhere, the imperialist powers had to reason 
among themselves, they had to send in the United Nations to 
help stop the killings and hunger strife in Africa.  
By now, one third of the active work force between age 16 - 35 
have become disillusioned and completely hopeless, they were 
running away to Europe, the UK even the Middle East and India, 
some had to swim the Atlantic ocean to get to Europe, some 
were drowned in the sea while some were roasted by hot sun in 
the desert of North Africa trying to make a deadly crossing to 
Europe - all in a bid not to remain in Africa as their youthfulness 
blossomed in waste. 
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Such was the media scenes of Africa and it was real across the 
continent because in the early 1990's I assisted a couple of 
Ghanaians in their late 30's on this same life threatening journey 
trekking to Europe through Libya with clothes and rations
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1.2. The Advent of China-Africa 
China emerged in the minds of the running young Africans 

between the years 1997 to 2000 after the launch of Forum on 

China and Africa Cooperation (FOCAC). These groups constitute 

what we will later refer to as "Economic immigrants" with a 

pursuit quite remote from the African scholars visiting China in 

the 1980's. 

 

By early 2000, that erstwhile media image of poverty-stricken 

China was still in the minds of many Africans as only very few 

paid attention to a "Rising China Story."  

Little was known that while Africans and their pot belly greedy 

political elites were squandering the wealth of the continent on 

frivolous trips around the world begging for loans and fighting 

over the money they received from the donors and proceeds 

from the natural resources, China was undergoing intense 

training as a people, a nation and leadership. 

As a matter of fact, my poor uncle, a car mechanic and farmer in 

the rural town of Nsukka was so concerned of my going to 

explore opportunities in China that he said, "You will either 

suffer of hunger or eat worms with the Chinese to survive, you 

better think twice of this your planned trip to China." 

 

By the year 2000 - 2002, ordinary Africans began to troop into 

Chinese cities as the request for foreign workers to teach the 

Chinese some foreign language skills and basic mannerism in 

relating with the outside world began to surge. 

Between 2002 - 2006 China has discovered a newer group of 

Africa as Africans discovered a new China growing away from the 

status of a developing nation to a first world category - two 

controversial regions of immense opportunities with similar 

characteristics of culture, poverty and global acceptance but 

one characteristic completely distinct the Chinese leadership 

from the African rulers - they have undergone an intense training 

of commitment in motherland and will not waste a penny or 

energy outside of China that will not benefit their people and 
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their country immensely evidenced by the presence of 

infrastructural development virtually all over the nook and 

crannies of the Peoples Republic China. 

Government agents were either party faithful with similar goals 

of development or spies relating to the home government 

information and experiences they have garnered on how people 

of the developed world were running their own socio-economic 

system. Then members of the home government will adopt the 

same style as found in the USA, Europe and the UK.  

China was eager to copy any models of development even 

architectural designs were replicated to make Qingdao appear 

partly like Europe, Shenzhen, a formerly swamp land that 

evolved into a hi-tech industrial base taking the similarities of 

New York, Many Chinese professionals living abroad were lured 

back home with juicy perks of office apartment and soft loans to 

the tune of 100,000RMB (about $16,000USD) to start a business 

and transfer skills learnt abroad, by this time, China's Gross 

wealth was still very remote compared to the wealth of couple 

of African countries like Equatorial Guinea, Gabon, South Africa, 

Libya, Seychelles who numbered among world richest countries 

by GDP margin. 

 

China was struggling to catch up as truly "rapidly developing" and 

will  

out rightly execute any of its government official stealing public 

fund to the tune of 5 Million RMB (less than USD 1 Million) or 

severely dealt with if found guilty of negligence on duty - at 

least government officials and agent could hardly be exonerated 

of graft so they had to put a peg on the volume of money you 

could steal and get hanged or jailed for life! 

Not enough to help the Chinese gain desired economic 

development although it helped in establishing a minimally 

principled government and their agents, the Chinese had to rely 

on further information from the spy team on how did the 

developed nations of the world which they are looking up to 
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really made it and it was discovered that all of them have one 

thing in common. The Africa connection! 

 

Of all great world economy I know, the United States, Europe, 

Canada, Japan, etc. they all jostle for a second; first or a third 

position of largest consumers of Africa's resources, From Japan 

to the United States, from Australia to Europe, from world major 

industrial zones to world highly developed high-tech regions, 

there is either a tree bark from Africa, chips of rock from Africa, 

crude oil from Africa, copper and platinum from Africa, leather 

skin, ivories, a plant produce or a natural object from Africa to 

produce a car in Japan, to build computers in the USA, to run 

factories in Asia and produce drugs and chemicals in Europe. 

Africa plays a vital role in sustaining any would-be major 

economy of the world, a continent flowing with immense natural 

and evergreen resources, magnificent in its hospitality to 

strangers and love of everything foreign as long as it is not 

produced in Africa and strategically positioned as an impetus of 

economic development.  

Those who have been able to unravel this mystery and made 

good use of it at their favour and primary interest establishes a 

system that will wear the appearance of economic cooperation 

with robust bilateral relation guided by robust selfishness, sheer 

greed and ignorance - the more greedy and ignorant the African 

ruler is, of his rights and duties to his own people, the more 

useful and by robust selfishness - those who must make good use 

of Africa to fuel their economy must exploit their magnanimity 

and crazy love of everything not made in Africa - even the guns - 

at least, 80% of all the guns of war in Africa were imported into 

the continent in exchange for diamonds, gold, crude oil and 

others until the guns became a tool of threats even to the 

people who brought them in - and a vicious circle of crises, 

political, ethnic and now religion ensues. 

After a careful study, China swung headlong into Africa with one 

message. "Go to Africa, Explore & Trade" 
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1.3. The Africa connection 

 
Go to Africa, Touch Africa, Embrace Africa and you will reap 
wealth, endless wealth! From raw materials to grow the 
emerging home industries to bitumen to pave the roads, from 
crude oil to power your economy to platinum to run your 
technologies, there is copper, gold, diamond, rubber, cobalt, 
everything in excess but for one thing - bring all these materials 
over to China and do not engage in the political affairs of the 
African like the West did else they plunge into another stretch of 
crisis and we lose out completely. This in my own opinion - 
subject to debate - heralded the simple interpretation of 
"bilateral cooperation of non-interference" between China and 
Africa, perhaps when we are completely established, we can run 
them too like the West did - at least as a test of our global 
power and significance." (Emphasis mine) 
 
This heralded the beginning of the 21st Century "Africa rising" 
story even as pockets of skirmishes in South Sudan, Central 
Africa Republic, Northern Nigeria, Congo and other region in the 
horn of Africa continues to threaten the positive impact of the 
Africa rising story. 
 
Now before another major crisis possibly and unpredictably 
ensues, as it was common in the midst of all the past "Africa 
Rising Story," I would like to guide you into the crazy world of 
African political upbringing and the African political elites who 
run the earlier administrations to a grind and run away with even 
their prostitutes to America and Europe and now considering 
China for a safe heaven and how to frustrate their wicked 
ulterior motives against motherland in the guise of politics and 
politician -ism before they ruin your beloved Africa in their sheer 
pitiable ignorance for the umpteenth time.
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1.4 The revenge of the poor  

(Why you should be Concerned) 

 

Why should you be concerned, when it is solely the duty of the 

government to make necessary provisions for the citizenry, 

protect lives and property and provide means of a functioning 

economy. What if these expectations linger to a hopeless waiting 

period, what if the government and its agent do not consider 

your expectations a necessity, what if your complaint against 

bad governance and frustrating economic situation only leads to 

more complaining and endless frustration and what if certain 

member of the government lacks sense of shame and has no 

pride in the nation they are continually benefiting from, at least 

everything is comfortable or bound to be comfortable as long as 

you are a member of the ruling elites or a "useable" friend.   

The fact remains; according to my friend, the former Rwandan 

ambassador to China, Dr. Francois Xavier NGARAMBE , "if you 

have good macroeconomic programs, good infrastructure and 

you have all the set up in place but you do not address the micro 

issues of the people, you will have a disconnected economy" and 

what if, even the basic infrastructure is completely absent or 

near total collapse - It will result to a scathing conflict between 

the rich and the poor, energetic young jobless people tuck in 

pitiable environmental situation, angry and violent youth waiting 

on opportunities to unleash their frustration in what I will 

consider "the revenge of the poor" on all those they felt is 

responsible for their predicament.  

 

One of the most annoying incidents and frustrating experience in 

Africa is to be living in abject poverty and lack amidst a sea of 

wealth controlled by very few individuals living in over bloated 

comfort and luxury completely detached from the reality of their 

own neighbourhood - castles, villas, exotic cars, classic luxuries, 

spoilt careless lazy children of the elites and super fashionistas 
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concubines and lazy fat madams of the elites parading their ugly 

self across the dirt of the society. The constant sight of these 

characters from a peek from the slums, dilapidated structures, 

very, very bad road structures, no electricity, extreme 

unemployment and near collapse of any basic amenities could 

evoke hatred and violence at any given time against anybody, 

group or organisation - such violence is always very destructive - 

the battle of the dregs of the society - The "he that is down 

needs fear no fall" category. 

You should be concerned because whether you are rich now or 

aiming to become richer from the sweats of the hardworking 

ordinary people of your country under the guise of political 

affiliation or awkward political representation, the violence will 

certainly overwhelm you when it is started and for the poor, 

they certainly have a bigger reason to come to revenge on the 

political class with every weapon available. 

From religious fanaticism to terrorism, yea, the poor has nothing 

to lose, so for even $50.USD he can afford to tie the suicide belt 

and take on everyone within his reach, even in Nigeria, a once 

very peaceful diversified country that knows no religion now 

turned into Islamist terror region, to militancy and sheer 

rebellion to constituted authorities, increasing rate of crime, 

sometimes a bizarre kind of crime activity, blackmail against the 

political class and their elites, complete break-down of law and 

order and where will the so called "rich, powerful and 

connected" run to if not to wall yourself high  up in a self-styled 

prison of a private home yet bereft of safety. 

 

 I have taken a keen observation and found out that of all the 

societies that have got into trouble, the primary source of it 

is the revenge of the poor.  

In most cases, the poor do not read and have no need of 

books to acquire any knowledge of any kind - these things 

merely operate on basic instinct.  
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A young Zimbabwean budding journalist wants a job in China and 

he searched fruitlessly for none, he approached me and 

complained of all his predicament right from home, he used to 

be a foot soldier for political campaigns, his party never win but 

both opponents somehow always reconcile backdoor while the 

poor folks like my dear young journalist make trouble on their 

behalf. I gave him an idea to do a short story on "structuring a 

better Africa - starting from his country," after a day or two he 

handed over the story and when I read it,  I asked him "Is 

anything the matter." the young man had unleashed so much 

hate and anger in a simple article for publication like 

"structuring a better Africa" - you could read his frustration in 

between the lines, he was apt to do real damage to everything 

about the county's diplomacy in China. For the sake of 

Zimbabwe-China diplomatic relation and the sensitivity of 

Communist China on Private run media - I turned the story down 

but did not hesitate to tell him, let's take the anger back to 

Africa where it will create a heat and possibly make someone 

uncomfortable. 
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CHAPTER TWO 
 
 

2.1 The African tin god,  

the underdogs and the elites 
 

The Modern African Society is faced with myriads of problem she 

can solve without consulting many external forces. Why do these 

problems continue to increase with scant practical solution while 

young Africans continue to run away from the continent in 

droves?  

In most cases virtually every privileged African office holder 

knows the solutions to the problem but why do they keep surging 

and the African political office holders and think-tanks keep 

running around to oversea countries looking for aids and 

solutions they already know.  

There is no doubt, current economic indicators has shown a rise 

in the amount of money in the coffers of many Africans and 

growing opportunities too, so much that even most recent 

Chinese visitors to Africa are turning millionaires from mere 

contact with Africans. 

But the reality is; despite all the stories of a rising Africa, 

hardship and lack squares at the ordinary people in the face, 

such that makes the continent swelling workforce of energetic 

hands and creative brains continues to dissipate on endless 

promises of a better day to come. 

 How and when will these promises of a better Africa be fulfilled 

and what are the possible solution to a once flourishing image 

battered by self-destructive habits and ignorance.   

One of the wealthiest countries of the world with an almost 100% 

margin higher than China comes from Africa, One of the best 
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places to visit still maintaining undiluted naturalness of the 

environment, sea and land is in Africa. Africa has the largest 

deposit of most of the world industrial mineral resources in dire 

need for economic development, at least 40% of most of the 

world mineral and natural resources used to create wealth in so 

called developed countries of the world came from Africa and 

that should spell wealth for the African continent and its people. 

  

Bulk of Africa’s population is made up of very creative and 

intelligent individuals harboring in various places abroad 

contributing immensely to economic development of their host 

countries overseas with some on the executive boards of large 

corporations and oversea government institutions and another 

very active and young energetic workforce fighting all odds to 

make a living in their homelands even in the midst of plenty of 

everything that spells wealth and another batch of 

overstretched, desperate and wasting workforce of young people 

on a mad exodus to run away from Africa to places of cold 

comfort due to harsh realities of lack. 

 

Among the richest men of the world, there is an African. Among 

the most creative people of the World is an African. An African 

immigrant in the United States gave birth to one of America’s 

most outspoken and intelligent leader in the course of a journey 

to get better education overseas. Africans constitute the bulk of 

physical workforce in most oversea countries – they’re not in a 

hurry to leave any foreign land of their sojourn as they increase 

the count of immigrants and contribute immensely to the 

development of these host countries abroad even at the 

detriment of the neglected Africa and the worse things is;  

across every region in Africa, there is a god in human skin 

ruling his own people with such a vicious grip of fear and 

ignorance to an extent that the life of the average African is 

hanging on a tiny chord of fate suspended by his tin god of a 

ruler – The African leadership and its agents.  

At the height of frustration made possible by adverse economic 
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neglect due to infrastructure decay, those who have managed to 

run away have been very reluctant to return home. However, 

these gods were made, even some were self-made and the 

environment produces them.  

 

Almost every young African I have come across in all my trips 

across international borders have a desire to go back to 

motherland but for one thing; he is afraid of his life and the 

future is far from promising despite the fast-changing news 

about the continent.   

like a prisoner caged in his own thoughts, he wants to break 

loose and escape this fear but the prospect is damn foggy and 

scary to an extent that any thought to live like humans do and 

enjoy every necessary provisions to life and such amenities that 

lures him away from his own home is met with despair and 

frustration.  He will rather prefer to remain an illegal immigrant 

in China, Malaysia, Cambodia, even in Bangladesh scavenging for 

cheap food and a life of ease than return willfully to the 

continent. 

 

In the midst of this frustration he hangs on still in desperation 

and hope that one day, a divine power will topple the elites and 

politicians ruining his homeland or that the situations will 

miraculously take a better shape but reality is; even in the 

occurrence of divine power, change do not take place without 

human effort. 

The African ruler is a tin god not for his magnanimity or 

selfless service to his own people but for such authority and 

power that he commands among helpless victims of his 

fiefdom.  

As the pitch of discontentment among the African people brews, 

their tin god relishes in the comfort of his ignorance to 

understand the way of the underdogs. 

The underdogs built Africa, the underdogs liberated Africa from 

the clutches of colonialism; they constitute members of the true 

African nationalism, they fought for what you call today 
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‘Independent African States.’ until the emergence of China in 

Africa, many of the aging infrastructures still in use in couple of 

these African countries were those established during the era of 

African's nationalist hero – The late Kwame Nkrumah was a 

hustler overseas doing all sorts of menial jobs to eke a living and 

support his studies throughout his students’ days abroad before 

he joined the struggle to make a hell of the system that held 

fellow Ghanaians down during his time.  

Sekoure Toure, was not known as a member of the African elites 

that dines with the then colonialist. When virtually all 

Francophone African overfed elites were singing and dancing 

‘Frenchification’ One man said ‘Non’ and fought his way through 

for an Independent Guinea. 

Patrice Lumumba struggled his way through school and odd jobs 

to fight the system that wants to keep him an underdog. While 

the few colonial African elites enjoyed their new found 

privileged of Whiteman’s position of fenced white house and 

maids, the young Lumumba rallied support from the oppressed, 

the ‘underdogs’ to clinch a majority vote to run the affairs of 

the Congolese, their own way, although he was cut short too 

soon by those who make the African ruler a god.  

 

The count is endless, if we stretch it far away from Africa, it was 

the same situation for a victimized people in places like Old Red 

China, the Chairman, Mao Tsedong establishes the People’s 

Republic with support and commitment from the peasants, the 

‘underdogs’ in the then ‘feudalistic and elitist China. Someone 

who understands the significance of the underdogs made good 

use of it and liberated China into a homeland that all Chinese 

will be proud of belonging. 

Jomo Kenyatta left his comfort abode in the UK to make a hell of 

the system that subjected his own people an underdog; he was 

branded a ‘fiery rebel.’ 

 

 Lt. Col. Jerry Rawlings, The late Nigerian Major Gen. Idiagbon, a 

disciplined military man who made Nigeria experienced a 
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momentary civility but was cut short by those who made the 

African ruler a god. The count is endless and they have all gone 

to eternity with some near senescence while Africa suffers with 

vast wasting opportunities. 

When the man Jerry Rawlings nicknamed ‘Junior Jesus’ of Ghana 

in his 'hey' days in power, took over from the puppets of 

colonialism; he said, in an interview with a New York Times 

reporter; 

''I sat with some of these intellectuals, wordy, wordy, wordy,'' 

said Lieutenant Rawlings, a man of action.  

''They are always involved in foolish analysis,''  

''They have no psychological understanding of the underdogs.” 

 

And what did the Lieutenant do, he simply arraigned many of the 

fancy talkers, bundled them together and ordered many of them 

to be eliminated, as many as he could lay hands on; Ghana was 

sane again for once. Someone who appreciates the significance 

of the underdogs saved the small West African region from the 

stupid tin gods that sit astride the small blessed Gold Coast, in 

comfort, even at the wretchedness and lack of his own people; 

prior to that, 75% of Ghanaians have ran away from the country 

to nearby African regions and to the UK to escape from the hell 

of the tin god that have made life in Ghana miserable and 

hopeless. 

 

All over Africa today, there is a man-made god sitting in 

comfort at the wretchedness and suffering of his own people, 

so much that the helpless African had resorted to all forms of 

bizarre religiosity to seek deliverance from this Satan in 

human’s skin. 

But people made these gods, from the advent of colonialism to 

the departure of the white rulers from Africa, leaving the 

Africans to do their own governance.  

 

Therefore, only people can destroy these gods and not spirits 

and there are certainly more than a thousand ways to destroy 
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any object that has become an impediment to your progress. 

This is what I have outlined in this book detailing each account 

from a personal experience. 

The bitter truth is; Africa is down and running to a self made hell 

in a swift, although there have been stories of success here and 

there of this region or that region so much that investors are 

trickling down to such regions – this is merely based on the GDP 

of such regions which is still solely at the control of some ‘tin 

gods’ in authority and do not in any way reflect on the realities 

of life expectations by many ordinary African in their homeland 

as long as electricity supplies and basic infrastructural amenities 

are still luxuries. 

West African Equatorial Guinea is quoted as one of the richest 

countries in the world with an unjustifiable 60% poverty rate and 

dire lack of basic infrastructures. How can you justify that 

brother!  

 

Certainly Africa is rising but 90% of the increase is due to 

increase in raw material prices and discovery of new 

minerals and oil which should spell "proper development" for 

these regions but the truth is; the tin god and his demonic 

angels (agents) who comprises of criminal hare brain elites 

numbering just a few thousand simply diverts the fortunes of 

a whole nations of over a million population to their greedy 

selfish use. 

How do you deal decisively with these morally bankrupt hare-

brain individuals without shooting a gun?  

That is what I have outlined in this book. 

Ghana is hailed as a success story with free elections and new 

found oil wealth and the story ends there; immediately oil sales 

joins the economic indicator of the wealth of Ghanaians, 

electricity supply that was once a pride to Ghanaians compared 

to their colossal Nigeria neighbour whose economy has been 

grounded by lack of electricity becomes an issue of concern. 
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By mere comparison, as long as the roads still remain in  pitiable 

conditions, electricity supply still remains a luxury, education 

and other basic necessity of developments still a nightmare and 

the majority of the African elites and political people always 

traveling all over the world in fanfare to loan money and beg the 

international community to come and do this and that for them 

while they steal and ruin their own continent; the truth abounds 

that;  Africa will remain a sorry sight despite all the "sweet 

rising story" until the African as an individual, a group or 

even a religious body are able to summon enough courage to 

make the "African tin god of a ruler" run away to his own hell 

or the heaven he has built for himself in Europe, UAE and now 

China. 

The fact is; the African made the hell that is consuming the 

entire system, the African clothe and feed this Satan in sheep 

skin that is ruining the entire continent with his Praise singers, 

made up of runaway convicts and fraudsters, men with debased 

morality and it is only the African that could make these silly 

and dumb characters run away from the heaven he has built 

around himself to his own hell for a better Africa worthy of the 

true wealth and creativity the Almighty has bestowed upon it.  

 

In the absence of such leaders as the late King Jomo Kenyatta, 
Kwame Nkruma, Zik of Africa, Jerry Rawlings, Tunde Idiagbon and 
other hidden fiery positive figures, that made the today Africa a 
possibility this book takes you through the simplest method of 
acting your own Messiah and break the chain of servitude and 
depravation the average African has subjected himself to as a 
result of some false god of a ruler who don’t care a pin about you 
neither does he cares if the entire country he rules is engulfed in 
flames of poverty, excessive lack and ridicule. Because he already 
had his wealth and primary interest stored up in foreign lands and 
a family that is completely disconnected from the rot in the 
system 
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2.2: The Idiot Guide to Nationalist revolution 

I have managed to piece ideas from the Masters with some ‘on 

the spot’ experiences as a product of the underdog bred in the 

street of Lagos, to give every African what I call an ‘idiot guide’ 

to chase unproductive African rulers and their fairy dreaming 

noise making agents underground without the unnecessary 

conferences, seminars on ‘the way forward’ and long airy 

meetings by professional fancy talkers sitting in the comfort of 

their connections to high places and better still, without the 

shooting of guns. 

 

Every opinion in this book has been taken from the layman 

perspective. The best things in life were put in place by the 

layman.  

The layman built so many of the industrial regions of the world 

today the African run to for better life and safety. That idea and 

creative skill of the layman we often kick out from our comfort 

zones is what I have managed to put together in this book and 

this is what I consider a ‘fool proof’ guide to make an 

unproductive African ruler that foist himself over you or his 

gangs and criminal minded morally bankrupt agents to re-

consider their ways or completely destroy themselves out of 

the kind of fury you're going to unleash on them after reading 

this book. 

 

Before I take you through the dumbest weapon of African 

revolution, permit me to take you through the concept of fear 

that has kept you in bounds from challenging "absurd practices of 

members of the elite and political class that has continuously 

kept your region in ruins and darkness, A fear that has held all 

Africans captive and in a perpetual bondage. 
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CHAPTER THREE 
 

3.1 The deceit of fear and the fall of a great 

African leader  

"Fear is psychological, very practical and formidable; this is why the 

art of psychology thrives on human sense of feeling and belonging. Of 

all fears, only one is imminent-The fear to lose." – The SaintJerry’s 

Book of Quote 

Those who make us afraid are in the minority. They employ the 

use of weapons; their weapon is simple but very destructive and 

formidable. It is called "Intimidation" Fear, the most prevalent 

weapon of intimidation is destructive and constructive if you're 

privileged to occupy a position of repute - Steal, loot and maim, 

it will be considered within your jurisdiction of office as a 

prerogative.  

The concept of fear operates on trust. You are only afraid of 

what you trust to scare you. The bandit and the unknown - the 

bandit is a product of the society and the Unknown are forces 

that controls both the government and the society. I used to be 

a victim of fear.  

I was virtually afraid of everything, afraid to live, afraid to die, 

afraid I was going to fail, afraid nothing might work in the long 

run until I found out that those fears never materialized. I am in 

my late thirties plus, those fears have remained a fiction of 

psychological trauma. Not even one has materialized. I was 

simply trapped in an imaginary intimidation of what I thought 

could harm my desires to live.  

Virtually everything under the face of the sun is a product of 

imagination until it begins to materialize and blossom. Fear is 
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psychological, very practical and formidable; this is why the art 

of psychology thrives on human sense of frailness. Of all fears, 

only one is imminent-The fear to lose. 

For the fear of losing out or what ordinary people call "failure" a 

man will employ every form of absurdity imaginable – you may 

chose to be a dictator if you are in the politics, you may chose to 

be very greedy, callous and lacking any kind of conscience, 

moral or ethical. The truth is; the man is plagued and held 

bound by "imaginary intimidation" of his own desires to succeed 

in life Whereas "failure" in itself is supposed to be another form 

of creativity.  

This kind of fear drives men insane; acquiring and possessing but 
never enough, so he employs deceits, craftiness, and fraud while 
the fear to lose drives him from one side of the wall to the other 
end in fright of losing out. He could be in this race all his life 
until the fear kills him. Fear kills seven times before the physical 
death. 
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3.2 Fear is in Phases 

Fear is in stages; and advances with age; from the age of 3-10, 

Parental fear takes center stage of the young lad. From the age 

of 12 – 18, the teenager is controlled by Societal Fear - 

everything fascinates him, curiosity rules his sense of fantasy 

until he begins to run amuck at every buzz. The best time to 

threaten the individual with all kinds of buzz and deception is 

within the age of 18 - 28.  

 

This is the age of banditry and ruthlessness, the age of discovery 

and creativity. Our fear is at its peak within this period and is 

controlled by our sense of fantasy. - Most rebellion and 

lawlessness known to humanity is committed within this period.  

Then from 27 – 32, the fear to become established or succeed 

drives the human consciousness to the brick wall. From age 33-

40, the fear is redefined into a grand deceit of self. The man 

struggles to prove what he is not if he is a victim of his own fear. 

And if he is a man that has overcome his fears, at least to an 

extent, he will be less religious, less political and almost far 

from the chase of vanity and very principled with life. These 

groups of people are few. 

From the age of 45-58, our fear is diverted to our offspring. We 

simply transfer the fears and pretend to be very protective of 

the Children. From the age of 60 – 000, the concept of fear is 

redefined and almost gone – None of my dead relative ever 

shown any signs of fear any longer once they clocked 70, they 

voluntarily released themselves to life, they even participated in 

their own burial ceremony by taking part of the expenses while 

they were still alive.  
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3.3 Religious Fear 
There is a religious fear I am going to classify as fear of the 

unknown. The unknown operates under the guise of spirituality 

and religion - its tool is hypnotism. Even in places where there is 

no religion –Although that's pure pretense. I have been with 

people who claimed to have no religion and I found out that such 

decision was a mere product of their own fears of the unknown.  

 

As they begin to grow older, the fear hunts them on a grand 

scale. You go to the local churches in China, where there is any, 

or mosque if there is any or any small gathering you will find the 

same people who said there is no God struggling to find meaning 

for their existence even at senescence. 70, 80 years old finding 

meaning to their existence and I just shake my head at the 

pitiable plight of humanity. 

Religion instills discipline to the adherents through fear. When 

the fear is magnified, it leads to insanity – of attitude and 

character, such that mature into fanatism and hypocrisy - You 

can kill an infidel to merit a heaven and be justified as truly 

religious, you can steal from the helpless and quote Isaiah 61 

verse 6; And it says; "ye shall eat the riches of the Gentiles, and 

in their glory shall ye boast yourselves." You can take advantage 

of the poor and threaten them with a message of hell. Religious 

fear is ruled by the spirit of hypnotism until recently people 

began to quote Paul the apostle in Galatians 5 Verse 13 and 

chose a personal direction; "For ye, brethren, were called for 

freedom." 
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3.4 Economic Fear & Fear of the government 

There is an economic fear I am going to classify as the 

Government - all wielding one strong weapon - intimidation.  

Economic fear is controlled by the law that governs a state; both 

written and unwritten. Economic fear is the magic wand of 

political people and men in authority used to oppress and hold in 

bondage the victims of their diplomacy. Whether you live abroad 

or live in your home country, those who posses extra-ordinary 

traits to make some difference are direct targets of such 

oppression. 

Libya poses a threat to the western world; the fear of Libya 

under the leadership of the late Muamar Ghadaffi caused those 

who feel threatened by the presence of that great African leader 

to pick the war equipment against Libya. Fear is an object of 

ruin to both self and the society. Ghadaffi, Saddam, and any of 

those infamous rulers with a sad ending never had the privilege 

to face their fears until it ruined them. They were simply afraid 

to let go of their desires to control and wield political powers 

until it hunts them down. 

Ghadaffi, Saddam, Mugabe and more long serving state rulers 

living or dead, were simply afraid to lose out so they cling to the 

seat of power even at their demise until it turns rounds and burn 

them.  

If you're deprived of your funds and incentives through excessive 

tax cuts you'll live in fear of losing your earning power and 

relevance, then you're going to work till you drop, you'll cheat 

and be cheated, this fear will make you do three jobs at the 

same time in order to beat the scare but the simple truth is, the 

government is holding you in captivity - tax cuts is no scare to 

Continental African but in America, excessive tax cut is what the 

US government uses to put its society in check.  
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3.5 Society Induced Fear 
There is a societal fear I am going to classify as Fear of what you 

trust to scare you. This kind of fear is objective – you have every 

need to be afraid of a weapon wielding bandit. This kind of fear 

is abrupt and short-lived. What about the bandit with no weapon 

- the guy behind the computer? At the height of your fear to lose 

your desires to fondle the breast the fake cyber girl is showing 

you on the webcam or to lose the million dollars booties he 

wants to transfer to your account you quickly sell off out rightly 

and when the bandit reaps you off, you cry foul and blame us. 

You forgot, you have just been a victim of your own fears – the 

fear to lose!  

Societal fear is controlled by the people through ego; it's an 

animal world, everybody wants to appear as better off than 

others. Everybody wants to be happier and comfortable than the 

neighbour next door so he takes advantage of those he 

considered a stumbling block to his happiness and comfort. 

A finger-pointing world trapped in the blame game lives in fear 

of each other, fear of guns, fear of blackmail, depression and 

excessive bizarre excitement, the fear of a loss of this 

excitement drives the individual insane so much that he commits 

atrocities against humanity in order to enjoy and maintain his 

freedom, happiness, comfort and ego.  

Such insanity rules most state rulers with questionable 

characters. It is a product of self-imposed madness of the mind!  

Then if your government denies you certain privileges like basic 

amenities due all citizens, you have no job, no decent 

accommodation, no regular electricity over your head, no friends 

of repute, you suddenly becomes a victim of every buzz - 

religious, social and economic -the fear to live and survive the 

pressures of poverty, misery and hopelessness will plague such 

victims to an extent that every move is scary. They become so 

dreadful until they are ruined by their own fear to live.  
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3.6 Fear; a two-edged sword 
Fear, the most potent weapon of psychological warfare is 

destructive, a two-edged sword. It will drive you wild by 

exaggerating every situation, making you see things from a very 

scary perspective until the fear began to drive you insane.  

I grow up watching bizarre things happen to countless bizarre 

people I consider very astonishing. Once there was this bodiless 

head story in the city of Lagos in the 80's- we paid to go and 

watch it - the story was; a man and his friend had a rift and the 

friend grabbed a cutlass and cut off his other friend's head in 

anger but instead of the man dying, the bodiless head kept 

talking, then the friend, according to the story picked up the 

bloodied head and wrapped it in a cloth as the bodiless head 

gave instruction on things that’s going to happen in future, so 

Mr. Friend looked for a box and decorated the bodiless head and 

mount it on a box covering it with a white cloth so people could 

go and watch and listened to the bodiless head tell them what’s 

going to happen in the future.  

And the bizarre thing was, the bodiless head could drink beer - 

Guinness beer preferably, the bodiless head could smoke 

Marlboro cigarette and even eat some rice too. One day, after so 

many days the local TV stations had been televising this for the 

ever-curious Lagosians, the Police got pissed off with this 

absurdity and decided to find out what happened when the 

bodiless head drinks beer or eat rice. Did the food run back into 

his bodiless head or drop off where?  

The Police couldn't take this shit anymore so they decided to 

bust the bodiless head and his friend and like they had expected 

they found out this was a grand deceit. There was no bodiless 

head and everything had been a well-crafted lie. The bodiless 

head is a full man. He had been squatting in the box with only 

his head sticking out. It was scary! 

Mr. Friend had decorated the bodiless head to look like some 

Shrine of a kind. In the midnight, he will crawl out and eat all 
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the foods brought as sacrifice to the "god" by spectators who 

were already trying to make a deity of the bodiless head. In 

those days there was less of religion in Nigeria as it is today.  

The police got so upset, why these two young men could fool the 

entire city of Lagos this far, they beat them a little and rain a 

hell of questions on them and they meekly cried out. "We have 

no money, the government don't care about us, we couldn't get 

employment so we were afraid of not being able to marry, we 

were afraid of not being able to own a car in our entire lifetime, 

we were afraid of not being able to do this, we were afraid of 

not been able to do that and so much more of everything their 

fear could imagine.  

The Police now got real upset and kick them hard, cuffed them 

and paraded them before the national TV as dumb criminals. The 

police seized all the money they have made and hurriedly threw 

them into jail. Those guys made some good money deceiving half 

of Lagos city until they got busted. That is the trick of fear.  

The same situation you were running away from will drive you 

into further chaos of the mind and soul until you are completely 

ruined or wrapped up in misery. Until you begin to run amuck all 

over the world, running away from your own fears, running away 

from the fear mongers, - the politicians and the ‘wanna-be’ 

politicians, in most cases a more vicious group. 

 The fear to succeed in life had driven Mr. Friend and his 

bodiless head friend to plot such grand deceit for the entire city 

of Lagos, it was such a huge hoax - they succeeded. These guys 

were running away from their fears of not succeeding in life. It 

deceived them to the jail house until the thought of success 

quickly varnished and was replaced with the thought to live 

again. Of what use is the thought to succeed to prisoners when 

chances of dying in detention is very possible.  

That is the deceit of fear- it will make you see vague conclusions 
and exaggerated news reports of Africa's poverty, so much that 
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you run away from home to scavenge in Europe and Asia, even in 
Bangladeshi or Cambodia, you will run like rats for the police in 
China, waste your prime plotting grand larceny over the 
computer. Suddenly you make some big hit like Mr. Friend and 
his Bodiless head dude - they did made a lot of money in those 
days.  
 
You will live big and everybody will admire you until you get 
busted – you will always get busted - it's just a question of how 
long.  
Then the same fear you were running away from will turn you in 
and plague you to a complete halt, the same shit applies to our 
political system and its criminally dumb agents, your fear to 
treat them like the criminals they are will still turn around and 
hunt you to a complete misery.  
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CHAPTER FOUR 

 

AFRICA: The Making of the Great Revolution 

Seven out of every ten young Africans I am privileged to have 

engaged in a thoughtful discussion of life and aspirations is very 

bitter, despondent, felt defeating and gripped in the thought of 

a tomorrow too uncertain to gamble with. 

I took a walk into some really sordid commercial ghettoes in 

Guangzhou, Down South of China, I met these African ladies, 

some in their mid-thirties, idling about a very narrow busy walk-

way at the notorious Yuexiu District, a lane popularly known as 

“Tian Xu,” I made gestures and a guide took me in, right in 

there, I met quite a couple of girls too, all cramped up in a 

dinghy basement, it’s past 12.00PM, hot sunny afternoon but you 

could hardly see without the lights on.  

“I asked one of the girls, how did you come about this place my 

sister?”  And she replied; “Anything to survive, I will do.”  

Prior to that, I had just flown in through Hong Kong and observed 

some interesting scenes with Africans on queue at the check-in 

counter, I breezed into Guangzhou, down-town, a hub of heavy 

commercial activity, seen these young Africans idle about the 

long street of Guan Yuan Xilu, like Red-Light District Call-Girls 

hunting for preys, Nigerians in a large count, a Police raid had 

everyone scampering,  I know little about this but have heard 

quite a lot of nasty news about Africans in the street of France, 

or across the streets of Europe, watch some documentaries of 

Africans abroad  I consider very humiliating and embarrassing 

especially for leaders of nations where these folks come from. 

My father used to fight if you give his children too much bullshit, 

he just won’t stand such embarrassment so he will knock on the 

door of whichever of our neighbours that have given us a hell in 
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his absence and he will demand for answers. So I ask, Where the 

father of all these Africans are, what happens to their rulers, 

their law-makers, their religious leaders and activists; do they 

enjoy the ridicule of their own all over the world and turn 

around and dine with those that give them all sorts of 

bullshit...Certainly No!   

 

All over the world, especially on western screens, sordid stories 

of energetic and enterprising young men of African origin 

wasting a beautiful youthhood is rife. Even where such an 

individual managed to get a University education out of struggle, 

tendencies are, a good number will end up moping toilets in the 

UK, idling about the streets of China in a very humiliating 

manner or simply hustling to make a living and for those back in 

the continent, the frustration caused by the reality of economic 

pressures leaves the young people bottled up in anger and hate. 

 

Virtually at all corners, the young African is hedged in so much 

that he either fights his way through like a dying tiger or 

maneuver by the  hook and the crook. 

In Africa, life is real. 

 

The victims of this reality of pressure and pain seems not to be 

happy about this, 

more especially with growing news of a rising Africa that merely 

reflects on GDP outcomes that is by far remote from the ordinary 

people who make up the strength of the African population, but 

could do very little other than live on bottled up aggression that 

will explode at the slightest opportunity against whomsoever is 

considered a threat at that particular moment – This is one of 

the reason why you think the African is violent.  

 

No., He is not. The African is actually one of the friendliest 

people of the world. He is merely trying to let off steam, so 
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much anger and hate is bottled down in there. These are moving 

‘Time Bombs’ losing touch with life so much that in one bad 

wind, they will explode. 

Once they exploded in France in 2006 defying all rules. Once 

they exploded in Guangzhou, South of China, July 2009 and 

another explosion in 2012 blocking a major highway, defying all 

Communist Police rules to march to the street to protest against 

gross humiliation. In Peoples Republic of China, not even the 

citizens could dare voice any form of anger to a local police 

officer not to mention taking the provincial government 

headlong but the African did that and more. 

 

Those who rule the African possibly cared less as they cozy up in 

endless meetings of jive talking of political jargons that could 

hardly produce a toothpick. 

 

At oversea borders, immigration officers readjust their seat once 

there is an African in the queue, such treatment is worse among 

Nigerian passport holders. Across Asian prisons, inmates from 

Sub-Saharan Africa dominates the counts in crowded cells, some 

voluntarily eliminated at will while their ruling elites dine and 

shuttle world beautiful spots in ‘card board sheets comfort’. 

 

Mainstream media picks on the African as one picks a rat out of a 

hole, Many at times, images of the young African both in prints 

and the visuals is disheartening and terribly disturbing but the 

African, dwelling in a land of plenty and wealth, beautiful 

people, industrious and skillful, is poor and virtually lacking 

everything life could afford in most cases, so much that the 

much his life could attract is pity and ridicule. 

“He that is down, they say; needs fear no fall.” Africa is down 

and not falling to any level below this.  

 

No man falls of his own accord except somebody pushes him, or 

he took a wrong step and trip over a stumbling stone or he is 
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mentally sick and his ailment knocks him about in the dirt. 

If somebody pushes you down, you either get up or engage him 

so that he gets down with you, if you fall of your own accord as a 

result of your mistake and carelessness, you’re on your own and 

must force yourself up then if you are mentally sick so that your 

illness knocks you about, you seek a medication or die a fool.  

Whichever way you view it, we are culpable, and Africans are 

architects of this great fall.  

 

There is nothing to loose and there is nothing to gain except the 

price of fools and it is honourary to disrespect fools and ridicule 

them so that they varnish quickly in their ignorance and self 

destruction Likewise it is revolutionary to refuse a position that 

discredits your values as humans irrespective of whatever forces 

that pins you down, by the crook or by the hook. “One Africa 

down, All is down.” and the only medication to the fallen is ‘how 

to get up.’ 

 

Getting up is a battle, a great battle of self, home and the 

forces that subjects people to whatever life situations, economic 

situation or environmental condition they find themselves and it 

is the simplest mark of bravery to fight even if you die trying. 

 

 

 

(i) The great battle of self.  
 “Man must be disciplined for he is by nature raw and 

wild” 

 

It cuts across class and culture; we’ve killed people to 

protect ourselves and be above board. We’ve eaten 

people thinking it’s healthy to do so; we’ve all stolen to 

be rich and lied to each other in our ignorance.  
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Treachery and fraud is natural to all men, we were born into 

ignorance and falsehood until men begin to learn to fight their 

wild nature and differentiate themselves from animals in the 

jungle. They begin to build schools, build electricity, build 

hospitals and construct roads to ease their movements unlike 

animals in the wild.  

They begin to make rules to guide their activities and formulate 

policies that will control their excesses as naturally born wild 

beings, to distinct them from animals in the wild, they begin to 

seem important and prove that they are truly humans and not 

wild animals – what they don’t know, they study to know it, 

what they lack they struggled to get it – they built independence 

in virtually everything based on their discovery of who they are - 

human beings and not animals in the jungle.  

 

They begin to wear off that crude nature inherent in everything 

created by God and assume a position of respect and dignity, 

they begin to accept responsibility for their ignorance and 

struggled to put learning structures in place that will distinct 

them from animals, soon they begin to assume positions of 

importance and relevance. 

The late Dale Carnegie quoted in one of his books  

“struggle away from the animal in us”  

this way; “If our ancestors hadn’t had this flaming urge for a 

feeling of importance, civilization would have been impossible 

and without it, we should have been just like animals”  

 All these efforts rewarded humanity with what is called ‘Self 

Esteem’ - a honourary image of worth and civility.  

Those who have it were regarded and greatly respected while 

those who don’t have it were simply looked down upon. 

Why should a particular group of people be looked down upon – 

only if they accepted to be treated so and it takes an inherent 

chronic weakness in an individual to allow all trash and shits to 

be hauled at you all the time. And you simply shudder and fake a 

“God bless you” smile. 
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Even Jesus the Christ objected to such docility; One day, he 

made a whip and sneak into a temple – what you call a church 

today – some pastors, deacons, and Reverend Dr. or Priest had 

turned the Church into a Trade Fair Complex or what you call a 

‘Bazaar hall,’ they were selling stuffs they collected from the 

people during the usual church tithe & offering session. They 

were selling these items and I bet you, there was a lot of deceits 

and lies in order to woo people to buy off these items, of course 

we all know how these kinds of business runs. 

Lies and fraud is the art of business – ask a shrewd businessman, 

or quietly study the life of any busy businessman whose making 

money is his sole goal. You might notice a difference between 

this type of individual and an inventor. 

They are full of deceits and lies in order to make you accept 

whatever rubbish they want to sell to you. 

 

Jesus the Christ made this long whip from cow skin and began to 

lash it on these long-robed VIP’s of his days until they fled the 

temple. All the while Jesus the Christ had been a good African, 

everybody liked him for his miracles even though many people 

in his days did not buy his ideas of religion but they pretend to 

love him so much as long as they get their miracles and use the 

temple for business purposes until Jesus the Christ decided to 

rebel.  

 

Just like the Asians and many other people pretend to love 

Africa for what the continent can offer – a lot of resources to 

power your growing economy and many disillusioned people you 

can use for business purposes - although their hatred for the 

Africans is very obvious. 

It takes a small frame of mind to build up hatred and hatred 

breeds fear of the hated; individuals and groups of people with 

potential power to do some extra ordinary things are hated and 

ridiculed seven times more than ordinary people, most times 

their life is full of struggle as they crawl up to the peak. 
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Sometimes every effort is made to keep them under control 

through every means by denying them certain privileges or 

employing propaganda strategies through the media to make a 

mockery of everything about such people.  

 

China was in such count while it was crouching beneath the iron 

curtain of communism – I used to think nothing good about China 

until I traveled up there,  I found out that the Chinese are great 

people in their own way and I owe them due respect for what 

they have done for themselves and in their country. 

The Media has done so much to put people of the Middle East 

down as dumb religious blind sheep taking advantage of their 

ignorance despite these regions still maintain very significant 

economic relevance for the entire world but these qualities 

rarely gets into the mainstream news headlines. 

 

So is Africa; Nigeria in particular, world’s hellhole, world’s 

garbage dump, world’s bucket of shit but world most strategic 

spot for development – Without Africa, the world is a dead stump 

of wood, without Africa, the world will bark and bite and sting 

itself to madness and sudden extinction.  

From Japan to the United States, from Australia to Europe, from 

world major industrial zones to world highly developed regions, 

there is either a tree bark from Africa, a chip of rock from 

Africa, crude oil from Africa, leather skins, an ivory, a plant 

produce or a natural object from Africa to produce a car in 

Japan, to build computers in the USA, to run factories in Asia 

and produce drugs and chemicals. 

Senator Barack Obama, first African-American President, was in 

Africa on tour by July 2009, he saw things himself and said;  

“Africa's prosperity can expand America's prosperity.” Beyond 

that, immediately China notices its speed of development, it 

diverted attention to Africa and has branded itself as "Africa's big 

brother".  - How can you develop without Africa?  

 

As he rounds up the March 2013 visit to Africa in his first trip 
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abroad resuming office as the new Chinese leader,  

Mr. Xi Jinping said; "The future, the development of China 

will be an unprecedented opportunity for Africa, and Africa's 

development will be the same for my country.” - Every world 

leader from the developed and fast developing countries who 

visits Africa made similar statement.  I would have preferred it is 

made clear; 

"The future of my XYZ country depends on Africa" - now let the 

African decides if such claims hold true and explore the 

possibilities of taking of advantage of this bilateral exchanges at 

their favour. 

 

 

 

 

 

(ii) The Cost of Poverty 
Africa, land of plenty, gold, diamond and oil, a strong wasting 

work force but poor, a wasting beautiful environment lacking 

virtually every basic social infrastructure has every potential to 

breed anger and frustration! 

Poverty breeds fear and lack of confidence, poverty is man-made 

and people are born into poverty so much that it enslave them – 

soul and body.  

 

Poverty is the root cause of ignorance of all classes of people 

and it exceeds living without cash in the pocket! One country in 

Africa alone can boast of excess cash five times beyond what the 

Republic of China is using to rebuild the old China from a Third 

World status to a First World category! 

Do the math; one Nigerian top government official with his 

friends pocketed $65 Billion Dollars and moved the cash abroad, 
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another blew up $16 Billion Dollars meant for electrification 

project, another one gave out $15 Million as bribe, another one 

cornered $10 Billion Dollars meant for security purposes and 

another pocketed about 170 Billion naira meant for aviation, 

another one messed up about 32 Billion dollars meant to support 

a retired aging workforce and all of them simply got a slam of 

light court sentences of an executive prison term ranging from 4 

months to 6 months with option of bail that could make this sort 

of crime even more lucrative – even for destroying a vibrant 

section of the Nigerian economy and this is just a tiny fraction of 

the kind of power the Nigerian god and his agents in power 

wields, then find out how much it cost China to host the 2008 

Beijing Olympics that transforms China and notched it up high to 

First World status. 

 

Poverty breeds unnecessary fear of the unknown – you are 

afraid of what you don’t know and this fear keeps the 

individual chained in crisis; 

There are three kinds of crises induced by poverty I am going to 

define as; 

(a)       Identity crisis 

(b)       Environmental crisis 

(c)       Economic crisis 

This is the greatest battle of self - Fear and insecurity of 

yourself, your potentials, your environment and a weak economy 

that sets everyone on a race away from home. Where you are 

running to? You don’t even know. Who made you poor, you 

cannot tell. 

Among Africans, this fear looms, a fear rooted in an 

environmental and economic decay that poses a threat to his 

future. 

Then why don’t the African build the economy, his own 

economy, why don’t his rulers and his agents in authority build 

the schools, since we have found out they are all collapsing, why 
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don’t the African ruler build the electricity since we have found 

out that fumes from the so many electric generators that litters 

across the cities are getting harmful and hazardous to health and 

many factories are folding up due to unreliable power supply and 

the empty factory halls converted to religious centers, Why 

don’t the African rulers and his agents construct the roads and 

build hospitals to ease this fears of a bleak future and desist 

from the too many airy debates and conference on economic 

development.  

What is the essence of all these parliamentary debates over 

dilapidated systems and yet not even 5% of it has received any 

structural attention in about over 4 decades of a new system of 

governance and more. Why the too much talking, economic and 

political analysis and meetings and nothing to show for the 

presence of many of the African government air heads 

opportunists committed to enjoying the trappings of success abroad than 

creating success at home. Why is lawlessness so magnified among 

members of the ruling class and their agents with brazen 

stupidity?  

 

(ii) Everybody is afraid of everybody  
 

The answer to all the “Why’s” very simple; 

Where there is a lack of self-worth, everybody is afraid of 

everybody and would like to give an impression of 

superiority of what he or she is not. 

From the elite down to the ordinary folks in the street, there is a 

great personality clash of identity to kill the animal in us 

Africans and gain positions of importance like normal humans 

and how would you overcome such bridge my dear African?  

When you wake up everyday, ask yourself, what makes me of 

less significant than other people? This is the only difference 

between the African and other people of the world – It is called 
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Self Esteem; putting off the animal in you to gain human 

significance in life by developing your faculties to a position of 

relevance.  

People of the world will regard you only if you are relevant and 

the degree of relevance varies, you certainly cannot be relevant 

for criminal activities, you will enjoy a popularity like a 

"Gangstar", who think he is feared for his criminal activities but 

lacks civility, he becomes automatically insignificant the day the 

law of man and the spirit catches up with him, no matter how 

long he reigns in infamy. 

 

Then if you think you are already relevant because you drive a 

brand new Range Rover and own 32 properties across the world 

or more, or you posses 7 academic degrees and you possibly 

enjoys a political office as Governor, Local Council Chairman, 

Parliamentarian or a Senator, Minister, etc, what’s the basis of 

your frequent moonlighting to all the developed places of the 

world even running around the world for medical checkup of 

ordinary head ache when you can get such services from your 

region, at least you are developed too or relevant by means of 

your 7 academic degrees, brand new automobiles and properties 

all over the country? 

One Chief Bisi Akande, former governor of a southern Nigerian 

state cried out loud in a certain opinion poll;  

“Development is for man and its only man who can develop”.  

Then what is impeding such structural development that made 

this man complained bitterly in the public, at least positively? 

What’s the rush Africans? Where are we all running to? 

 

(iv) The first ground battle; 

The first battle of man on earth is the fight against self –  

Who are you? 

Where are you? 
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Where are you going? 

Why should you be looked down upon and you turn around and 

look down upon yourself too my dear African? Why should you 

be treated with scorn and so much disdain by your ruling elites 

and their dumb cronies and you turn back around and applaud 

them, your humanity is put to test in this. 

 

There have been conscious efforts all over the world to classify 

man according to his environment – these efforts produced what 

you call First World, Second World and Third World.  

In the eyes of the creator of the heavens and the earth, there 

was not such a thing as First World and Third World or Dark 

Continent. Man in his conscious effort created these positions. 

The position you find yourself in is either created by you or it is 

made possible by forces that controls your environment and to 

attain such positions of respect or relevance is your sole 

responsibility.  

 

If you can’t read, you can see and if you can’t see at least you 

have ears to hear all the negative things been traded all over the 

world about you and your incompetence then if this doesn’t 

budge you – then you’re not any bit better than the animal you 

have always been and should be avoided like something from the 

wild. 

 

 

(v) The battle against authority in darkness. 

One of the greatest fears of the citizenry in any society is to 

dare the authority, political, religious or social. Why would you 

want to dare the government my dear African; where would you 

start from? Or who would you square up with in the first 

instance? 

 

There is a very sketchy figure of those who dared to flap a wing 
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under any dictatorial African ruler and succeeded. They either 

fight alone with scanty support from the citizenry who are either 

compassionate with the sincerity of the man spearheading the 

revolutionary movement or damn too afraid to commit their 

precious lives to a cause they believe only God can jump down 

from heaven and fight the careless African rulers.  

 

Worse off, these groups often constitute intellectuals within the 

legal precincts who by reason of professional training understand 

the legal workings of a normal state.  Sometimes, it’s simply out 

of sheer compassion at the suffering of fellow Africans who are 

too weak or crassly ill-informed to fight back at injustice in their 

own homeland. Under such condition, it is difficult if not 

impossible to achieve any meaningful result. There will be too 

much talking and fancy interviews so much that the media will 

easily find a ready content to fill their pages.  

And what happens, the man of the people, the revolutionary 

fighter soon becomes a lone ranger with only the newspapers as 

his war field. He will sustain only if he has such strong guts to 

withstand endless jail terms and neglect. 

 In Africa, such people are damn few or none existent to build a 

force. 

 

There have been too many requests for a revolutionary Africa by 

folks I consider ‘bunch of fancy talkers’. Talk is cheap; they say. 

Therefore it’s easy to Google and find out over a thousand 

revolutionary essays written by Africans, mostly Nigerians – those 

I guess who need the revolutionary most yet it’s such a scary 

attempt to stand a mere rankles police corporal, even the 

Personal Assistant and messenger to a government office holder 

would need to be appeased before he could lift a finger on your 

case, just keep bribing him and fooling yourself with ‘God bless 

you sir’ even when in your heart you wished him stoned to 

death. 
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Any move against the authority of a state is considered ‘a 

rebellious activity’ or simply put in more aggressive terms a 

‘revolution’ and they are consequences. Such rebellious activity 

is not ‘mere words of fantasy and grandiloquence.’ 

 

Revolution is warfare. A Warfare of the minds, skills and 

strength of victims of such disorganized society whose 

constituted and elected authorities have become lawless 

without measurable concern to the sordid plight of the 

citizenry.  

Such type of lawlessness extends and breeds gross 

insubordination at all sides until victims of such society cannot 

withstand it anymore – by then, they must have been pushed to 

the wall, sometimes with no value or regard left in the whole 

world, like in the case of an African country always in the news 

for every notoriety, from bad governance to Infrastructural 

decay and neglect – this is one country with some great people, 

intellectuals, creative people and some sane human beings but 

have been shrouded by the lawlessness and criminality of their 

elected authorities so much that no matter how highly placed, 

divine or gifted the Nigerian is; the people of the world will 

simply look down on him as mere criminal, corrupt and lawless 

and treat him with contempt.  

 

“One day, this error will have to be addressed as quickly as 

possible” complained a Nigerian immigrant I met in a café 

somewhere at the Southern city of Guangzhou in China.  

“I do hope so, I replied. But this ‘one day’ almost seems like a 

mirage. 

Among the gun wielding young people of couple of the African 

countries experiencing civil conflict and security threats as a 

result of dissatisfaction and crass neglect by members of their 

elected authorities who have mumbled up all the opportunities 

to build a good home for the citizenry, are a group of young 

fighters disillusioned with the taste of life so much that picking 
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the gun is like a vocation and an opportunity to ‘take back’ or 

attract some ‘authority’ too. 

With such situations in place, no meaningful rebellion against 

some irresponsible authorities shall ever take place.  

 

Reason is; The fighters often constitute a pack of frustrated and 

confused young people who has been deceived too long by a mix 

of middle class elites they had looked up to provide relief to the 

unending suffering they have been subjected to. Frustrated with 

endless unmet expectations, even the commonest desire to learn 

a trade if you have no money to go to school is met with a brick 

wall. Then you even managed to learn a trade, your case 

becomes also more complicated, no electricity to operate your 

equipment, the political and economic system becomes terribly 

awkward so much that you don’t know which way to direct your 

energies to, you don’t know who to report to or follow anymore 

then confusion begins to set in - A confusion of self and abilities, 

a disorientation of responsibilities and accountability – to 

yourself and your environment - until you begin to lose the 

humanity in you. 

  

A ‘walking corpse’ sees no good, hears no evil, have no sense of 

feeling or remorse and lacks shame. That is a man who has lost 

the humanity in him.   

Then you can imagine how many ‘walking corpses’ roaming the 

citadels of power across Africa. 

‘Let the citizenry from his own country be subjected to 

excruciating poverty and ridiculed all over the world; he can’t 

understand that. 

Let the schools be shut down and roads be cut off, this is 

meaningless to him, let the papers keep writing all sorts of 

rubbish possibly to attract his attention to give his communities 

or the people he had been called to lead a decent basic 

amenities, he has no time to read any piece of paper,  

let the young men and women, the future of the country plunge 
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into an exodus away from the motherland to strange lands as 

‘21st century slaves and scavengers’ this is no news to him. 

Let responsible governments of other countries put his country 

name on black-list as ‘dangerous zones’ ‘critical areas’, 

‘criminal nation and fraudsters’ – so much that anybody from 

such country is looked down upon – he can’t even see that nor 

comprehend.  

 

Why should he comprehend? He operates an authority in a dark 

world of illusion and self conceit.  

He loves to be respected, he loves to be recognized and 

honoured even for his empty slate of achievements. 

 He can’t afford not to be ‘titled’ whether acquired or honorary.  

What will you make of a garrulous political harebrain addressed 

as ‘Honourable, Chief, Dr. Pastor, Prince XYZ (CON, MON, CFR 

etc) and he actually flaunts that among the religious, the 

political and elites like himself, at least to tell the confused 

ordinary people, deprived of the simple gift of humanity that he 

is ‘an authority man’ or a man of authority.  

How can a group of people keep holding meetings for four good 

years, eight good years and more, debating on an already 

written constitution, jive talking about irrelevant issues of no 

direct benefit to the development of their own economy and 

basic infrastructure development? This kind of attitude, sane 

human beings will summarily conclude as “confused political 

noise makers” seeking some stupid attention. 

 

This form of confusion and disorientation runs a cycle and that’s 

a good cause for a ‘fight back.’  

 

Simply choose NOT to give this individual any bit of 

recognition or respect as long as he belongs to the group of 

‘men in authority’ who have constituted into a bunch of a 

lawless group showing disregard at the plight of the ordinary 

people of the country and watch his re-action. 
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 “Look at this boy!” 

“Do you know me?” 

“I bet you don’t know who I am” roared this African Chief from 

Nigeria, I met in Beijing. 

“Do you know who I am?” 

”Sorry I don’t know you sir” I replied. 

”You mean you’ve never heard of ‘Chief, Dr. Alhaji Abiola 

Ogundokun?” 

”Sorry, I have no idea who you are sir.” I insisted. 

Then he blurted; “No wonder you’re talking to me like that” 

”I was Abacha’s image launderer – we made him!” 

”It’s unfortunate you don’t know me” he fumed. 

I had given a professional service to this man through a friend’s 

recommendation from his country’s embassy in Beijing. Work 

finished, Mr. Chief refused to pay for whatsoever reasons best 

known to him. I demanded for my cash on the spot addressing 

him as ‘Sir or Mr.’ these supposedly two lesser titles infuriated 

him the more and he blazed on; 

 

”Do you know about my estate in Lagos? I have a building in UK, 

or one of my properties in South Africa?” 

I kept silence and just listened, then he whispered something, 

smiling;  

“I will make you go home and be happy -” 

“Would you like to speak with your Governor?” 

“Let me call him now, let me show you his number.”  

“Would you like to be a Governor someday or a Special Adviser?” 

”We make them”; if you’re obedient and cool–headed, we’ll 

make you.” 

 

While he fumed, another young man who follows him about 

carrying his bags and doing errands for him was fidgety, pleading 

with Honourable, Chief, Dr. Alhaji XYZ to forgive my ignorance. 
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(vi)  Getting equipped with the dumbest weapon’ 
How would mere ignoring ‘titled’ African elite make him 

function like normal humans do? – This is almost sounding 

unrealistic! 

 

The African elite, the political and the middle class, all have 

guns much better than the killer machines in the hands of the 

Niger-Delta militants or the Religious Boko Haram insurgents – it 

was shipped into the country by them – arms smuggling is no kid 

business – besides that, fighting a cause by arms and ammunition 

against your own land will only result into internal clashes and a 

destruction of the few dilapidated amenities left over by the 

founding fathers of the homeland and by account of history, such 

activity may not survive in a place like Africa or simply put, in 

the modern Africa UNLESS the government had already lost the 

allegiance and effective control of its armed forces whom as I 

write this piece have all fused up into the so called quasi-

democratic system and should any form of militaristic 

confrontation arises, the "underdogs", me and you will suffer a 

huge loss in the first place and nothing will get solved other than 

we would have helped the politicians and quasi-democrazy elites 

to move away their loots away faster from Africa. 

For example, anytime the oppressed and victimized people of a 

particular region rise up in arms out of frustration and neglect, 

the military and all the forces of the state will rise up to crush 

them. Why is that?  

The power structure has the local police, the security service 

and the Army to call on, all of which are part of the destructive 

system impoverishing the citizenry and destroying the economy 

despite all the wealth of the Nigerian people.  

The oppressed and frustrated citizenry, although in their 

minority could only sustain by such simple act of ‘treating the 

warped up people in authority with disdain, neglect and 
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ridicule’. 

 

February 14th 2010, edition of Sun Newspapers carried a report; 

“a Deputy Speaker of one State House of Assembly and a staunch 

member of a political party named Action Congress ( AC) one 

‘DIS-Honourable Saliu Adeoti by name, (I added the ‘DIS’ for 

emphasis since I can’t figure out anything Honourable in this 

name ‘Saliu Adeoti’) he was caught right inside the so called 

House of Assembly during a session with a fully-loaded semi-

automatic pump action gun.  Even the Sheriffs in the so called 

political party or House cannot explain what ‘Mr. Honourable’ 

was doing in the House of Assembly with a fully loaded gun.” 

This is just a tip of the iceberg! 

 

If the ordinary people of Africa, the neglected and relegated 

dregs of the society pick up guns to fight the people they 

thought have made their existence miserable – first target will 

be the elites, the political people, their wards and concubines. 

And what will happen? First thing; the elites, the political class 

of the African society will move their families away from 

motherland Africa to safe zones, to Europe and America, where 

they have stashed up all the cash they have stolen from their 

own people – check your records my dear African. 

One Tim Daniel, Director of United Nations Office on Drugs and 

Crimes (UNODC), revealed that Nigeria loses $110 billion 

annually to treasury looting. According to the report, the 

country cannot boast of tremendous development because of the 

large amount of money being siphoned out of government and 

taken outside the country.  

 

Why would a sane man take so much cash out of his own 

impoverished country to an already developed country like the 

UK, UAE, USA and the entire Europe leaving his own people in 

misery and pains to the point of servitude of the soul and body?  
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The answer is very simple; ‘Recognition and Relevance’ – A 

feeling of importance. He wants to be recognized and respected 

as an important figure. 

There is a criminal psychology of this kind of impulse; for 

instance, when an armed robber storms your house to rob you of 

your hard–earned money, the first thing he does with the money 

is buy expensive car, visit expensive bars and horde exclusive 

prostitutes, if he robs a foreigner through what they call 

‘Internet Scam’ he could go as far as buying a ‘honourary title’ 

from his community, then if that’s not enough, he crawls into a 

Church with ‘questionable characters’ and picks up a divine 

title; ‘a Deacon, a Church Council Chairman or even Executive 

Member of the Church Board – he could acquire that through 

unsolicited Charity works in the Church.  

Prior to that, he makes you see how important he is to your 

survival by pointing a gun at your head, he could order you to lie 

down flat, he could even undress your wife in your presence and 

have a bit of her, not because he is deprived of sex, No, not at 

all, he only wants you to know that he has authority over you 

and is in charge. 

What is he seeking for? 

 ‘Relevance and Recognition’ - even if he is going to steal that as 

well.  

 

In the same manner, the elites and the political, after falsifying 

documents and robbing his own people by subjecting them to a 

criminal kind of poverty, what’s the next thing? he build large 

mansions in all the choice areas of his country he may never 

occupy till he dies like a Chicken, he will buy numerous luxury 

cars, acquire so many titles, mostly bought over; even honourary 

academic titles will be paid for; then flaunts his empty ugly self 

about to make sure he is getting the ‘Much Recognition’ he had 

stolen so much to acquire. 

 

 Now we Africans are becoming extremely religious more than 

anyone else in the world, so the African ruler walks in there too 
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and bought some more titles; I have seen a man with titles as 

long as ‘General Overseer, (G.O) His Holiness, Most Rev. 

Archbishop, Dr. Prince XYZ’ a.k.a. ‘Man pass Man’ I am not 

exaggerating – What is he doing?  

He would like to be recognized as important and relevant even in 

the midst of rot. 

This is not even enough; if he belongs to the political class, he 

will take his people’s money; all the money meant for 

education, money meant for roads construction and 

infrastructural development to the UK, USA and EUROPE to show 

the ‘Whiteman’ he is an important person in Africa. 

 

 He will struggle so much to give the White folks who don’t care 

a pin about him an impression that he is ‘really important’ – He 

will look for the most expensive house in the UK especially in the 

White neighbourhood, he will buy it, he will look for the most 

expensive Bentley Car, he will buy it, if possible he will look for 

the most expensive prostitutes and buy them too – perhaps this 

will give him the much recognition and respect he is struggling 

for. 

 That’s not enough – he will look for his fellow Africans abroad, 

who had run away from motherland because of his likes that has 

ruined the entire system, he will give cash gifts to the gullible 

ones among them who knows in all truth that the country or the 

state where this man comes from is in total collapse because of 

people like him, they will organize some ‘fake conference’ or 

elaborate honourary welcome party in the most expensive 5 Star 

hotels and lavish enough cash there to impress ‘people abroad.’ 

 

What is he doing? He wants to be recognized and seen as 

important and relevant even among people who will prefer to 

make more ridicule of him and his country – this is very common 

in places like America and the UK and very prominent among 

Nigerians. 

You could hardly see any factory abroad or an industry in the 

homeland this man has set up except the expensive houses, cars 
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and prostitutes. What we call ‘bread and butter’ Investment.  

This is one of the reasons why whenever any rich African elite 

dies, like all Chickens and the Proud Red Cock must die, there 

will be nothing left of him after the usual ‘family wrangling’ 

even their prostitutes do line up for ‘entitlements’ these days. 

And what would happen, after some years, he will be forgotten 

and written off; even his children cannot be found to have 

inherited any investment or anything meaningful other than 

debts, houses, cars and women. This is the end of all ‘bread and 

butter investment’ – they come looking fat and smelling fresh, in 

the heat of reality of life, they melt like the butter, with no 

trace of that once visible Hons, Chief, Dr. Alhaji, Prince, JP, 

XYZ, a.k.a ‘Man Mountain.’ 

 

Now, before he leave the Whiteman land, he makes sure he has 

built enough recognition among his people especially the gullible 

ones, then runs back to the rot he has contributed so much to 

make of Africa – motherland. 

 

What will he do? He will make sure there are enough praise 

singers and starved journalist at the airport to receive him and 

announce his return from overseas – from medical check-up, 

from debt reduction conference, or from aids receivers seminar - 

the more you sing the much you get, the better you write of his 

journey abroad and return to Africa, the more money you might 

receive – Yea, if I am hungry and starved, starved so much that I 

could hardly pay for my children’s school fees, deprived so much 

that I could hardly live a normal life due to a frustrating social 

system, I would write and sing the best praise of this 

Honourable, Chief, Dr., JP, Alhaji, Prince XYZ, a.k.a. Man pass 

Man’ – even though I know he is directly or indirectly responsible 

for 70% of the economic woes that has befallen my community. 

And how long this servitude will last could only be determined by 

the African. By Myself! 

 

Do I need to tell anyone to stop all the whining and beer house 
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complaining and childish rants of inefficient government when it 

is in my capacity to make this ‘vain self’, ‘title loving’, 

‘recognition crazy’ African rulers and his elite potbelly cronies to 

function or die out of neglect? 

I have tried it a couple of times and it worked like magic more 

effective than the guns, so I decided to put the idea into a book 

for all the ordinary Africans walking the streets of Kibera, 

Mathare, Lagos, Luanda, Yaoundé, Freetown and lots more 

scavenging in the streets of Europe, walking nude in the cold 

streets of Europe waiting for ‘cheap fuck’, roaming the streets 

of Guangzhou, hiding across Chinese villages in the PRC, running 

for police raids and receiving all manner of scorns and ridicule. 

As I write this piece, there is a magazine on my table, it’s a 

Nigerian Magazine mainly dedicated to the publishing of society 

parties of the elites, the political and the so called ‘powerful’ 

they took up a whole 70 pages of photos ONLY out of 100 

displaying their wealth and their children’s birthdays and 

wedding parties, now they even celebrate ‘Good Mood’ parties.  

Recently couple of soft sell tabloid has emerged to do a better 

‘Image Laundry’ of the African elites, their families and their 

cronies. Some pages are even dedicated to displaying their cars 

and dresses alone. Then I took a role-check of the names in 

print, 85% of all the people in the pages are senior government 

office holders and their fat ugly face painting bleached women 

that refuse to grow old, political people and their middle class 

friends and concubines.  

 

There is certainly nothing bad being in the pages of the dailies or 

soft-sells if there is something positive to pick up from your 

presence in the papers but for your cars, flamboyant and 

careless parties, dresses and concubine balls and worse still for a 

man whose position in the national places of authority is 

questionable – I am sorry for your poor soul, my dear Mr. rich 

blind African! 

 

But this is beautiful – Then what is the complaint about?  
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Why the rush to leave the country to pick apples for white 

farmers in Holland?  

What’s all the trekking across the deserts to run to Europe even 

if roasted by the hot sun of the desert? 

What is the complaint about total collapse of the social structure 

and decaying infrastructure entrusted in the hands of the men on 

these front pages?  

This magazine tells me all is well with these Nigerians, at least, 

many of us while it tells the rest of the World how gullible and 

stupid the African elites and his dumb followers could be 

especially those in places of position. 
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(vii) Political upbringing of the African and  

Knowledge of the Dumbest weapon  
 “First they ignore you, then they laugh at you, then they fight you, 

then you win.”  - Mahatma Gandhi. 

I would like to shift the attention of the ordinary Africans away 

from the guns and bloodshed anytime you hear the word 

‘revolution’ – this is almost sounding ridiculous. 

How could you achieve a revolution without shooting a gun and 

killing some die-hard idiots?  How could you root out the rots of 

Nigerian political elites without shooting them dead and jailing 

some for life until they rot in jail?  

Yea, this is good argument – what I refer to as ‘beer house’ 

conversation or a chat over ‘a glass of beer.’  

‘Revolution in the mouth!’ at least, such rebellious activity will 

give every grieved individual, grieved at the way things are being 

run in his society, especially where it is not at his favour, some 

relief – at least, a justifiable relief until you flash him some 

dollar bills or even tempt him with some contract projects even 

‘supplying of toothpicks and tissue papers’ from China to 

Members of the House of Representatives or the Senators, he 

will quickly change a stand, he will drop the guns, then if he is 

really pressed by the ‘airy promises’ of the same political class 

he has picked up arms against, if he is really pressed with some 

‘freshly mint dollar bills and even some buttered roasted 

chicken’ my dear African will boldly and without conscience, 

points the guns at his own comrade whom they have started the 

fight together.  

Therefore, what kind of warfare can this one carry out? – 

 Chicken wars! Dumb Chicken wars! 

As I travelled across the cities and villages of the Republic of 

China, I see cultural heritages unhampered, I saw a people 

united in the pains and miseries of the grip of erstwhile 
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monarchs and feudal lords whom when the opportunity to break 

loose eventually emerge, they employed all the advantages of 

traditional resilience and courage until they were able to break 

the jinx – this people had certainly come a long way through 

discipline, commitment and patriotism. 

 

Great revolutionary leaders had come and gone, Civil rights 

groups, activists; even militants had all emerged but collapsed 

like a pack of cards in Africa. 

Recently there has been a minor increase of rebel groups with 

the same story ‘fighting for the masses’ until a piece of ‘roasted 

chicken or some dollar bills’ is dangled across their face – the 

fighting will automatically reduce and members of the guerilla 

forces will point the guns against themselves; and what will be 

the quarrel? ‘Who takes the largest share of the booties, - and 

where will the booties be invested in: Cars, luxury cars, houses 

and other choice properties and extra women. You may prove 

me wrong with one useful structure put up by the largesse made 

by any of the one-time rebel leaders under amnesty turned 

‘peace-maker.’  

 

The next thing is, he will begin to grant interviews to idling 

journalist also seeking relevance as ‘the reporter of the year’ 

and he will start discrediting the ‘painstaking efforts’ of his 

former comrades who are probably still tucked in the creeks 

fighting against the cause for which the original revolution 

warfare was established. 

Sometime ago, 2010, in the February 18th edition of Sun 

Newspapers, Some ex-militants in the Niger-Delta of Nigeria, 

home to West Africa’s foremost revolutionary groups, (Movement 

for the Emancipation of the Niger-Delta -MEND), decided to part 

ways with the parent body of all the Guerilla Fighters in the Oil 

rich Delta region of Nigeria, to pursue their cause on a peaceful 

platform.  
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One of the leaders of the secessionist group had complained that 

; “MEND has proved that it is not sincere in its agitation for the 

Niger Delta people through its employment of violence” 

The statement signed by a man named Black Gold, reads:  

 

“We have arrived at this painful but necessary decision, after 

watching in utter dismay as MEND, which was formed to lead a 

revolution for the freedom and development of the region, 

become an avenue for the perpetration of the same evil it was 

set up to fight.”  

“We are shamed indeed, to disclose that MEND has become a 

tool for self enrichment and aggrandizement. The deception and 

manipulation of our courageous fighters for the personal benefit 

of a few leaders in MEND will emerge as the saddest experience 

in the history of the Niger Delta struggle.”  

This is a revolutionary group many has looked up to as a model 

of change, opting out for some ‘airy’ deceptive promises’ while 

the main cause for which they pick up arms against the 

government still remains very far to be reached. 

Well, they have to part ways and betray each other because the 

‘act of revolution’ operates on trust and unalloyed loyalty to a 

cause with less room for distractions. such positions of trust and 

loyalty is still strange to the African because there is an inherent 

history of betrayal, fear and deep lack of trust among Africans, 

especially when the heat blazes on and our humanity is put to 

test.  

A people groomed in the brutal history of slavery and 

colonialism, almost inseparably - slavery thrived on the doctrine 

of betrayal and fear. Fear of ‘Self and Potentials’ and plain lack 

of Trust for anything – Human or Spirit while Colonialism thrived 

on the doctrine of ‘exploitation’ taking advantage of an 

opportunity – 

 

 if a man is so hungry and deprived – he could rant and pick 
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up arms against the authority or whoever he thinks is 

responsible for his predicament until you prey on his 

‘poverty and unfortunate economic condition’ – tendency are 

he ‘might’ simply stop writing and drop the arms to ‘eat and 

live’ in comfort, at least for once in his entire miserable  

lifetime.  

“What’s the struggle for, what am I suffering for?” He will 

soliloquize, “after all, I am now a Personal Assistant to the 

Minister of Petroleum with opportunities to travel to America at 

ease and blessed with a Range Rover Jeep and a plot of land in 

best parts of the country” 

 These concepts were drummed into the psyche of the African 

for decades and centuries running concurrently, from generation 

to generation and it takes a genuine painstaking discovery of the 

‘Self’ in the African to break away from this evil grip. 

 

At one of the best moment to test the level of self-worth and 

unity for all the Africans worldwide during the United States 

Democratic election of 2008,which had, for the first time in 

history, an African-American, (Mr. Barrack Obama was first an 

African by blood before American) it was another African, a 

descendant of fear and betrayal bred, at the age of 51, Dr. 

James David Manning, that took the lead with all zest and 

enthusiasm to bring his own black comrade down by verbal 

aspersion, he pulled so much negative shots, even called the 

first African-American President of the United States “a Trash 

born by a Whoring Trash” referring to Barrack Obama’s mother, 

while he praised Bill Clinton so much, all in a bid to discredit any 

effort his Black brother has made or was making to be on edge. 

He even invoked spiritual forces in the name of God against his 

own African and was so vocal even after the election. 

  

The interesting thing was; these are Diaspora African leaders at 

both extremes; ‘Religion and Politics’ although the other was 

more civil and enlightened, at least, by ignoring the ‘misfortune’ 

of his brother, James David Manning, the later did his best to 
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prove his origin.  

Therefore to fight such cause as ‘the authorities’ whom have 

constituted into a callous group with no sense of shame nor 

regard for their own in continental Africa (a likely inherited trait 

from ancestral slave lords and neo-colonial freaks) – will demand 

highly rated commitment among majority of the ordinary 

people, starting from the journalists, all the low income earners, 

civil and private, struggling undergraduates, unemployed 

graduates and very fanatic religious group – these ones will 

constitute the most potential force as they cling to religion out 

of hopelessness in the social and political system.  

These groups make up the ‘underdogs’ whom in order to put 

flights on the heels of the elites and political class they mouth 

against at every opportunity, they should be bonded by a 

common faith and trust which is abysmally lacking among the 

African.  

For this reason, such thing as; ‘Violent revolution by arms in 

Africa is unachievable! It will only provide a wide loophole of 

gun-mongering for the Africans to kill themselves the more 

and destroy whatever is left of the blessed continent as it has 

always been throughout the entire period of civil struggle. 

 

Why would that happen?  Much of Africa’s economic decline is 

attributed to excessive distrust among people across 

regional borders, across villages, political parties, ethnic 

differences and religious belief, all in the name of ethnicity. 

 

Everyone sees any political appointment or a privilege to serve 

as an opportunity to overcome his ‘poor state of mind, soul and 

body, take revenge at unforeseen enemies or build an 

insurmountable fortress against others he considers a ‘threat’ 

even in his own community.  

Therefore, if you don’t trust yourself, if you don’t trust your 

potentials, if you do not place any value on the humanity within 

your own, how could you run such a sensitive organization as 

guerrilla warfare? How could you be trusted to do anything 
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meaningful like humans do? How could you run a company? How 

could you run a musical group? How could you run even one 

successful religious movement without it crashing and splitting 

into over a hundred conflicting units? The very dumb politicians 

knows the truth, the African elites fooling around the politicians 

knows the truth, string the common people on one chord of 

ethnic rivalry, threaten them with worst kind of lack, hold up 

their salaries for months, occasionally thrill them with patches 

of relief, for example pay them one month salary out of the 7 

months you are owing them, select the very inferior ones among 

them and give them high positions like Ministers, Special advisers 

etc, They will never seize to worship you, some will even fight 

and kill each other to win your favour. 

 

Therefore if you can create this level of division and distrust 

from the head to the toe, how can you run any meaningful 

institution on earth! Unless you single out of the pack of 

dummies, you are already a self-made victim from birth! 

Violent revolutionaries like Late Che Ernesto Guevara attributed 

Africa’s revolutionary attempt as; an attempt in futility; citing 

Congo as an example. 

 

“There is no will to fight, the leaders are corrupt.” Said 

Comrade Che in his Congo Diary, he cited the incompetence, 

intransigence and indiscipline of the local Congolese rebel forces 

as the key reasons for his failure.  

 

I don’t buy that anyway as I consider this fiery rebel of his time, 

a stranger to the African history and that was his undoing – he 

knows very little of the African society and the political 

upbringing of the African. If the guy had persisted then, an 

African, even member of his own revolutionary group he had set 

up while in Congo, could have handed him over to the forces he 

had come to fight – even at the gift of a Bally’s shoe. Perhaps I 

should be proved wrong. 
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Like I had mentioned earlier, I want to shift the attention of the 

African away from the guns and machetes. These objects were 

NOT produced by the African but were produced by the people 

who have painstakingly contributed to make the African rulers a 

tin god who relishes in destroying his own God-given region in 

abject stupidity and ignorance because if you insist on the guns 

and the machetes, there will never be enough your ‘White 

Mercenaries’ could produce for you idiots to wipe yourselves out 

while they bleed even your old grandparents who depends on the 

poisoned fishes in the creeks of the Niger-Delta to survive or 

whatever it is you might be fighting for in whatever part of 

Africa you might come from. 

 

At the ‘beer house,’ there is a conversation that; “the only 

language the African understand is violence so in order to instill 

discipline among the ruling elites and make them function, 

we’ve got to grab some, jail some and shoot some dead to instill 

fear in the rest.” 

 

I grew up in moth-infested wooden beer house of Lagos as a 

hustler. Apart from the Niger-Deltans who emerged a couple of 

years behind in Nigeria as a violent force, I have never seen even 

a government messenger or their concubine kidnapped and 

bundled into any revolutionary jungle in Nigeria, those who did 

in other African countries were either cut short by saboteurs or 

sold off by their own comrade except the likes of Rawlings who I 

believe did enough self appraisal to select his comrades, even at 

that Rawlings’ camp would not be compared to a revolutionary 

group as it made use of national military might, most of the 

people who took over reins of power were elites I consider 

‘sincere’ to the cause of newly developed Ghana for Ghanaians 

in all patriotism and love for the motherland. 

Violence does pay, for those who employ it wisely, at least, you 

will be able to create fear in your victims and you will succeed in 

taking what you want, then like a vicious cycle it will turn back 
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against you – you may prove me wrong with a history record of 

all people who chose to live by violence.  

But when you employ what I call the dumbest weapon of 

revolution of modern African history it will send your victims 

to an earlier grave without one shot of a gun and leaving you 

in high honour and self-respect even if you are going to die 

poor.  

 

Simply chose not to give any titled government person any 

recognition nor regard as long as the system in which he or 

she operate continues to impoverish the citizenry with brazen 

neglect of the development of social infrastructures and you will 

be touching the most sensitive spot of the African elite, 

political, religious and secular. I have tried it many times and it 

works like magic. One of my victims fainted twice; he was 

occupying a very privileged position then although not at a 

national level. 

But you will be able to do this if only you have discovered 

yourself as a unique individual delivered and unbroken by the 

trace of slavery and neo-colonial history. 
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(viii) The Dumbest political weapon of revolution 

 

By the time this book is in your hand, many African nation will 

be conducting an election for the year or would have rounded 

off. Many political office holders would like to be re-elected 

with some new entrants, they will want to be voted for, some 

will chose not to care a pin whether you vote or not, they can 

buy the votes with the money in their pockets, after all, they 

have already stolen so much for a time like this therefore 

whether you vote or not is irrelevant, he knows how to get the 

ballot boxes and he knows how to make himself a Senator – it’s 

very simple.  

He is going to ‘dash’ you some money, he knows you are stupid 

and lacks neither common sense nor self respect. 

If you prove stubborn or simply religious, he will look for the 

most gullible ones in your community and give them bags of rice, 

T-shirts and some cash so that the entire community will close 

their eyes when he will come to take the so called ballot boxes. 

 

Since I believe we all want change in our homeland and we don’t 

pretty cherish this bloodshed among our own people all the time 

at the expense of some pot belly confused political elites neither 

do we enjoy this excessive lack, high rate of crime due to 

unemployment, neither do we enjoy this failing social structures 

that brings ridicule and contempt for the African so much that 

anytime the name ‘Africa’ is mentioned the next thing is 

‘Poverty,’ anytime Nigeria is mentioned, the next thing is 

‘Criminals and Corrupt’ and too much complaining without some 

concrete structural change then duty demands that you all 

unsheathe your weapon to do this one last battle as an 

individual; 
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“Simply chose not to give any titled government person any 

recognition nor regard as long as the system in which he or 

she operate continues to impoverish the citizenry with 

brazen neglect of the development of social infrastructures 

and human dignity.” 

 

Ignore him at every corner, snub him, shun him at every move, if 

it is within your capacity and at the least opportunity, haul a red 

rotting tomato fruit on him. I myself doubt if this could happen 

although I wish it does. As I write this piece some streets kids in 

a Northern Nigeria state has been brave enough to raise dust and 

hauled stones at this lawmaker, Senator Isah Hamma Misau for 

constituting a nuisance as much as the underdogs in his 

constituency knows, there is a lot more as this would certainly 

send the message across in a swift. 

 

Treat him like a bad apple. If you come across any of the top 

government officers, whose office or position has developed so 

much negative hype, even if he is just a PA, (Personal Assistant) 

treat him like a bucket of shit as long as he belongs to a 

institution that has continually held the citizenry in deception of 

basic amenities the government is definitely capable of 

providing, don't shake his hand, do not even greet him, shun him 

like a criminal your family will not like you to associate with!  

I am very certain he will pass the message across to his gangs. 

August 29,2012; on the front page of one of those screaming 

Nigerian Dailies reads;  

“Nigerian leaders stole N37 trillion in 13 years – Senator”  

 

This was an excerpt from a Newspaper named “Premium Times” 

in an interview granted by one Chief Femi Okurounmu, a former 

lawmaker or what is jokingly known in the Nigerian parlance as 

“Sin-Nature.” (Senator) 

In that interview, the former Senator and now a Community 

leader was very vocal and appeared very angry at the system 
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that once made him too. Femi Okurounmu had accused Nigerian 

leaders who held public office between 1999 till date of stealing 

N36.7 trillion from the public purse. I wouldn’t know if he is 

exempted from this wrongdoing but Chief Okurounmu, hit the 

right chord at the right place. 

He was delivering a lecture in a town hall meeting organized by 

the National Patriotic Movement – just the right kind of group 

every ordinary Nigerian should look up to.  

The Senator advised Nigerians to ostracize corrupt public 

officials from the society. As he made his presentations, he 

became even visibly angry at the whole systemic rot and he 

fumed: 

 “We should shun their company, ostracise them in the 

community, ignore them in public places and refuse to accord 

them any recognition whatsoever in social gatherings,” he said.” 

Then he closed his lecture with one last note:  

“the one way Nigerians could help in the fight against corruption 

was to ostracise the perpetrators of the act.” 

It’s political time, during the campaign, collect their money 

and foods, but don’t vote for him, don’t be fooled my brother, 

any man who gives you a ‘gift’ in order to woo you to his party 

or vote him into responsible position of leadership without 

convincingly explaining to you what he plans to do with such 

position he is vying for, is simply not fit to lead in the re-

construction of the devastated society.  

Collect his money but when you get into the voting booth, vote 

for someone that appear more promising. 

The man who gives you money to woo you to his party will do 

nothing for you when he gets to the top – He would have to 

recoup his money first. 

 

If you board the same airplane with them, once you find out who 

he is, reject to sit with him. If any government official drives a 

convoy and you bust into them, if you can, hang far, far away 
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and haul a stone to their car, be careful, don’t hurt anybody 

other than those who have done all within their might to make 

the great African society a laughing stock! 

 

 But that is, if you can and really sincerely pissed off by the 

failures of the system virtually at all corners!  

These folks could be very deadly, some governors, even ranking 

officers have once or twice mauled their own citizens for daring 

to meddle across their path while their convoy droves on 180 

KPH!, Yea, In Nigeria they could be that fast from my 

observation.  

If somebody chose to organise a reception party for any 

government VIP like they use to welcome them back from 

overseas where they have gone to deposit all what they have 

defrauded your community of; or even their pot belly parachute 

dressing harebrain cronies, do not go there, turn your back on 

them! Even if they organise some special event celebration or 

anything near to a party, avoid them like bucket of shits. Do you 

know how they will feel; Especially those of you in UK, Europe 

and the US of A., that frequently organize some Town Hall 

Meeting’ for visiting African political elites. 

 

 I know it is really rewarding at least you could get some ‘fresh 

mint bucks’ from the loots they have managed to smuggle into 

the already fully developed country – then, you’d better stop 

whining like a baby against any unproductive African system 

once you collect those cash from this shameless individual only 

to run back to the rot he has made of your own so called country 

– and you think all these security threats to the peace and 

development of homeland and movie trailer criminal activities 

will reduce? Sorry, instead it will increase because of your 

greedy, itchy fingers. 

I asked again, do you know how they will feel? When they begin 

to meet human brick wall at all corners? 

They will begin to feel lonely and miserable! Because we, the 

common people give them the activity, therefore if you could be 
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courageous enough to take back that activity, my dear brother, 

you don’t need to shoot any gun and I bet you, you won’t be 

breaking any law rather you would only be exercising your 

‘small’ freedom to Choice. 

This dumb Senator came out from those long and windy meetings 

they used to hold debating over irrelevant arguments that could 

not resurrect one dead factory or revive any of the failing 

academic system or even repair one good road, he pulled his 

flowing clothes this way and that way, pretending to be going 

back to his Japanese Imported SUV, while in his mind, he is 

expecting one journalist to come and ask him.  

 

“Excuse me, Chief, Honourable Sir, or Your Excellency, Sir, I am 

a journalist, Please could you bla, bla, bla and bla? and he will 

even seem more important as he will sneer at the poor looking 

journalist before he give his ‘dumb and windy answers in very 

useless English’ that will even expose his disregard for simple 

rule of law. 

 

How would the Journalist take away the activity from this 

individual and make him shrink in his emptiness? 

 

Very simple: Let the journalists boycott them, do not 

interview them for anything, completely take away the 

activity from their life – if there is any need to do a report 

on them, do it in the negative.   

Let them file a lawsuit and sue you for what they know you can 

never give them even if they bled your entire generation, you 

have already pierce his bloated ego, the rest of the activity that 

will come up from him will rubbish him the more. 

 

And do not forget that the quest for relevance and fame pursued 

by the dumb political elites is made possible by the Media: 

A dumb over-recycled political elites takes a fourth wife, he 

invites the journalists, TV crew and many praise singers to 

celebrate his wife, he gives bags of rice to some helpless 
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individuals he has rendered their life miserable by his 

carelessness to governance, he invites the media, he flouts even 

constituted rules, he engages the media to fan his ‘airy 

popularity’ by granting stupid interview to re-interpret an 

already written and endorsed national constitution – let the 

journalist chose not to go near him, Do not report any event 

about him in the papers. You will ask me what will the paper 

sell? Then report the event in a very negative way – it’ll even 

sell better. Scandals and Bad news sell much better!  

 

Don’t go there to ask him any question because he will feel 

fulfilled, that he is getting popular once more, remove their 

names from your dailies and abbreviate their names or 

completely remove the titles against their name if there is any 

need to write. Remove the Long-winded titles, Senator, 

Honourable, His Excellency and put all these titles in the 

negative, change leader to ruler, change party chief to party 

scarecrow! 

Vain people will pursue ‘recognition and importance’ with all 

vigour and will struggle all their days to impress it upon you to 

notice them even for vain things like 'Cars, Shoes, Wrist Watch, 

Breasts and Ass of loose women'.  

 

If the journalist becomes so confused because he is not well-

paid by his employee and his life is running out of touch so 

much that he got no news other than political and airy 

debate of government people that makes no sense to the 

ordinary people, don’t buy their papers, When you refuse to 

buy the papers, the journalist will be forced to write stories that 

will excite the people. 

 

Gun and machete don’t kill people. It simply and hurriedly 

eliminates them and another species possibly worse than the 

former will emerge. Torture ruins the individual and more 

potent than the gun and machete because torture aims at the 

soul of humanity, it was used to break the great African stoics 
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to servitude or else how would mere Arab and White mercenaries 

that came to buy slaves in Africa have succeeded in maintaining 

order and total submission among their giant preys. 

A Chinese had asked me, why is it that many African Americans 

in the US of A are very tall, sporty and huge more than 

continental Africans, I simply replied him, “those are 

descendants of African giants that were captured as slaves and 

tortured until they reproduced their type before they were 

finally eliminated” 

Human beings are object of emotions. Before a soldier learns to 

cork the gun, he would have been trained to ice his emotion – 

say, he’s a hard man, nothing can make him cry until one day, a 

stray bullet will hit his closest combat buddy, watch that soldier, 

in his closest, he will shed tears for his bosom friend.  

Therefore, If you can destroy the emotion of a man, you have 

killed him even before you shoot any gun and that’s a death 

much vicious than any other.  

We might be poor, we might go a hungry for many days without 

food, we might be ridiculed and scorned as dumb Africans all 

over the world but the day we lose courage in who we are, the 

day we begin to lose the activity that make us human, that day 

our death becomes much more imminent than ‘a shot of gun.’ 

That activity is what we are going to withdraw from all the 

political dumb elites disgracing the entire African people starting 

with the Nigerian Party Scarecrows. 

 

When you chose to ignore a man who, in his heart, thinks he 

is of any importance, you pierce his emotions, you 

automatically subject him to eternal misery, you have killed 

him. 

 Some can even sue you to court if you fail to address them by 

their title to show you how it pains them and make them feel 

inferior.  
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 Now, if this kind of activity become rampant so that everywhere 

that individual go, nobody will care a pin about him, he walks 

out from his ‘chicken brain and windy meetings’ debating on 

issues that is so remote to his underdeveloped social system, no 

journalist to interview him, he calls for Press Conference, 

nobody goes there, he travels to his village, all the people shun 

him, he goes to church, the pastors or the Imam don’t care a pin 

about him and nobody invite him to any function, everywhere he 

goes, he sees his name painted in soot or a graffiti of him looking 

like a pig, he will begin to feel miserable and possibly ask, what 

have I done wrong? I am talking from experience. 

 

Y’see, even the elites themselves know the truth and knows how 

best to dethrone the people destroying motherland, Africa, and 

leave them in abject neglect; One man named Chief Bisi Akande, 

a onetime governor of a certain state in Nigeria had this to say 

when he was confronted with the question on what he felt about 

the administration of the ruling political elites he felt was 

ruining the system and bringing ridicule to the entire Nigerian 

people of his time; the man replied, almost angrily; 

“These people who are using the military to threaten us are 

deceiving us that Yar’Adua is here. We must shun them. They 

are the ones destroying this country; we must shun them,”  

This was a time the gut of the Nigerian people was put to test as 

certain groups of men, made a charade of the entire political 

system taking advantage of the ill-health of their President to 

make extra cash from the crisis surrounding the health of their 

president. The president was not known to be a man of greedy 

itchy fingers but when he fell ill, instead of concern and care for 

the ailing man, over 60% of his cabinet members decided to 

make a chicken affair of his ill-health. 

  

At that time, Nigeria was reduced to a Chicken Republic run by 

very clever criminal dummies trading big titles as if that was 

anything close to an achievement. 
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I have never met the man called Chief Bisi Akande and how he 

came to know about the best African weapon of revolution is the 

only thing I will admire him for. 

 

A certain blogger in one of those Nigerian infested website was 

so depressed at the state of things at that time and he simply 

lament; 

 “This is sad. Is there no one who is honourable amongst the 

Senators to raise a motion to impeach the President, Mr 

Yaradua?” 

“ Are there no Ministers that are honourable enough to start 

resigning based on the fact that they cannot work in this kind of 

environment, simply to let Mrs. Turai, Y’ardua, the president’s 

wife and her cohorts to know that they are not dummies?” 

“Can the National Assembly demand to see Y’ardua within 24 

hours to explain himself or he will be impeached.” 

“ Has money and personal gains so blinded these people that 

they cannot even see a little bit of truth?”  

“I am sad, very sad at the state of this nation and at the people 

that are in the position to be heard.” 

“Is there no one? Is there no one at all? Not even one that can 

raise his or her voice and speak for the populace of this nation?” 

“I am sad, I am really sad.” 

 

Yea, I bet this young man or whoever dropped those lines on the 

website at that time was sad indeed as he waited for answers to 

his numerous questions. 

As at that time, the President of the populous and loud Nigeria 

was missing for over 3 months and nobody except the wife and 

some members of his cabinet could have access to him not even 

his Vice or the Acting President. Then, the people, the entire 

religious multitude of the Nigerian people kept praying and 

fasting while the people they prayed and fast for kept eating and 

partying, carousing loose women in the closest while pretending 

to be busy holding Senate and Executive meetings only to come 

out, looking for Journalist to interview their jive talks. 
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Worse thing is; in the year 2017, similar episode repeated itself 

when another President of the same country Nigeria named 

Muhamaadu Buhari disappeared in the guise of medical vacation, 

his noise makers announced an indefinite medical vacation 

without any date of return in sight. One month has passed as I 

write this episode, the President is incommunicado while his 

entire cabinet kept mum or continue to lie to the over 180 

Million Nigerian populace with all boldness necessary. 

 

This thing is just going to start like a civil strike, the student 

groups, the market women, the non-governmental groups, say 

the peasants – if the media owner objects because he cared less 

what happens to the ordinary people, at least, his cronies are 

members of the ruling council, the Union of Journalist, the 

Editor’s Guild and other News Association should live it all up 

and know that they are the first agent of ruin of the African 

nation by refusing to completely withdraw all activity from these 

elites disgracing the painstaking efforts of great Africans 

worldwide who are working in all honesty to earn a decent living 

but kept being disgraced and frustrated by hare-brains who have 

stolen so much to buy up positions of authority they have no 

regard nor respect for. 

From a news report on September 2010 in the US of A, one 

Pastor named Terry Jones was becoming too fanatical with his 

dislike for Moslems, Terry Jones plan to commemorate the 

September 11 Anniversary by burning hundreds of copies of the 

Quran – the Islamic holy book. This generated into wide protests 

by ordinary people as the fear that such attempt might incite 

religious extremists into carrying out reprisal actions against the 

country and ordinary innocent people going about their normal 

lives. Washington, the seat of power took interest in the nasty 

development and the then Secretary of State, Senator Hilary 

Clinton said;  

 

"It's regrettable that a pastor in Gainesville, Florida, with a 
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church of no more than 50 people can make this outrageous and 

distressful, disgraceful plan, and get the world's attention." She 

concluded that; 

 “as an act of patriotism," the media should not cover the 

burning.” 

That was all it needed to nail Pastor Terry Jones to the mill and 

everyone will hurriedly forget about him – because as far as the 

media continue to give him audience, he achieves his mission 

even before it is carried out and that was to create some 

smokescreen of confusion and attract some vain popularity to 

himself at the detriment of the society. 

This is how potent the power of the media could go; it can 

extinguish any flame and bust any ego at any time. 

 

 

(ix) The Weapon of Religious Revolution 
African religion is characterized by activity, from the worship 

session through the sermon. Recently a modernised form of 

Pharisees and Sadducees, those old long bearded religious folks 

Jesus the Christ had preached about in the four books of the 

gospels have emerged. They love to be heard, they enjoy a lot of 

titles, they love to be seen and even make a bill board of 

themselves as if they are some kind of commodity for 

merchandise, but they are very far from Christian ideals of 

humility and concern for the ordinary people, even their own 

members. 

The richer the flock, the closer they are to the church board, the 

poorer, the closer they are to the sermon of hell fire. 

So much is the trend that many political elites having studied the 

scenario ran into the church and mosque too to gain followership 

and reverence even in their greed and callousness to the 

national plight of the citizenry.  
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Now, religion is known as one of the strongest weapon of 

political consciousness – it operates on the mental 

psychology of the ordinary people, they need help, they run 

to the church, because the church is assumed to be a ready-

charity home for the downtrodden and neglected, the 

ordinary people need an association, they run to the church, 

at least to win some un-canvassed recognition, even a good 

hand clapping could win you some attention. 

 

There is everything political inside the church even a platform to 

demonstrate your religiosity, even for those whose heart is far 

from the Almighty God of love and mercy and with a massive 

crowd of followers seeking one form of fortune or the other, 

some divine, some secular, so much that religion begin to serve 

as the best hiding place for the criminal - just cap your ulterior 

motive with some divinity you’ll get a place in many of the 

famous religious centers across the cities. 

 

With such provisions, the political elites did not blink an eye to 

discover this loophole, they got advisers, therefore they quickly 

storm into the churches and mosques, hurriedly grabbing titles, 

if the church leader proves stubborn and truly religious, they’ll 

fan some cash across his face, tendencies are, he might calm 

down and stop condemning all the atrocities of the ruling 

political elites and their dumb cronies – and change the entire 

sermon of the church into ‘A message of prosperity’ He will 

begin to make ignorant unbiblical airy statements;  

 

“dis world is not my home, Politiks is evil, de bible said, do not 

conform to the doctrine of dis world and its practices”  

 

Then he will walk back doors and lay hands on the greedy 

criminal minded ‘Dis-honourable Senator’ or even crown him 

with an unsolicited title ‘ Deacon, Reverend, Elder, Pastor, etc 

despite the man had already acquired JP, Chief, Alhaji, Dr. XYZ, 

GCFR, CON, somewhere else. 
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In political society, religion is transformed from a cultural to 

a political function. It is used or so it seems, to mold the 

state into a morally upright society with respect to humanity 

and the society which God Almighty has put in our care. 

 

If you so destroy your community, your natural environment, so 

much that roads are unusable, people can’t get a normal 

accommodation, education is a mockery, electricity is still a 

nightmare and people really grappling with darkness in an 

industrialized world as ours, the young people has lost all their 

personality so much that they begin to run away from Africa to 

India, Cambodia, Sri Lanka, even run to Iran, places that has no 

connection to the great African, due to frustration by the system 

orchestrated by you, Mr. Senator, Mr. Minister, General Field 

Marshal, Grand Adviser to the President, Mr. Contractor and you, 

Mr. G.O, Most Reverend Dr., Archbishop, Pastor, Alhaji, Imam, 

Alfa XYZ, refuse to send this man out of your congregation 

anytime he walks into your church or mosque claiming front 

seat, you are not any bit better than the hater of the African 

people and our lovely motherland and should be avoided like a 

bad apple. 

Martin Luther King Jr. wrote in defense of civil disobedience:  

“Any law that uplifts human personality is just. Any law that 

degrades human personality is unjust.” 

 

 “All segregation statutes are unjust because segregation distorts 

the soul and damages the personality. It gives the segregator a 

false sense of superiority and the segregated a false sense of 

inferiority. Hence segregation is not only politically, 

economically and sociologically unsound; it is morally wrong and 

sinful.” said the great Martin Luther King. 

 

Then you can imagine how many sinners taking front row seat of 

over a million of the Pentecostal and Orthodox churches spread 

across the cities of Africa, destroying motherland in their self 
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conceited and arrogant nature to simple rule of law, from 

Church to government house, government house to church then 

they take orders from the devil. 

In the days of Jesus the Christ, he simply drove them out of the 

church, such act was considered a rebellious act of civil 

disobedience although he was a week later arrested and tried.  

 

The people Jesus drove out were not prostitutes and pimps, 

neither were they drug addicts or armed robbers, No! It was 

the Pharisees and the Sadducees, the lawmakers, what you 

call ‘Senators or Parliamentarians’ today, the Special 

Advisers, Council Chairmen, the criminal minded Contractors 

working for the characters above all turned Deacons, Elders, 

Chairman of the Church Board etc. 

 

“They come to church in their best, seeming important, looking 

down on us with contempt as we cry and wail to the almighty to 

rescue us from such unending misery the ordinary people been 

subjected to in motherland While the pastors quickly give them 

special seat of comfort and would like us to give them some 

stupid recognition” 

No! I am not going to do that, because I used to do that until I 

discovered the truth, Now we are going to take that seat away 

from their ass and treat them with utmost disrespect. Never 

mind, The pastor doesn’t need to drive them away, rather I am 

simply going to walk out of the church for this man if he dares 

pick up the microphone to say anything, and let him worship 

alone, then if you join me, we’ll become two, if another person 

joins us and another, then another, we will become many until 

the entire congregation walks out of Mr. Lawmaker, Chief, Dis-

honourable, Contractor to the Federal Government. Then 

another church will carry out the same action, and another one, 

and another one, across the entire cities of Africa, no more 

religious crusade and those ‘Power Must Change hand Mega 

Crusades’, we have had enough of all that deception – Since we 
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have become religious crazy, then let’s use this only one weapon 

to force the dumb politicians to function effectively. 

Somebody said, what if the ‘flowing gown pot belly glutton’ also 

decided to go out with us, No! He needs to be taken unaware, 

because he has since chosen not to be part of us. 

We’ll leave Mr. Honourable to worship his own god alone, we can 

borrow him the empty church building – I bet you he’ll pass the 

message across when he gets to his ‘godammed hallowed’ office 

the next day. 

 

The clergy says; 

 “No, we don’t discuss politics in dis church, heaven is our 

home”  

then he ask the simple minded folks to fast for seven days and 

pray for the dumb political elites who are now his best friends, 

so that the roads could be repaid and electricity will shine by 

miracle.  

 

Yea, we already know that God will touch their heart but we will 

have to create that opportunity for them, this is our love to 

these brothers and sisters, we got to pierce their emotion and 

bring them down in misery and loneliness – then, maybe in 

the moment of their deepest misery, they might hear God or 

feel his touch – These guys are too busy and full of activity 

and I do believe God don’t operate like that, you need to 

calm down before he could touch your heart.  

 

Look at the dare-devil criminals turned Pastors, look at the 

chronic drug addicts turned Mr. Good Boy, they were all 

‘touched by God’ during their prison days as they serve their jail 

term in lonely cells, abandoned by all and left at the mercy of 

prison warders – When their entire activity was withdrawn from 

them, they suddenly died emotionally.  

Loneliness is such a torture, how much more when we chose to 

abandon you in your pomp and pageantry. 

Does it bother you that Africa’s most populous nation has been 
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voted as most prayerful in the whole world and at the same time 

the most corrupt? 

 

I used to belong to some medium-sized church, quarter 

politicians, quarter elites and the majority of us praying and 

fasting people – among this praying and fasting people are 

unemployed young men and women, shoe shiners, artisans and 

those who have lost their jobs or finding life so difficult and 

decided to look for Jesus Christ in the church probably He can 

help them fix their broken lives or get another job, then I 

figured out some of the most zealous brethren used to work in 

the bank or once had it all very rosy, full of pomp and activity 

until one day, they lost the job.  

 

The owner of the job, the bank owners or the company heads 

had to take away the job from them – They simply took away the 

entire activity that classifies the man as ‘fulfilled.’ He became 

so troubled that even if the Church Board or the Head of the 

Church declares a one month fasting and praying he will oblige – 

only if this could make his life seems better. 

 

So it was with Brother James, in his middle 40’s, can’t get 

married because he can’t afford it, sleeps in a make-up 

cardboard house at the Nigeria Railway Compound, Ebute Metta, 

Lagos, James could fast for 40 days and 40 nights at a stretch, 

even making effort for a second bout of dry fasting until one 

day, he stumbles into a small shop by the corner of the beautiful 

church wall to buy a sachet of water to cool his thirst, there he 

met his Deacon, Chairman of the Men’s Fellowship and Secretary 

to the Church Board, relaxing over a liquor, Brother James would 

call ‘blood of the devil.’ (Guinness Beer). The Deacon looked at 

him with a scorn, feigned ignorance of his presence and 

continued with his beer unperturbed – A day came Brother James 

decided to rebel, he refused to show up for the regular fasting 

and prayer session he’s been the head of this group – His reasons 

were too many but one was most striking, “This deacon and his 
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group of members of the boards of the Church do not care 

anything about us, I don’t even know if this people are 

believers”, he had divulged to me his experience with the 

Deacon the other day and vowed to ignore them henceforth. 

But to our shock, this Deacon was the first to inquire why the 

prayer session suddenly stopped - In simple terms; he needed 

the Prayer man and his prayers but do not consider the humanity 

in the prayer man just like your elites and political dummies 

comes to the church to oppress the poor church goers with their 

affluence and do not consider the Christ Jesus whom they claim 

to come to worship.  

So it was in the Old Red China, one day the downtrodden and 

neglected decided to fight back, they started with disrespect to 

the elites and their political cronies. 

In Chairman Mao Tse Tung statement supporting the Peasant 

Movement in Hunan, he said; “True, the peasants are in a sense 

"unruly" in the countryside. Supreme in authority, the Peasant 

Association allows the landlord no say and sweeps away his 

prestige. This amounts to striking the landlord down to the dust 

and keeping him there.” 

 If you don’t know anything about the word, ‘unruly’ it means 

‘disrespect.’  

 

Do not greet, nor pay simple regard to any of the Political 

elites turned Deacon, Elder, Pastor, Rev.Dr. Archbishop XYZ, 

nor their friends, do not be friendly to them. That is the true 

gospel of Jesus the Christ in the temple when he upturned 

their tables and threw away their comfortable front row 

chairs.  

Do not belong to any queue of ‘fancy greeting scarecrows’ 

excited to shake hands with Mr. Dis-honourable, there is nothing 

Honourable about this ‘vain individual’ that is the more reason 

why he would like you to address him by that ‘vain title’ All the 

time. Some can even sue you to court if you refuse to address 
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them by that title to show you how it pains them and make them 

feel inferior, then imagine if all the ordinary people across the 

streets of Africa capitalize on that simple activity of disrespect 

and neglect of those who had made it a duty to ruin the 

continent and run away with our wealth to strange lands. 

In Nigeria, I have repeatedly mentioned Nigeria in this piece 

because this is the largest home of the black Africans and what 

is going on in Nigeria has not been encouraging – everyone knows 

that and there’s no bullshitin’ – Such men like one Pastor Tunde 

Bakare has not been in the good books of the Nigerian elites and 

politician because he knows how to take away the activity from 

them, he simply shun their stupidity, good enough, I believe he 

is building a followership. But the worse thing is; he has been a 

lone man with one good credit; he is a lawyer and stands a fair 

chance for any litigation, same applies with another young guy 

called Reno Omokri – these are lone voices with similar credit, 

trained lawyers – imagine the likes of 10 Reno Omokri plus some 

Tunde Bakares or some Apostle Suleimans or the likes of Dr Perry 

Brimah, Omoyele Sowore with followership of folks in our 

category. 

 

Why should all the religious leaders stop the ‘fire must come 

down crusade’ and divert energy to chase underground the men 

who had made the rain to stop falling, so much that crops refuse 

to grow, food becomes scarce and so expensive, electricity 

refuse to shine because the Dams are all worn and somebody has 

stolen the money meant to construct a new damn, and there he 

is sitting in front of the church belching with the money in his 

pocket to fool himself and the clergy. 

 

One Fr. Emefiena Ezeani, a UK based Nigerian clergy said in a 

treatise; 

“Priests as prophets are first class politicians. To ask a priest to 

keep out of politics is to ask him to throw away the Gospel. As 
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Bishops and priests, every human person on earth is a member of 

the flock; we should be concerned about their welfare and their 

rights.” 

The teacher, Thomas Osuji, in one of his lengthy essays titled 

‘Skills for Everyday Living’ said; “Man must know whom he is, 

not who he thinks he is, to be able to do what he has to do to 

adapt to the exigencies of this world.”  

Unless you have this understanding of the unique humanity in 

you, I doubt you will be able to achieve anything meaningful talk 

less of strategized rebellion. 

If not, why should you respect a man that cares not a pin about 

you? Slavery is over! Or so we think, then what is this kind of 

slavery still found in Africa – motherland, in the name of 

‘Democratized system’ in the name of ‘Religiosity.’ 

Do I need to tell you that the church, Baptist Church to be 

precise served as center of the Civil Rights Movement of the 60’s 

in the US of A, led by the Late Martin Luther King Jr. of whose 

numerical strength is like a classroom compared to the millions 

of us religious people today. 
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(x) The Weapon of Social Revolution 
Even the people themselves who have been in the system knows 

that this is the last and only viable weapon the African could 

practice if he so desires to fight the ‘authority men’ out of 

significance.  

The former Nigerian governor, Chief Bisi Akande said:  

“We must shun them. They are the ones destroying this country; 

we must shun them,”  

You know why?  

When you shun a man with as much energy as he chose to 

treat you with contempt because he enjoys a privilege, a 

particular privilege of which in the absence of people to 

admire him and make him feel important will be of no use 

and irrelevant – he will feel detached from such privilege. 

 

Tell me, who is the king without the people, or what is the 

kingship without the people to make his kingdom active. Rather, 

when he is detached from such pomp and pageantry that marks 

his office, he becomes a poor lonely soul. 

At that state of mind, tendencies are, he will begin to nurse a 

feeling that no one wants him until he begins to get frustrated 

and ask himself ‘why are the people treating me like a bucket of 

shit. A whole me! Chief, Dr. Honourable Senator, XYZ! 

 

Sometimes, the community heads will have to garner some small 

cash, from some hardworking low-income people, like Bus 

Conductors, Repair men, Hair Dressers and Barbers, even from 

Prostitutes, all the people who knows of a truth that the country 

is really getting messy and ridiculed all over the world as a result 

of its Political elites who had sent all their Children, wards and 

concubines to the US of A and the UK, and Europe, while they 

cared not a pin if all the roads be cut off, and no electricity for 

months, schools can shut down for 3 years or more because they 

own houses and cars and the best life could afford all in abroad.  
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The community heads in collaboration with all the ordinary 

people of the community will contribute some ‘small change’ 

and buy a page or half in the Newspapers and do a full 

‘Advertorial’ of ‘We Disown You Mr. Senator XYZ’ if he is a 

minister, let it read ‘ We Disown you Mr. Minister XYZ’ with 

his picture underneath the caption, warn him never to get to 

the villages anymore unless he truly represent the interest of the 

common people, if he had acquired more than necessary since 

he became a political representative, let the Village Heads break 

his house and share all what he has acquired to all the ordinary 

people, render him miserable by every means necessary. 

 

You will be able to do this ONLY if you truly appreciate your 

worth as a great personality created by God to enjoy the good 

things of life that has been stolen from you by the elites and all 

the neo-colonial political freaks that cannot even explain the 

meaning of democracy, I don’t mean writing an essay or holding 

some dumb democratic conference. 

 

You will ask me what if the journalists refuse to accept such 

advertorials.  

No! they won’t, unless they have chosen to become part of the 

system too then you should refuse to buy their papers – Look at 

it, during such terrible political dispensation that keeps the 

common African in such slavish condition like in Nigeria, the 

papers are full of rubbish because even the journalists will be 

struggling to survive, they will write nothing but bullshit, from 

airy political party seminar to fraud reports, then some funny 

pictures of overfed political elites. You buy this paper; you 

waste your hard-earned money. 

 

 But when the paper is full of ‘DISCLAIMER’, SCANDALS, even 

deliberate ‘BLACKMAILS’ of many of the political elites, their 

prostitutes, pimps and lazy fat, bleached skin, face-painting 

housewives, the papers will certainly have a good sale. 
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I do not need to tell the management of the Newspaper house 

what to do to combat the excesses of these hare-brains when 

they will invoke the powers of their corrupt wretched lawyers 

and file endless lawsuits against whomsoever they could lay 

hands on. 

In May 2012, I published similar advertorials in Beijing in my 

magazine; it was not deliberate anyways and was not anything 

near political violence. 

 Some individuals had placed an advertisement for African Union 

(AU), Beijing promoting the May 25 AU Day in China. In the said 

advert they had deliberately included the map of Western 

Sahara as a separate country alongside the Republic of Morocco, 

Magazine was published with the full page advertisement and 

distributed to the entire African embassy in Beijing including 

Shanghai and other cities. 

When the said publication came to the knowledge of the 

Moroccan ambassador to Beijing, he was furious and immediately 

wrote the China Ministry of Foreign Affairs then summoned me 

immediately for answers, the error was interpreted as a spite on 

the sovereignty of Morocco and its relationship with China for 

allowing this Nigerian to run a private media in China to spite 

the government of Morocco. 

Before I left my office, I hurriedly did an apology letter then 

when I arrived his office, I noticed the tense atmosphere in the 

office with all the embassy senior officers waiting to nail me in.  

Without hesitating I showed them a copy of agreement and a 

disclaimer notice of advertising content between the publisher 

and advertisers, before they say ‘jerk’ I presented the letter of 

apology feigning ignorance and that was all. 

Damage already done, deed done, deal delivered! 

 

To my utter shock and very interesting, that singular act of 

defiance brought selected senior diplomats of the embassy of 

Morocco to attend that year annual Africa Day event in Beijing 

unlike previous years where they do not engage in any activity 

related to Africa Union in Beijing – at least I made them 
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experience a momentary truce with the AU, Beijing within the 

year 2012. 

Therefore in the absence of the media and its owners taking 

sides with the citizenry and challenge the kind of societal 

depravity influenced by the African rulers against their own – 

everyone is culpable including the African journalists! 

Look at that, the elites and the political people who destroy the 

African society with so much disregard to motherland, they are 

always in the minority, they enjoy their fame through the sweats 

of the poor, the ordinary neglected citizenry who voted them 

en-masse into such positions they do occupy now. 

How many senators does it take to run a community or in their 

useless English ‘Constituency’? - Just One! For a community of 

possibly almost 10,000 people, maybe I am wrong, maybe I am 

right but certainly it is close to this magnitude. 

 

 One small man against 10,000 people of different communities 

that lacks virtually everything, the community has expected him 

to stand up on their behalf but No, he decided to use that 

singular privilege against the people, against the entire society, 

his own people and he turns back to expect some respect from 

them, even the money allocated for environmental development 

of his constituency from the Central Government budget, he 

steal it without regard, build larger mansion wherever he deems 

fit, spends more time with lazy women of loose morals until the 

entire tenure of the administration is over and he runs 

underground mocking the ordinary people he had sucked up like 

oranges. 

 

No, it doesn’t work like that, there is no amount of preaching 

that can change this individual, he needs some action to prick 

the humanity in him, he is not an animal, that is why he loves to 

be recognized and that’s what you are going to take away from 

him. The activity! 
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Let me cite a particular incidence that took place in Nigeria; 

that was on the 21st of May 2017, a friend send me this news 

flash he titled “Disturbing” – out of curiosity, I clicked on it and 

the headline reads;  

“Mob Stops Senate Leader, Lawan, From Visiting Gashua -Makes 

Life-Saving U-Turn.”  

Ahmed Lawan is a Nigeria Senator from the Northern region, he 

had flown in from Abuja – his heaven - to the pitiable poverty 

stricken and impoverished region or call it his constituency, a 

district named ‘Gashua’ in Kano State, as usual he drove from 

the Kano airport in his convoy of brand new tinted SUV Prado 

Jeep and Range Rovers into the impoverished region where I am 

certain there is no sign of the billions of monies he has been 

collecting to maintain this region’s roads, hospitals, schools, 

just name anything in the environment. So as the story goes, 

there was Senator Ahmed Lawan, flying in, in his parachute 

dressing probably going there to sing another vain and endless 

promises of “I will, We will, We are working, bla, bla, bla” then 

he will crawl into his multi-million Naira palace of a mansion 

tucked in the midst of an environment of filth, neglect and 

severe impoverishment, sometimes the palace is possibly built 

with monies that has been allotted to his office to revamp and 

rehabilitate both people and physical structures but No! he will 

seize as much as 98% and use the other 2% to appease as many 

poverty stricken hanger-ons and hare-brain praise singers. 

 

 Then come this fateful day – we call it “40 Days” – and it must 

come for every human being under the face of the earth. As 

youths of nearby town named Nguru saw the convoy with heavy 

security and aides sped by dusting everyone along in utter 

disregard towards Gashua, his Constituency – thanks to the 

Mobile phone – they telephoned people in Gashua that the 

Senator’s convoy has just passed by Nguru on his way to Gashua. 
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Then Gashua people mobilized themselves in hundreds both 

young and old, males and females and blocked entrance to 

Gashua town. 

They refused Ahmed Lawan and his entourage to enter Gashua 

town. 

His security and protocol people did their best to talk to the 

people and explain that it is the Senate Leader coming home to 

see his people. 

The people insisted that Ahmed Lawan will not enter Gashua 

town because he is not relevant to them and Gashua town. 

They asked him and his team to make a U-turn and go back to 

where they were coming from. 

They told him Gashua people don't need him and don't what to 

see him.  

To avoid any public disturbance or clash between the people and 

his security details armed to the teeth and were already poised 

to defend their paymaster, Senator Ahmed Lawan and his 

entourage made a U-turn and left, disappointed and humiliated. 

He was not allowed to enter his home town!  

 

Now imagine if people in all the so called Senatorial districts, 

regions, states etc began to give such treatment of disdain and 

disregard to all the political elites and their agents, chase them 

away, shun them, boycott them by every means necessary, make 

sure you come in groups to humiliate them and treat them with 

utter disregard once the society or region they represent does 

not in any manner show positive evidence of their presence in 

office other than pain and hardship while Mr. Senator lives in 

affluence and stark ignorance of the 40 days! 

 

Fact is; When a person feels estranged from, misunderstood 

or rejected by others and lacks appropriate social partners 

for desired activities, particularly activities that provide a 

sense of social integration and opportunities for emotional 
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intimacy he will begin to experience emotional distress, by 

that way, he has become his own enemy, a feeling of 

alienation, even in the midst of others will begin to set in 

until the man in him begins to die, a gradual death of 

emotional torture.  

Did anybody shoot him? No! Did anybody detonate any bomb? No! 

Did anybody burn his house, fight in the street or constitute a 

public nuisance so that national Police will be busy making arrest 

of even innocent people? No! You have only endeavoured to 

exercise your small right of choice to live and let live. 

 Frank Lloyd Wright said; (I don’t even know this man from 

Adam) but he made some useful statement; 

 “If you foolishly ignore beauty, you will soon find yourself 

without it. But if you invest in beauty, it will remain with you 

all the days of your life.”  

Let’s take this statement in the upside down, say in reverse; 

 “Anything you continuously chose to ignore will soon take a 

leave of you, ‘You will soon find yourself without it” but if you 

invest in it – giving it your time and energy, giving it your 

consent, praising it, romancing it, following it, enjoying it even 

when you know this is stupid, condoning it, let’s use ‘him’ 

because these guys are human but chose to act like animals, if 

you continue to attend their meetings, honour them, greet 

them, enjoy their presence, sing their praises, listen to stories 

about them, read about them, watch them on your TV’s, even 

waste your time discussing about them, reading newspapers that 

publishes nonsense stories from harebrain elites, they will 

remain with you all your life! And very soon, you will start acting 

like them. 

You will become lawless and criminally minded like them, you 

will have no regard for simple rule of law even when you travel 

to other people’s country, you will start stealing like them and 

also become vain like them, since you cannot afford the title of 
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‘Senator or Honourable’ you will start looking for another title, 

possibly a lesser one to buy, they are so many titles these days, 

you can even buy some Phd’s, MBA, ACA, from the internet even 

though you are such a dumb criminal, it makes no change, just 

attach a Dr., a Phd or even a Chief to your name and make sure 

you go back to your village, your African country, your political 

party of scarecrows and pimps, let them address you as Dr. or 

Prof. even though you are a ‘harebrain’ and could hardly define 

any political system or the running of such a thing as a 

community not to mention a ‘revered political office’ then what 

will happen?  

Nobody will notice the difference, other sane people of the 

world will begin to treat you with disdain and ridicule, not 

because they know much about you, ‘it is a transferred 

aggression’ – if your leaders can be so dumb as not to put 

their country in order but destroy and steal and speak long 

winded grammar, who knows if you are not like them. 

Then, my dear brother, never expect any structural change in 

motherland, Africa but a breed of a group worse and debased 

than the former and the ridicule will possibly continue. Like I 

used to quote; One Africa down, All is down! 

 

I love the military for two things; Discipline and Commitment!  

One of my worst regrets is missing a military enlistment in the 

Defense Academy; 

I have nobody to show me the ropes, so I observe the activities 

of the ‘Man O’ War’ a quasi-military group in the high school, 

way back. I love the discipline especially where it inflicts pains 

to a degree although they have no guns but I love the austere 

lifestyles, at least I grew up in the slums, in the streets, among 

the ghetto warlords and I know how these things run.  

 

Frustration runs deep in our blood and we struggle by every 

means necessary to overcome it, some of the Ghetto warlords 

gained their strength from the hangers on, the boys’ that do his 
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biddings until one day he is left alone, you will be shocked to 

find out that the ‘hard man’ is such a child, a baby with the 

guns, machete and ‘juju’ as his only strength. 

The ‘hangers on’ were mere covers, there is nothing hard about 

this man than his sense of crime and he uses it frequently to 

avoid been noticed until one day the police catch up with him.  

Trace a ghetto warlord to his hideout in the night or when he is 

all alone by himself, he is such a miserable figure especially 

when he is devoid of activity. That activity is what we’re all 

going to completely withdraw from all the political office 

holders and the elites that are disgracing the entire African 

people. 

 

Let me give you one clear picture, it was in the premises of the 

Defunct Diet Newspapers in Lagos, owned by one of the Nigerian 

governors, mentioning his name here is irrelevant to this 

discussion so I deliberately refuse to put this name in my book, 

because I sense it might make him enjoy further popularity. 

This governor walked into the entrance gate of the building and 

everybody jolted to their feet, the guards cocked the gun as if 

the governor himself was a criminal, within minutes, the 

company GM mounted a guard of honour with staff queuing on 

both sides; I simply refused to join the queue of scarecrows and 

chose to hang at the balcony of the first floor looking down, I 

pretended not to take notice of any of the VIP’s while everybody 

shook hands with him. After they have walked into the office for 

a briefing, I carelessly followed the same stair case they had 

climbed up downstairs and met the General Manager who I learnt 

is a family relation to the governor at the stairs also climbing 

back up; I merely snubbed him and walked past by without one 

word.  

The man became furious, I noticed his uneasiness? Then month 

end comes, all he did was seize my salary for 3 months for no 

reason probably to teach me some lesson that he is some god to 

that building. Well, I have already done what I thought necessary 
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at the moment and had to follow him up for my seized salary.  

 

Imagine if we were two or all the company staff did the same, 

and everywhere any of this kind of people go, they meet the 

same treatment, then the papers will report it in a very amusing 

language to even rubbish the man the more - I bet there will be 

no signal stronger than this, to show the elites that the ordinary 

people of the society don’t like his system. We don’t need to 

hate him, he could be an uncle or even a friend but the system 

he operates in. 

 

If you don’t know how strong and emotionally defeating it is to 

ignore people, especially those who possibly have gain a position 

of prominence through you, those who, without you, their 

existence and office is useless, find out what made the Korean 

American Student, Seung Hui Cho, to shoot his fellow classmates 

down in 2007, in cold blood. Up to 32 people in a row! Just like 

that! 

 A young chap who had withdrawn to himself because he felt he 

was not getting the proper attention.  

“He simply felt ignored and not given the proper attention he 

had expected” then he also killed himself. He picked the gun 

when he discovered his life was bereft of activity, for what 

reason? Loneliness! 

 

Loneliness is like a kind of war you will never get used to 

until you are completely cut off from humanity. And don’t 

forget, the reason for all this is traced from the ‘title crazy, 

activity loving, childlike boisterous life of the African elites and 

their politicians. Party here, Party there, Meeting here, 

Conference there, Award Ceremony here, Dance ceremony 

there, Jive talking for four years and more and nothing concrete 

to show for one full government administration of four years but 

another round of ‘Title Crowning, Party here, Party there, Award 

ceremony here, Meeting here, Conference there, Some praise 
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singing and jive talking by over-wealthy elites benefiting from 

the lawlessness of their political friends in office.  

All these we are going take away from them because they are 

always in the minority and cannot admire themselves enough, 

this is why they will chose to employ some ‘unfortunate young 

people’ to create a scene and if you are stupid enough despite 

all your hard earned degree my dear brother, you will collect the 

pennies they are going to give you compared to the millions they 

have defrauded you of, to foment trouble on their behalf and if, 

woe betide you! You die in the process; you won’t be anything 

better than Christmas Chicken and this vain man will thrive on 

preying on even the helplessness of your family to cling on to 

power. 
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(xi)  Civil Litigation Revolution 

I would have said, "bombard the courts with lawsuits" and that's 

how it is and should be classified under civil litigation revolution.  

Recently, increasing complaints about a corrupt judiciary system 

has gained headline news. They are not alone, the society 

produces the kind of judicial system in operation and it does 

serve a purpose only when the court is overwhelmed by series of 

alarming rate of lawsuits against government agents, private 

companies, privileged individuals, contractors, especially the 

self-acclaimed "privileged" government contractors, party 

faithful or the criminally corrupt "party chieftain" some bunch of 

old folks that do not wish even their own children a better 

future. 

 

THE APPROACH;  

This kind of revolution will start like a child-play, dumb child 

play, because the perpetrators of many of our environmental 

ruin do not believe anybody at any capacity has the gut to flap a 

wing, not to mention hiring a lawyer for a cause against the 

authorities, therefore they get contracts to tar possibly a 3 to 5 

Kilometer of road, to build a school, or any kind of construction 

of such, once the contract is awarded they bring in the tractors 

and plough down everything that obstructs the way, they dug 

earth to prepare for drainage pathways at both side of the roads, 

hamper traffic with earth mounds, scrape the road red with 

dust, then chill out with ease.  

Now the community where the road is supposed to be tarred 

begin to suffer, red muddy impassable road in rainy season, 

dusty red road in dry season for a number of years, if there is 

any complain or the road users were able to summon courage to 

question this kind of wicked neglect, the contractor might visit 

again, lay the first coat of tar and abandon the job again. 

 

If there is no visible threat this time, he and his criminal 
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government agents in active service will hurriedly sign a paper of 

"contract executed successfully" - the man in government will 

make sure the balance of the contract is withdrawn and paid out 

to the contractor - always a very huge sum in millions of dollars - 

then they walk away with the loot and abandon the road 

projects in more devastated situation than when they met it.  

The same applies to Housing, School Buildings, Hospital 

equipment etc. 

 

This is the origin of many unfinished projects anywhere in Africa 

wherever you can find them whether you accept my claim or 

not, I do not need to begin to bother myself with some dumb 

argument, all you need to do is conduct possibly a mock inquiry 

and find out reason why upon all the billion dollar budget for 

particular projects, it remains undone and even constitute a 

waste and a stumbling block to the citizenry for years and the 

complaint always follows the same route, "lack of funds," "delay 

in release of fund," "Bottleneck bureaucratic process," "more 

English speaking," until both contractor and his agents will 

disappear and leave your region in a complete mess and 

disorder, same goes with projects on educational infrastructures 

or anything that has to do with contract awarding until few 

genuine people in government and hardworking individuals begin 

to lose faith in home based contractors and go after foreign 

contractors - at least some responsible government agents who 

sincerely want some positive change in their environment. 

I once live in a lousy street in the outskirt of Lagos city 

somewhere in Ketu, it happens that all neighbouring streets 

within my district were upgraded to at least a Trunk C Road to 

make them motorable and habitable for the occupants of the 

streets; ours remain left undone, muddy, ridden with pot holes 

and filled with dirt. This do not make much of a difference as an 

average Lagosian is used to such level of degradation but what 

makes ours striking was that; one of the top aides, men that call 

the shots in the Ministry of Works lives in the same street in his 

mansion with fleet of exotic cars adorned both in and outside 
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this dirty muddy street. 

As the upgrading of other neighbouring roads continue, some 

very curious occupants of my street could not take this 

humiliating neglect any longer, one of them decided to raise an 

alarm; how could the Permanent Secretary to the Ministry of 

Works of Lagos be residing in this street and it continue to suffer 

this level of neglect and dirt and it was found out from the 

Department of Works, that this particular street has been 

confirmed upgraded and tarred three consecutive times on 

paper! Signed in the office of the Permanent Secretary as 

“Projects Successfully Completed with annual upgrade” while 

the neighbouring street has only been tarred once as we were 

made to witness.  

 

The particular neighbour that led to that discovery came back to 

the street and alerted every occupants from house to house and 

we unanimously threatened to sue this wicked animal in human 

skin – to cut the long story short, the same street was repaired 

and tarred for the first time in less than a month. 

These kinds of animals are all over the government offices 

networking with few elites made by them, in my village, there is 

an abandoned massive school building supposedly to be 

constructed by or through what they call the Universal Basic 

Education Scheme (UBE), once the block works were completed, 

the contractor and his agent in government fled and the 

structure has even collapsed by now. When I asked the Principal 

of the School what happened, it was similar story of neglect and 

environmental wickedness by the elites and their criminal 

partners in government and I took the case up personally to the 

government house and was barred from raising such issues with 

the governor, Chief T.A. Orji when I met him in person at that 

time.  

Now the victims of this kind of criminal neglect are always me 

and you and that's enough reason to react aggressively with 

everything on you and with any object apart from the gun and 

the machete, within your reach as the need calls right now. 
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(xii) Bombard the courts with lawsuits  

Do not act alone like I did, form a Group of three or five or more 

and take the name of the Contractor, alert every member of 

that street and the entire community of a pending legal suit you 

all should unanimously file against the contractor - employ 

NGO's, many of the mushrooming NGO'S in our communities want 

some recognition by any means necessary, engage them!  

Link up with some Legal Association made up of lawyers 

especially the Activist among them; engage the Journalists, paid 

media publications and Radio Station DJ's. Members of the street 

or the community will simply make some voluntary donations or 

financial contributions as their strength could to finance the 

litigation process. 

Divide the law suit into different category, some group will claim 

"Health Hazards" as a result of the dirt and dust in the air, 

another group will claim "Disruption of business activities and 

Movement," another group will claim "Damage to properties and 

normal life of the community," Depending on the size of the 

community or the population in the street, let each group take a 

lawyer and begin to file suit against the "criminal minded 

contractor and his agents in government" one after the other on 

different charges, everyone claiming damages and compensation 

in different categories.  

In the long run, this activity will be extended to your legislators, 

local government chairmen, senators, even your governors – why 

should the senators be living such a wild large life at the 

detriment of people who so called voted him in, if at all there 

was ever any kind of election. 

 

Remember the journalist. There are many very low paid 

journalists in the media house across the city, some are held 

bound in the media house on probation for months, even years 

on vain hope of normal employment, since unemployment in the 

country has increased to such an alarming rate and made some 
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job seekers lose their senses. These journalists are merely 

surviving and will do anything to continue to exist. 

Look for this kind of journalists, they are naturally bitter at 

everything and very eager to write scathing news report against 

anyone for a fee even if its false - I used to be among this kind of 

journalist, very hungry lot and frustrated at times - Let the 

street leader make good use of this kind of professionals - to do 

a discrediting publication on the contractor and his company, 

who has damaged their community roads, the governor, minister 

or government agent who has defrauded the educational system, 

hospitals, even if he is a Legislator or Senator who is living too 

large beyond responsible means of his earning, he will never win 

any legal suit against the entire community - I promise you! 

  

Like I said earlier, these wicked, hare-brain wretched "elites" are 

always in the minority - they can never have enough, even if 

they steal all the money in the Central Bank, they will still steal 

some more and could order you arrested if their $100 Dollar bill 

by any mistake fall into your hand. They can never ever 

outnumber us the ordinary people, Never!  

 

So what they do is employ divide and rule tactics, "dash" some of 

you money, money they stole from you, money meant for that 

same road which contract has been awarded for a very long time 

but abandoned, money stolen from neglected contracts that has 

rendered your region useless and miserable so much that it has 

increased the frustration of everyone in the region both 

motorists and pedestrians, they will turn around in the name of 

"godforsaken Charity" make some stupid donations in the Church, 

Mosque or even at Festivals with the same money. 

Therefore the Community leaders do not have to hold any formal 

meeting, to attract any unnecessary attention that will warrant 

the presence of police - just conduct your activities house by 

house then without any notice - begin to bombard the court, the 

media house, if possible, falsify some claims of damage and stick 
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to it so that the contractor will have "multiple struggle"  Reason 

is; there is every tendency the contractor is going to engage very 

corrupt lawyers, every seed of deceit definitely is going to grow 

hydra headed tree of corruption therefore let the tenants 

engage the contractors in like manner - Do not be scared of their 

lawyers, they are as criminally minded but I wouldn't hold it 

against the lawyers - times are really hard so much that even the 

clergy are beginning to lose some sense of morality and civility. 

  

Once the court case is entered, engage the journalist I 

mentioned above - arrange some small fee to appease his 

frustration, make yourself feel his pain of vain hope of 

employment - he is certain to divert 80% of his bitterness to this 

criminal contractors - and once the heat begin to rave, the 

government agents that gave out the contracts, collected the 

money and signed "Project Successfully Executed" for projects he 

did not and never set his eyes on, will crawl out from his comfort 

zone to answer court cases because he will definitely be indicted 

- as the court cases commence, let other group from the 

community continue to file more legal suits against the 

contractor and his agent, File a court case against the Senator of 

that constituency for negligence, File a Court case against the 

Member of House of Representative for that region until the 

court is completely overwhelmed with cases against a single 

individual, a single company, government agent etc., I bet you, 

the contractor or government agent will never come out of the 

case with his head intact. 

 

Why should you employ different lawyers and different 

courtrooms possibly in different location? - Because you cannot 

over-rule corruption in the Judicial system especially when 

dealing with a "corporate thief" who has stolen so much that he 

has lost all sense of civility - this contractor, Senator, Legislator 

or even the top government official is certain to corner the Chief 

Judge for a share of the loot in order to make the Chief judge 

begin to behave like an animal with no moral and thwart justice! 
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If they succeed with the courts of law, they cannot succeed with 

the journalist and if you happen to be among the journalist, 

collect his money, infact give this "thief and poor soul" a fat bill - 

tendencies are he will hurriedly want to pay you off to begin to 

write in his favour - collect his money and still follow your 

conscience - that is if you have any and truly have any sense of 

respect for yourself and civility as a human being. If the “big 

man threaten you, you write some more scathing report against 

him and his interest. 

 

Members of the community that constitute the ordinary people 

like us will have to hype this activity, take on your 

Parliamentarian, take on your House of Representative 

members, take on your Local government Chairmen for all the 

abandoned projects across your community, certainly there are 

school building which fund has been disbursed, there are 

hospitals which fund has been disbursed, markets, housing and 

road networks, agricultural farmlands and fertilizers which fund 

has been disbursed but hijacked by these animal in human skins 

to buy more houses in London, marry more women and buy extra 

cars. 
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(xiii) Unleash the Virus Handle 

Before you get confused at what the virus handle has got to do 

with a revolution, let me make it simple to you. Virus is deadly 

disease that silently attacks its host until the host is ruined, 

sometimes the host will try to curb the spread or completely 

eradicate the disease. This incidence at most times happens at 

the damage of the host or its vital organs or a complete ruin of 

what the host value most. Virus are in most cases not visible so 

that you can easily curtail or eradicate them at your 

convenience and at whatever angle you choose to deal with it, 

it’s certainly going to cost you heavily. Virus do not attack 

everybody, it selects it host, most especially when the host 

chose to be careless.  

The internet is the largest transmitter of the virus handle and it 

preys on computer software whose users are careless to provide 

a security. 

There is a human angle of the virus epidemic, the house hold 

rats and the hackers – We are going to assume this category. 

Both the household rats and hackers are very elusive, very 

destructive and viral; they all prey on the same cause 

“Carelessness of the host” 

Our host is the government and its political class, its agents and 

the elites – the very careless ones among them, they control the 

society we thrive in, their failure to make good use of the great 

opportunities the privileges of service by means of official 

appointment and elections has accorded them has brought the 

citizenry so much hardship in the midst of plenty, criminal 

neglect, lack and frustration.  

Now does it appear in anyway there is a remedy to control their 

excesses and carelessness to national development and disregard 

to human dignity – perhaps there is, or maybe you know better 

as you complain endlessly, angry at all times and more, all year 
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round, but no remedy and it doesn’t seem there will be any until 

you chose to revolt and attack the host. 

Remember the internet is the largest transmitter of all forms of 

virus on the computer system and the Household rat operates 

like the virus that affect the body systems – Both are very 

destructive and almost too small to be noticed therefore we will 

adopt this code.  

I have conducted a good study of the African political elites, 

their agents and privileged cronies, they are so disconnected 

from a wired global system unless facebook and twitter has 

endeavored to pull their parachute together then I take a closer 

look and found out, the so-called dumb elites even will employ 

someone to manage his facebook and twitter account, at least a 

lot of them even from the Presidency – this is absurd and vain 

show of pumpkin head bigman!  

But I know the reason why, these over fed gluttons consider 

themselves too highly important to descend to the level of what 

they call “e-rats” referring to the bloggers in your midst, 

sometimes they employ hare-brain young people whose thinking 

faculty has been ruined by the frustration in the system to 

counter constructive challenges put forward online to call their 

“carelessness” to order, for a small insignificant fee, they will 

employ these unfortunate young people to confuse the lot, but 

that’s mere distraction as long as the virus selects who to 

attack, the household rats also select whose household to sneak 

into and destroy valuable documents. 

You will adopt the silent killer and harmless intruder approach. 

Pick a Senator from your constituency whom has constituted a 

great deal of nuisance recently, pick a governor and any member 

of the house of Representatives, pick even the local government 

Chairmen in your district or what you call the mayor, pick any 

government agent, it could be one of those bogus companies 

operated by the proxy of the dumb political man, fake 

contractors or even take on their fat bleached skin housewives, 

their prostitutes, mistress, say anything related to these dumb 
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gangs. 

Engage the bloggers, engage the ‘e-rats’, these ones could be as 

destructive as the household rats that eat people certificates 

and bank cheques, create a link for multiple emailer forms, 

create online forums, adopt anonymous handlers then unleash 

the virus. 

If the senator responsible for your constituency has all of a 

sudden converted the funds allocated to the welfare and 

development of the community, the schools, the health centers, 

the roads, the basic infrastructure amenities that should provide 

relief to the general hardship, he has converted all the funds 

allotted to this basic development to the buying of new 

automobiles, hoarding of more prostitutes, building mouth-

gapping houses and buying some abroad at the detriment of your 

community, a man you all knew very well as simple and ordinary 

before fortune decided to accord him the privileges to serve and 

contribute to the development of his own community rather he 

decided to sit with the devil and ruin motherland. 

Let the community head and the youth group employ all the 

method as explained herein – unleash the virus handle. Bring him 

down by every means necessary, download his picture from the 

internet and make the worst form of story on him, create a 

sensational episode, make a picture of all that is related to him, 

his fleet of cars, his hoards of prostitutes, Arabian style houses 

in the midst of extreme squalor and poverty and bring it online – 

let the world see how gullible your Senator, Governor, Council 

Chairmen, Minister, Clergy, etc could be, It would be balancing 

if you could pair the pictures of his flamboyant lifestyles 

alongside the poverty he has created in his area or constituency 

despite all the billions in his care to help take care of his own. 

Unleash the virus handle at his carelessness. 

Remember the virus do not attack everybody, it is selective – 

When the ‘e-rats’ group has identified a loophole, say a ‘careless 
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abandon’, take on the host, the masquerade that think he is 

untouchable, and unleash the virus handle. Come in on him from 

various categories, since many of us will not have money to go 

online even to check a mail, let the youth group leader, the very 

bitter among you whose salary been held up for more than 6 

months for no just cause, approach some conscientious 

privileged individual in the community for support for a noble 

cause as dethroning this Satan ruining his own community.  

Somebody would ask does this make any difference on an 

individual whose heart is already hardened to do evil – Yes, 

because he has an image to project and that image we are going 

to destroy and bring it to complete ruin – if the host is falsely 

accused and consider the activities of the ‘e-rats’ a blackmail, I 

am certain, his good deeds will vindicate him otherwise, he 

won’t be spared. 

As the ‘e-rats’ and the virus crawl into every online forum to do 

a colossal damage to these shameless characters, the 

newspapers will pick up the dust and redefine the sensation until 

the man in the Senator, the man in the Council Chairman, the 

Member of Parliament, the man in the Minister, the Special 

Adviser will be completely ruined by the virus handle then as he 

prepares to file a lawsuit against the virus and the ‘e-rats’, the 

lawyers, the lowliest of them all will unleash a revolt. 
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(xiv) The Revolt of the Lawyers 

“There is a term of reference for a certain group of lawyers – 

they are referred to as “Charge and Bail” Lawyers – (Charge and 

Bail literally means they’re quick to  charge you to court for any 

flimsy excuse or error and are quick to arrange for your bail for a 

fee at their interest) this kind of lawyers are commonly found in 

the city of Lagos, Nigeria, loitering the court premises and 

advertising their services for an on the spot fee and I am certain 

they are found in other parts of Africa too – due to technological 

advancement and the advent of new media, many people do not 

think the service of lawyers are of dire necessity any longer due 

to high level bureaucracies and cost of legal fees and will rather 

resort to self-help where applicable. 

These kinds of lawyers are rife at the court premises and local 

government office premises idling about under a tree hunting for 

helpless individuals needing legal aids. 

No doubt, the harsh economic realities has not spared these guys 

either as clients continue to dwindle – therefore you do not 

underestimate their capacity to revolt at the society through 

soft pawns like the societal victims of the dumb governmental 

policies that has set everyone down the ladder. 

Let the youth group leader engage them, let the street 

community leader take their complaints to these category of 

lawyers, let the ordinary people engage these ordinary lawyers 

by every means necessary. 

Reason is; the Senior Advocate of Nigeria (SAN) lawyers, whom 

has all been fused up into the corrupt judiciary system, their 

elite cronies whom comprise of the contractors and the 

government agents, the cream of the politicians do not consider 

this class of lawyers a threat and in most cases will not want to 
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hurt the interest of their friends in authority by entertaining 

series of complains of communal neglect by the underdogs, the 

society dregs and their likes. 

Besides, their legal fees in most cases are only affordable by 

their privileged cronies, the politicians and the elites which 

automatically bar you from thinking of taking anyone highly 

placed to court. You are certain to lose the case by default! 

  Therefore if you take your case to the ordinary lawyers whom 

are not only frustrated by their own helplessness to get to the 

top, but at the overall societal ruin from the top, they will even 

help you to exaggerate the story in order to nail the common 

enemy, remember they are as helpless as you and are only 

fortunate to own a black gown and a wig they flaunt about as a 

tool of reference of their professionalism – they will be glad to 

take advantage of such robust opportunity to take a pound of 

flesh from the men at the top. 

Since the Judiciary is the last hope of the ordinary people, this 

will act as the only readymade channel left for the ordinary 

people to challenge the unproductive wicked system that has 

unleashed continuous hardship and frustration on the populace. 

In the absence of any activity to viciously and conscientiously 

checkmate the excesses of all the characters involved in the 

destruction of the economic system, social structures and 

environmental ruin, our endless complain of failed systems and 

collapsing economy is yet to abate and might never until the 

African begin to value himself as human enough to challenge the 

animal instincts of his rulers. 
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(xv) The working of African government;  

A cause for a revolt 

The African sense of government originated from a communal 

setting of families, age groups, the youth groups, the elders, a 

council of elders, a Chief, a council of Chiefs, the kingmakers, a 

paramount ruler and finally the King all domiciled in the 

Community, a region within a geographical boundary – this is a 

simple breakdown of a complex classification of bands, tribes 

and the overall political structure redefined by colonial 

influence at the heat of “The Scramble for Africa.” Each colonial 

force brought their own administrative system in order to run 

the Africans with ease of control, the system was groomed to 

stick overtime as accepted means of control of the kingdoms and 

its people – this is the simple introduction of how African 

political system emerged. 

Now before the advent of the colonial political system, the 

family was the strongest unit of the community, the age groups 

were the pivot of communal services, they provided security and 

were the architect of community development models, the youth 

groups acted as the labour force and the backbone of the 

community, the elders acted as watchdogs and advisers to the 

effective administration of the community while the council of 

elders acted as the legislative arm of government, the Chiefs 

were administrative heads, while the council of Chiefs acted as 

the executive arm of government, paramount rulers were in 

control of regional administrative boundaries while the King 

functioned as head of government. This was a general overview 

of government in traditional African settings and it provided a 

strong system of checks and balances so much that community 
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development, security and welfare was inseparably fused from 

the family unit through the age groups, youth groups, council of 

elders, Chiefs and the King. 

 Once the family unit break down or is dysfunctional, the spiral 

automatically extends therefore it was the responsibility of 

everyone to take part in the discipline of members of the 

community starting from the family unit and demand for a 

society of people with a mindset towards progress and success of 

the community. The African sense of communal responsibility 

sums it up in one proverb;  

"One knee does not bring up a child or it takes a village to 

raise a child” 

Now at the collapse of the colonial system of government – 

Africans exposed to administrative styles of the colonialists 

adopted the system in deference to their original administrative 

style 

Every region in Africa adopted a system bequeathed to it by 

its ‘supposedly’ conquerors, colony by colony, the French, 

the English, the Portuguese even the Spanish. 

 The system advances into Wards, Districts, Local Council or 

what is called Local Government, Commissions, Ministries etc. 

from here a kind of governance similar to Africa’ original 

administrative control albeit now fused with colonial mentality 

began to shape the community, the regions and the people. 

Each state government comprise of Local government, Councils 

(Councilor), Wards (for Political Selection), at the State, 

governors divide into Commissioners, Department under Director 

Generals. 

Each State is divided into North, South and East – each region is 

under a Senator represented at the Federal National Assembly, 

then you have the Member of the House of Assembly or the lower 

house – they report activities from their constituency to the 

federal government, then you have the lower level, member of 

the state house of assembly representing the local government 
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regions of the state – then you have the advisers, senior and 

junior, then you have the Personal Assistants (PA) – some of 

them just figure heads, some governors has up to 50 Personal 

Assistants or Advisers!  

 

 

(xvi) The Disruption of Traditional boundaries 

At the advent of this new order of governance adopted from the 

departing Colonial Masters, the pioneer African political elites, 

all in a hurry completely jettisoned the old traditional 

administrative system that has kept various African communities 

sane and well organized.  

The new policing structure, the law-making body, the executives 

and every other appendage of government soon began to adopt 

and adapt to this imposed foreign system of ‘extended slavery, 

contempt and disregard’ to traditional family values and cultural 

obligations. A new border was drawn between the political elites 

and the people (Government agents and their hanger-on’s by 

now considered themselves as privileged by default to exercise 

authorities upon every other member of the community that do 

not fall in within the cycle of privileges enjoyed by the ‘elites’ 

New borders and rules were made; a class society soon began to 

emerge so much that it began to create its own image that 

would be considered as ‘neo-colonialism’ – the erstwhile 

oppression and ‘divide and rule’ tactics used by the departed 

colonialists were wholly adopted and rebranded into a hierarchy 

of party structures divided along tribal lines, opulence and 

political privileges.  

 

These political privileges became an avenue of building a 

high fence between the people and the men in authorities 

rather than the traditional call to duty for your people; to 
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scale the fence; you either become an active party member by 

every means necessary or join the band wagon by every means 

while those who could not remain under-classed and at the 

receiving end of every obnoxious policy and disregard from 

rulers.  

The attitude of most of the pioneer African political rulers 

merely posed the image of the ‘departed colonial master’ now 

re-incarnated in black skin.  

Since the 70’s, a decade after the acclaimed independence of 

most African states, the struggles of the average African have 

been to completely break away from this evil grip of the 

‘reincarnated colonialist’ considered as ‘neo-colonial’ freaks.  

 

You break away from the political system and rebuild the 

society to suit our erstwhile traditional values of family and 

community.  

 

Break the new borders designed by the colonialists through 

territories of every ethnic group. delete the arbitrary redrawing 

of Africa's borders which have contributed to part of the root 

cause of conflicts in Africa today.  

 

Whatsoever made Africans to drag their foot from retracing 

the route to family and community values that has brought in 

so much destruction of people’s livelihood and community 

would have to be resisted henceforth 
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(xvii) The beginning of a new dawn 

A world without Africa will varnish into emptiness. Africa is 

God’s blessing to the world, whether you admit it or not is 

irrelevant, all the political leaders of the world knows this truth 

that there is no US of A, there is no Europe, not even the 

emerging China without Africa and the only curse of the African 

is some ‘dumb unpatriotic harebrain of rulers known as 

politicians and the elites’ who enjoys from the suffering of their 

own people and the neglect of social infrastructures in their 

ignorance of true statesmanship and responsible leadership.  

We are not going to continue to blame these old folks all the 

time for their neo-colonial mentality neither would I continue to 

hold it against them as rays of a new dawn begin to shine 

through Africa.   

 

There used to be too many guns and machetes in Angola for 

decades, it used to be a killing field run by folks who felt very, 

very dissatisfied with the political system, today, that’s history, 

Angola is an emerging force in Africa’s economy and moving with 

such speed that has set investors running to the new found 

largest deposit of Oil field in Africa. 

Sierra Leone was a killing field of guns and machetes until 2002. 

Today, Freetown is back on track with a fast development record 

that is diverting the attention of investors to these emerging 

power houses of Africa. When questioned by The Africa Report, a 

monthly magazine of current affairs in Africa, about concerns 

over proper handling of oil resources, former President, Ernest 

Bai Koroma makes it clear:  

"We do not want to make the same mistakes as our neighbours."  

reminding that Sierra Leone has already had its fair share of bad 
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leadership. 

 "Once bitten, twice shy" - Corruption is being tackled with a 

seriousness that was lacking in the previous administration, with 

two ministers sacked, and one prosecuted within his 

administration. 

Rwanda has moved from instability to reconciliation and 

sustainable development through a programme of wealth 

creation to reduce dependence; and a shift from an agriculture-

based economy toward a knowledge-based economy, with a 

vibrant service sector and ranking as the top global reformer in 

the World Bank Doing Business. It also used to be a brutal killing 

field of deep ethnic rivalry until they found out that there can 

never be enough killing – they had to stop their own wars.  

These wars were fuelled by elites and confused politicians and 

the surprising thing is, you will never hear that any family 

relation close to any of these elites was ever shot dead, even if 

the war last for a donkey years. 

 

Togo is weathering all storms to be on track as the image of the 

country from the outside has completely changed, according to 

the president, the young Faure Essozimna Gnassingbé, a young 

man who I assume has an open mind in dealing with issues of 

priority and wants the country to be run on genuine democratic 

principles, where the rule of law takes its course no matter 

whose goat is gored. He said, during an interview;  

“We want to be seen as a normal country, a country like Ghana 

or Benin or other countries in the region where political parties 

are very strong and going about their activities without let or 

hindrance, that’s what we call ‘change.” 

Citing Ghana and Benin Republic as an example of change alone 

is worth commending the new leaders of these countries for. 

Most important for the sake of curiosity, is putting these 

statements into practice and this we pray happens. 

Without making a lengthy list of ‘state of the nations’ of the 

http://www.doingbusiness.org/
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entire 54 African nations, the citizenry of these progressing 

African countries will be in a better position to refute these 

claims as I observe many Ghanaians in Hong Kong and the UK 

return home to join in the strengthening of the new leadership. 

 

Meet a Zambian anywhere outside the country, he will gladly tell 

you  

“it’s much better these days, it’s much better my brother, it’s a 

criminal offence in my country to steal even 1 kwacha of money 

meant for a road project, we thank God my brother, we thank 

God.” 

 

There is a limit to deception; there is a limit to lies and fraud, of 

making more books there is no end, greatness is made by pain 

staking efforts, it is not bought.  

A good name is earned, Heroism is fought for. Ghana definitely 

has earned a good name in Africa as many other countries 

follows suit.  

Because of the strength of the Nigerian population in Africa 

and the black nation, it behooves its nationals to defend the 

ridicule and embarrassment it is attracting worldwide as a 

result of myopic leadership. 
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(xviii) The best in us is always among us 
‘Audacious’ and ‘Confident’ were the two words a woman I met 

at a function had used to describe many young Nigerian she had 

met abroad, they would dare anything to be on the spotlight 

even if it is going to take “jumping the fence.” 

 While we had a ‘laugh’ she added the last one, ‘and 

ubiquitous.’  

“But why are you guys found everywhere and reckoned for all 

the wrong things?” she queried.  

The last question was going to drag us into an argument until I 

cut her short; 

It takes a great image to ring a bell, one for honour another 

for dishonor, people with an overwhelming personality share 

both and if they have a weakness in managing both extremes 

it turns out against them;  

China’s foremost reform leader, Deng Xiao Ping, used to say; 

“The present world situation is still the two subjects of "peace 

and development” and it is a well-known fact that there is no 

peace and development without some sparks of crisis and 

misunderstanding.  Like many folks are going to misunderstand 

my projections and misinterpret them to suit their fancy. 

 

Deng, said; “In order to deepen the reform, it is essential that 

people overcome the influence of rigid thinking and embrace the 

new world order of correct ideology and reasoning. 

Correct ideology and reasoning is almost sounding like a quote 

from a ‘fairy tale’ when it becomes ‘far-fetched’ especially in a 

place like motherland, Africa where the best among us is always 

shrouded in this generalized perception of poverty and crime, as 

it takes great reasoning and clear vision to discover them. 
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 Such clarity and understanding cannot be achieved under a 

veiled platform. 

 

There is an argument that Nigerians operate on a veil platform 

of two extremes, honour and dishonor, evil and good, smart and 

dumb, wise and foolish, extremely rich and pitiable destitution, 

developed and underdeveloped and I would not dispute that; this 

is one country with a large personality. Every progressing society 

have them, those who want to be happy by making others 

unhappy, society miscreants, political failures and fairy 

dreamers who want to reap where they did not sow, People with 

an almost intolerable tendency. They are found all over the 

modern world today and have ever been with us. And it has been 

the fight of every progressing government to oust them for a 

sane and healthy society. 

The problem is; oust them to where and for whom? 

Among these ‘dis-honourable’ people is another group of 

talented and skilled individuals, some with self-groomed traits, 

some with academic training of honour and some with plain self-

regard whose faith in earning a decent living and wearing a 

priceless tag of good image is a choice. 

These are the two extremes of a great mix of people with 

conflicting interest; One with a dominant personality of excesses 

and another with almost a hidden personality of great value and 

creativity. 

Sharing such positions as Africa’s most populated black nations 

with none, the name Nigeria should ring a bell across the world 

but the sad thing is; Nigeria has, for over a decade been ringing 

a negative bell, from the north down to the south and are found 

everywhere for divers’ reasons of individual priority that are not 

strange to every country of large and mixed populations. 

While window-shopping at a popular notorious street named 

‘Guan Yuan Xi Lu’ in Guangzhou, China, I met a young man idling 
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about ‘hustling’ for customers, he had introduced himself as an 

‘Attorney’ and makes extra cash by introducing customers to the 

stalls of whatsoever commodity they are searching for.  

“Attorney at what?” I asked him. He disclosed; He is a Nigerian, 

studied law at the University with a Master’s Degree in 

Philosophy – “Then what on earth are you doing at the flea 

Market?” I queried, almost impatiently.  

“Ah bros, na long story.” He replied in Pidgin English. Later I 

found out he wasn’t alone, there were others like him with a 

degree in Engineering, Electronics, Computer Science and lots 

more, all mumbled up in this mix crowd of fortune seekers. 

Without showing too much unwelcome inquisitiveness, I quickly 

concluded this decision as personal priority of preference but 

one thing makes this scenario so disturbing; these young men 

idle about the streets 24/7 constituting an eye-sore and 

embarrassment, not only to their country but the entire African 

with no one paying any bit of regard to these individuals and 

their great achievements, At least to give their country some 

honour, Apart from stories of drugs, fraud, scam and lawlessness 

that has almost become synonymous with people from this 

country. 

Then I asked, why is nobody noticing these brave and intelligent 

ones? 

And the answer is very simple; Management – Managing your 

extremes. 

 

It is called Propaganda Warfare – some call it ‘Image Laundry’ 

but that is deception so some groups design a word for it, they 

call it ‘Re-branding’ – that’s a diplomatic statement – it works 

like brand packaging but it doesn’t change the content in the 

package. 

Like I said earlier, the best is always among us but is shrouded in 

the cloud of exaggerated news alarm of drugs, crime and fraud – 

these lawless groups of hare-brains are only a small number of 

cowards among hard working individuals making great efforts to 

earn a decent living of their choice.  
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But the worse thing is; we make this happen and only the 

Nigerians can address their own problems of notoriety to unveil 

the best among them.   

 

Those who pretend to be safe and comfortable while their home 

rots run back in the midst of danger to find no place of safety 

and rest. 

 It is a very simple analogy, when your elite friends and top 

political advisers or senior government agents goes abroad to 

enjoy the Whiteman painstaking efforts in building their 

environment with steady electricity, good roads and provision of 

basic amenities, because he never and will NEVER belong to that 

environment, they always return back to whichever African 

country they come from to find darkness due to poor electricity 

distribution or none in some cases, dusty dilapidated roads, 

shanty towns and some kind of careless crime committed by a 

growing crowd of young jobless and frustrated people.  

 

Then he will begin to spend monies he could have used to help 

his own environment come above board on personal electric 

generators, employ bodyguards, build high fenced walls, engage 

security dogs, he will become so afraid that even when he visits 

his own village, he goes there with armed guards. What is he 

running away from, he cannot explain, who is after him, he 

cannot even find, in the night, fumes from the giant electric 

generator he has acquired and inherent noise that goes with it, 

often, will completely destroy ordinary comfort of sleep and rest 

blessed by God Almighty to all humanity then when he wakes up 

in the morning there is a gridlock on the road to his office due to 

too many potholes he could have advised whosoever is in charge 

to repair as quickly as possible. 

 

Like every developing country in the world, Nigeria has her 

colossal problem of crimes and societal ills to deal with amidst 

pitiable political situations that has weakened the great country 

for over a period and it has been the fight of every government 
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to eradicate some of these ills if not all.  

No one part of the world can boldly claim victory over the 

present world situation of political antagonism, racial and ethnic 

discrimination, crime and insecurity, so it behooves all 

responsible authority to help create a platform of confidence 

where the best among us can boldly express themselves without 

fear of improper name-calling or facing the ridicule of 

generalized negative statement. This will only give room for 

cowards and criminals to create a fog of bad reputation over the 

great image of hardworking African people. 
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PART TWO 

 

 

CHAPTER FIVE 
 

The Cost of Foreign Aids in Africa  
"He that is down needs fear no fall" 

 

Come to think of it, where will you fall into again? - The Hell of 

Fire? Hunger? Unemployment, Neglect and Ridicule? Frustration 

or Hopelessness? I think, to the African the first is a more 

threatening mind control weapon than all fears. This is the price 

tag for the African showcased in the stall, in the stall of world 

politics and religiosity. You're doomed to hell if you rebel against 

the authority. But the modern-day African do not believe in 

anything except fear. 

And the fears keep chasing him around while the magicians, the 

psychos, and the veiled deliverers of the black Africans keep 

baiting them around in fancy rattraps.  

USAID relief package to Africa, Provide Relief to Africa, Mr. XYZ 

help you deliver relief to African nations in need, Educate 

African Girls, Non-profit Aid for Africa, Africa Orphans In Rwanda 

Need You, Send Books to Africans, $1 Can Save One Life in 

Africa, Help End Famine in Africa, XYZ Fighting Poverty and 

Disease in Africa and lots more very shitty headlines’.  

80% Oversea Aid Agencies in a frenzy to rescue just one blessed 

continent, with as low as 5% genuine African presence - All these 
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agencies, mostly voluntary organization are all oversea operated 

with 90% foreign membership and some oversea government 

influence. 

'Some benevolent, philanthropic colonialism' according to a 

treatise by Malcolm X - You can't hate Africa and not hate 

yourself, 1965.  

Yea, make them appear lazy, incapable of helping one and 

another and callous; they will practice it, make them seem 

religious they will cling to it with fervor and call for more help 

from the Almighty. Since the Almighty has seized from dropping 

manna from heaven and is often quoted 'Slow and Silent Listener' 

they will run to you for even toothpick and brooms to sweep 

their floors.  

There is this picture of UN tented refugee camp in an African 

region on my table; I don't need to quote the name, too much 

negative bells already ringing from couple of regions. Some UN 

WFP (World Food Programme) officials are afraid to go there 

unless the crisis there is abated, the business of sending this 

relief packages is becoming risky at times then here is another 

news clipping from one of these relief aid agency’s websites 

advertising their services;  

"Africa became the land of Hunger, war, famine, and disease in 

this century, up to present day, ignorance, diseases, and poverty 

are on the rise. Africa is considered to be one of the poorest 

regions in the world because of natural disasters..."  

Citing a particular region called 'Horn of Africa' and lots more 

negative and ridiculing name tags I am going to save my time by 

omitting them.  

Now, how would you feel if all your name rings is negative, 

infamy and ridicule? How would you feel, blessed African, 

whenever you hit the web buttons or sit down to relax over a 

glass of beer all the picture you see on the TV and on news prints 
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is some 'beautiful' unhealthy famished people queuing up for rice 

and crumbs with a pan in the hand, your own people!  

Whenever you hit online or pick up the dailies, all the ugly 

headlines screams; War in Africa, Corruption in Africa, Provide 

Relief to Africa, Educate Africa, Aid for Africa, Africa Orphans, 

Africa this, Africa that. Most of the negative images Associated 

Press (AP) photographers could boast of largest collections are 

images of African destitute and despots. Would you quote me 

wrong?  

That is what it costs to run a system of over-dependency on 

others to do your biddings. They have to make your situation 

look terribly pitiful so you could merit their largesse.  

It's becoming embarrassing, what it cost to rely on foreigners 

to build and feed your family while you sleep, while you bask 

in tie and suits sewn by the Aid agency or donated from his 

country of origin, while you flaunt your overfed bulgy-tummy 

and parachute dressing across the face of the world. They 

will ridicule you; a beggar is always ridiculed, they will treat 

you with contempt, they will insult you, kick you around and 

treat every of your children with disregard, you see, your 

foolishness is trading around and Africans are bearing the brunch 

of your carelessness and ignorance.  

There've been too many reports of African rulers and elites 

receiving relief packages and diverting them for selfish purposes. 

Then one day, former South African President, Thabo Mbeki 

stated;  

"How long will we continue with the begging bowl"  

One of the prominent priorities of newest baby of Africa's 

numerous development plans 'NEPAD' (New Partnership for 

Africa's Development) is the need for investment in 
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infrastructural development and the need to boost Africa's trade 

imbalance with so called Super Powers.  

Many of these young Africans running away from harsh economic 

realities are simply tired with this too much English speaking and 

paper rhetoric all the time. Simply put; When you build your 

home, feed your children, build your environment so that it 

covers man's natural inefficiencies, the world will celebrate you, 

they will tout you as Strong, economically viable, Developed, 

socially active, and all there is that goes to who the world 

envies, they will simply respect you. 

 In those days when you queue up for visas at any US embassy 

with the Chinese, you can easily tell the extent of contempt, 

and my Chinese student will humiliatingly walk back to base with 

a sneer;  

"I don't like Americans"  

but recently US has suddenly increased visa quotas for Chinese 

tourists visiting the States, many are even returning back home. 

You do know the reason why. 

Most of these oversea countries African rulers look up to are full 

of holes - rat holes! They got their own problems and pitiful 

situations too but you won't notice that because the government 

takes care of the farmers-big time, they take care of the 

artisans, they pay maximum attention to the quality of 

education and educators, they make sure the environment do 

not encourage frustration for the creative and less privileged – 

they provide electricity and quality roads as a priority! 

 These government and her agents believes that they have no 

other country than the one they'd taken up loyalty to build and 

protect, The government takes care of their own with deep 

commitment to build and where the government is in financial 

strait to continue, privileged individuals of such country wades 

in. 
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In many of this so-called Developed Countries, almost every 

privileged family runs a Foundation, from Scholarship Trust Fund 

to Support Group in divers’ professional areas - Children grow up 

without the fear of achieving their academic and career 

potentials, the government and privileged individuals build 

houses for the destitute so that you could rarely see them 

queuing up for UN relief packages.  

Sometime ago in November 10, 2008. Congolese rebel Chief 

Laurent Nkunda whined like a mad boar "I will fight African 

peacekeeping troops if they attack me" as concerns grew at that 

time that East Congo's conflict could spread to neighbouring 

regions. 

But No, The man knew where his bread is been buttered; he 

wouldn’t have to shoot even a stray bird! People do the shooting 

for him for bread and crumbs.  

They are hungry and lacking virtually everything life could 

afford, the young people that were shooting for Laurent Nkunda 

are frustrated; there is certainly a limit to frustration, if I am 

pushed beyond humanity, tendencies are, I will pick the gun, 

and I will rob somebody, if you give me some bread and 

money for food, I will even shoot somebody for you.  

But where do all these guns come from, African people? There 

are more guns in Africa than in the countries that produce these 

guns and ship them to Africa to some Guerilla warlords and now 

religious extremists with a truckload of relief aids following. The 

guerilla warlord is certainly not happy that he is shooting and 

killing his own people, simply put; he is frustrated of some big 

wigs fancy talkers always begging for aids from the international 

community and stealing money meant for education, healthcare, 

roads and the infrastructural decay almost all over Africa that 

has given birth to NEPAD and so many other Africa's Development 

Plans that ends on paper and fancy meetings.  
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The last statement I could remember where Africa's foreign aid 

issue brought people together for those 'big talks' (there are too 

many of such meetings) was made by former UN Secretary 

General, Kofi Anan. He said; 

"Africans' best efforts will be insufficient unless they receive 

greater international support." 

 

And the international supporters replied them; 

"Any new money given to you would be highly conditional and 

restricted to those countries that meet the G-8's political and 

economic criteria." And the fiery outspoken Libyan leader Late 

Colonel Muammar el-Qaddafi (RIP), replied;  

"We accept help, but we refuse conditions. We are not beggars." 

Perhaps that was his worst undoing until he was taken out of 

existence. 

 

31st October 2011, there was an outcry all over Africa over a 

statement considered very demeaning by a couple of African 

ordinary people. The then British Prime Minister David Cameron 

had given another crazy condition to these Africans, he said;  

“Struggling nations' will receive funding 'fines' if persecution 

of gays continues” 

 

Struggling nation could be any nation so there was a moderate 

silence over this statement until in Perth, Australia, he repeated 

the same threat while delivering a speech at the gathering of 

Commonwealth Heads of Government Meeting, Cameron 

threatened to cut aid to governments of “countries that 

persecute homosexuals” unless they stop punishing people in 

same-sex relationships, Citing Uganda and Ghana as an example. 

On hearing this, headline news in many African countries and the 

Africans themselves went viral; calling Mr. Cameron an “agent of 

the devil.” And an editorial in the Ghanaian Chronicle advised; 

“Cameron can go to hell with his aid!” 
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To prove his point, the British Government did use Malawi as a 

scapegoat ahead of time as they cut aid to Malawi by £19 million 

from £200 million the country had already received in the past 

three years after two gay men were sentenced to 14 years hard 

labour.  

The Ugandan presidential adviser Mr. John Nagenda in response 

told the BBC that “Ugandans were tired of these lectures" and 

should not be treated like children.” Homosexual acts are 

illegal in Uganda and most other African countries and many 

people in Africa see it as violating religious and cultural 

beliefs.  

An Editorial in the Ghanaian Daily Chronicle condemning such 

extent of ridicule reads;  

“The Chronicle does not believe that the aid that the British 

government has extended to Ghana, since we gained 

independence from their draconian rule, can equal half of the 

money they stole from us. All over the world, everybody has got 

his or her own culture, which makes them distinct from others.  

 

Based on our cultural practices, we Africans do not tolerate 

same sex marriage, which David Cameron must accept the 

same way Africans respect their position on polygamous 

marriage.”  

 

A rejoinder to that editorial asked rhetorically; “Why can’t 

Cameron say this to India, a country where if gays are caught 

will have their dick chopped off? Why can’t Cameron legalise 

prostitution in UK? Banning prostitution is an infringement on the 

rights of those who believe in it. Why can’t Cameron allow 

polyandry to be practiced in the UK, a law banning it is also an 

infringement on human rights” 

 

While all these ordinary Africans feel the scorn, there was no 

official statement by any responsible government in the 54 

nations in Africa to warn these “rude boy” to be careful with his 
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‘careless statement’ even the late Honourable Atta Mills of 

Ghana whose country was quoted in the sarcasm kept his cool 

probably for diplomatic reasons. 

This is what it cost to let foreigners build your homes and run 

your system, build your schools, supply you even drinking water, 

supply you truck loads of biscuits and food to eat, undies to 

cover your bare bottom, spoons, even toys for the kids and 

medicines for common headaches.  They will treat you with the 

worst disrespect known to man, they will scorn you, although 

they might seem helpful but they are 'veiled' deliverers of the 

African people.  

Will they stop shipping the guns? Negative NO! Will they scorn 

the globe-trotting African rulers to show them that they're not 

happy with their unproductiveness? No! They will rather help him 

keep monies meant for all developmental projects in Angola, 

Cameroon, Nigeria, Congo, Guinea, Uganda, Ghana, Somali etc. 

in Swiss Banks and now in the US and give all his families and 

concubines Visas to run away from Africa while they mock the 

common people, Me and You.  

Will they ever give you any due regard accorded all humanity? 

Maybe some will and that's with a scorn. 

It cost total disdain to the African to always hang at the 

receiving end all year round, it cost ridicule and disregard, 

worse all it breeds corruption, fuels laziness among the 

elites, destroys creativity and stiffens national economic 

progress. 

At the Arrival Hall of the new Beijing Capital International 

Airport, just a couple of a walk away from the immigration check 

in counter, another uniform officer will confront you; 

"Your passport please?" he takes a second stare at you and ask; 

"What have you come to do in China?" 

My dear African got upset;  

"What sort of careless question is that?" 
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For me, this was a fascinating scene to observe so I had to delay 

my waiting for another one hour to get some details and I found 

out majority of African visitors were stopped a second time for a 

second or third screening, For what reason?  ‘Suspicion’ 

 

That is what it cost to belong to those always on the queue 

for foreign aids. Everybody will simply suspect you even 

when you naturally do not pose any danger, they will 

disrespect you at any time anywhere even the airport 

cleaners because the general picture is “dependants” here 

they come again “be wary of them”!  

With many Africans already becoming resentful of the numerous 

ill treatments meted out to them by many 'discriminatory and 

impatient' international communities despite all the sweet 

talking governmental win-win jargons coupled with too many 

airy political rhetoric of analysis and developmental plans by 

these unfortunate African rulers missing this golden chance of 

patience by all the frustrated African illegal immigrants loitering 

Europe, China, India, Cambodia, Thailand, doing drugs and 

moping toilets to support struggling families in motherland Africa 

tendencies are likely, aggression is mounting.  

Such aggression that has necessitated the grouping of some 

disgruntled elements under the guise of religion in Northern 

Nigeria as Boko Haram, Fulani Militia, IPOB, unleashing mayhem 

to the populace and frustrating any meaningful investment 

interest in that region of Africa.  

These foreign aids will never be enough until the African 

governments and her agents begin to take some decisive actions 

to address the numerous infrastructural problems and provision 

of basic amenities that naturally will attract respect to each 

country and possibly force young and intelligent Africans to stay 

put in their country and explore immense opportunities each 

country in the continent has been endowed with beyond 

imagination! 
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Build your own roads, your schools, the hospitals, the 

housing, the electricity, where are the factories? In Africa's 

biggest black nation Nigeria, major industries have shut 

down business and the people overtaken the empty factory 

halls clinging to religion due to harsh economic realities they 

can no longer cope with.  

 

I don't want to practice this too much English speaking with you 

but will like to use this golden opportunity to summon everyone 

who is privileged to read and write to ask this one golden 

question. 

How do I minimize the influx of these foreign 'veiled' western 

aids? Killer weapons and syringes in one bus load of relief 

packages to Africa!  

There is no gun manufacturing factory in any African country yet 

if you want to run a good arms and ammunition business consider 

Africa as a hot spot for a good delivery. 

Ask yourself; How do I stop the magicians and all the psychos in 

African government offices, their elite contractors and agents 

from pulling us all down into a hell of burning misery, ridicule 

and scorn? 

How do I make these elites and their agents hiding in the UK, the 

US, Europe and now even in China speaking too much useless 

long winded English not to use us and our younger ones in Africa 

as cat paws to ruin a land they have no genuine interest in?  

80% of most of the African rulers have staked their primary 

interest in foreign countries, their families and distant relations 

reside overseas with some poultry-like offices of a government 

house in Africa except, maybe in some quarters because the man 

at the helm of affairs has no genuine interest in his own home in 

the first place and rarely stays there. You can conclude your 

judgment from his frequent oversea trips attending airy 

meetings, So he runs after the G8, G7, G20's and all the foreign 

leaders busy building their own homes to attract more African 
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immigrants to come do their dishes and diapers with some pro-

foreign policies that baits the entire African people around.  

While those at home build high fenced walls of comfort although 

they live in constant fear in a vast environment of rot and 

neglect, only to come out occasionally to entertain the populace 

they have defrauded while in power with their largesse. And 

anyone who dares challenge them in any way or do not agree 

with their too much analysis all the time is subjected to intense 

threat until he either cow in or run away. 

Anyway, your predecessors have been killing yet they've not 

been able to wipe out all the militias hiding in all the slums of 

Africa, rehearsing for more guerilla warfare that will invade 

these volatile regions one day if you do not  pull back the windy 

parachute dressing and European or China sewn suits of these 

African elites parading their ugly self across the globe and force 

them to put the roads in shape, put the schools in order, build 

the hospitals now and stop flying to Saudi Arabia and Germany 

and the UK for medicals and stop playing this religiosity of 

everything.  

The clergy who presides over the masses of recipients of the 

foreign aids who have taken over the deserted factories, praying 

for manna in the 21st century says; 

 

 "I don't wanna talk about politics, it's a game of the world, it's a 

game of the devil"  

then he walks in back door and host a special prayer for the 

religious politicians or they invite him over for special prayers 

and dinner with some dirty fat brown envelopes stuffed into his 

itchy greedy palms. Then he mounts the pulpit and shouts, "Let's 

pray for His Excellency, Chief, Dr, XYZ that God should protect 

him from enemies and assassins" 

Then he gets back behind doors and tell these wicked African 

rulers; "God is in control, everybody is doing fine, the country is 
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moving forward" and walk away with another fatter brown 

envelopes of "seed faith."  

Would you be able to stop the influx of the foreign aids of 

ridicule and shame?  

'YES' you can! 

Can you stand the African rulers to their responsibility?  

'YES' you can! 

Will they listen to you?  

‘YES' because to the average African there is no force as 

threatening as the fear of religion or the fear of a Hell of Fire 

that will burn if you do not go to church and even fake 

repentance. 

We certainly need help both from the divine and the secular and 

not this ridicule.  

And to the privileged Africans hiding in the UK, Europe and the 

US and now in Asia acting as government agents, Can you make 

your cronies, your so-called VIP cronies' sit up to their 

responsibility? 

 'YES' you can!  

Don't take that money from him to hide it in HSBC and all these 

oversea banks. 

Can you discourage him from pinching the money given to him 

and his numerous registered phony companies to build the roads 

and hospitals in Africa? 

 'YES' you can!  

Take him around the beautiful oversea country he has come to 

waste his countries money on then while he is at ease arrange 

for his deportation. 

 Is this possible? Only, if you have self-respect for yourself which 

I doubt.  

Stop mocking yourself my dear African; this is the worst form of 

self-hatred. What made us feel helpless so that we run and 

scramble for foreign aids is our hatred for ourselves. 
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When you hate yourself, you automatically feel inferior; you 

feel inadequate and helpless. And when as a people, we fall 

victims to these feelings of inadequacy or inferiority or 

helplessness, we turn to somebody else to show us the way, 

we turn to other people to perform the magic of economic 

transformation and infrastructure development. But that 

can’t happen because the world in all its modernity and 

globalization do not work that way. 

We certainly need help both from the divine and the secular my 

brothers and not this scorn we get all over the world.  

Stop hiding in those comforts in the US and Europe speaking long 

winded English without one practical idea on how to minimize 

the ridicule meted out to every African at any level. If all these 

super-rich African elites forge together to set up foundations for 

the future young and talented Africans wielding AK-47 in all the 

swamps and forests, in the ghettoes and the recently added 

"Boko Haram Insurgents" and this religious extremism that is 

fuelling violence and disrupting structural development in Africa 

so that each child see a hope to live, tendencies are, he might 

drop the gun, tendencies are he might refuse to wear the suicide 

belt for just $50.USD! 

If all these religious leaders faking piety and taking advantage of 

the terrible situation in Africa to reap off and feed fat on the 

frustrated masses and shout with one voice to shame their 

cronies in political offices and in all the government houses, 

mount up a canopy of massive enlightenment on civic 

responsibilities instead of all the 'miracle of fire and brimstone 

of power must change hand crusades' that will forever keep the 

Africans a perpetual slave of fear, tendencies are there will be 

more God-fearing reliable Christians from Nigeria - the 

headquarters of all the religious pimps.  

When you set up the schools, monitor the success and progress 

of your investment, while you benefit from it see how it meet 
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the purpose of its establishment and that is to benefit your 

people, to lift Africa up from the doldrums. Don't hike the fees 

like you don't know that your people have been so ripped off by 

those that rule them so much that they can't even afford basic 

education any longer.  

This is what few emerging new political leaders are doing 

recently by introducing a complete free education within their 

region although they are in the minority. 

 I want to take responsibility for my shame and anger, I want 

to take responsibility for the inefficiency of my community 

even with the last $100 Dollars in my pocket, I want the 

African to take responsibility for his inefficiency and 

challenge himself to a constructive change. 

 

The Barak Obama, we celebrate in today’s history as an African 

brother, challenged himself as a Blackman, 'Mr. Bamy', the one-

time Illinois senator and former American President was 

burnished while the heat of the Primaries between him and 

Sister Hilary Clinton lingers - the heat did the magic and like a 

true fighting African, Mr. Barak fought and won and we all 

celebrated him, even his enemies and detractors celebrated him 

because when you fight a brave battle and don't whine around 

like an overfed pig the world will celebrate you.  

The world will celebrate you and not ridicule you with relief 

packages if you'll brace the feat to tackle your underprivileged 

environmental conditions. All the immigration officers across the 

world will give you some respect and not humiliate you simply 

because you are African.  

Ask yourself, do I need all these monies I struggle for at the 

detriment of my people? And if you struggle and loot all the 

money at the government coffer in your office and own 

properties all over the world, wouldn’t your children work any 

longer? Or do you pray that your children become useless and 

dumb even to themselves without any sense of work or morality 
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of relationship either in commerce or human relations. 

 

Even at the age of 75, the African elder is still defrauding his 

community; do you want to spend the money in hell, because 

that's where you all belong whether you go to church or not, 

the Devil already has enough money and don't need all that.  

And if you chose to live in all the luxuries life could afford at the 

detriment of the your society you're a ‘nobody’ but a poor old 

fool deceiving yourself to the grave in shame.  

After the Korea war in the '50's, the Koreans resolved to forgo a 

lot of comfort and luxury to make provision for only their most 

basic needs and invest massively in education and the 

development of public structures and facilities. The same goes 

with Singapore, Malaysia and lots more.  

The truth is; many of these oversea countries African rulers and 

their agents run up to cannot match the wealth in Africa. So, 

who and what are responsible for all these physical poverty and 

environmental decay attracting these truckloads of foreign aids 

and relief packages with guns and ammunitions following each 

delivery?  

 

"Give them foods and don't forget the guns" 

"Let them eat and kill themselves" 

"Since they cannot afford to function like humans do" 

Ask yourself, Mr. President, Honourable Minister, His Excellency, 

Chief Dr., Executive Governor, Alhaji, Archbishop, His Holiness, 

Most Rev. Dr., Pastor XYZ.  

Only among my people do I see so many windy titles attached to 

one small man of vain record sitting astride in wealth and 

splendour among destitute in an environment void of virtually 

any viable public facility and he is happy. Sorry!  
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Whenever you come on TV to entertain the ignorance populace 

with your long-winded rhetoric policy, could you please tell us 

what practical or workable system you have designed for your 

community and how you plan to go about it and how long do you 

think your project can go and its lasting benefit to rescue your 

people from clutches of this so-called poverty that is almost 

synonymous to Africa, there are certainly poor people all over 

the world and not only in Africa.  

Stop entertaining the ignorant hungry journalist who wants to 

feel your perfume and line his patchy pockets with 'gifts' from 

your gullibility, it's not his fault. Times are hard and the smart 

Alecs are hopping on to any advantage to eke a living wherever 

it could be found, Even selling the guns in the name of relief 

packages. 

 

Why don’t you every privileged African take one child from his 

community and take up his school necessities and skill 

apprenticeship, starting from your immediate environment. I do 

know that some if not many ordinary Africans are doing this. 

 I met this Danish young man at a club and while our 

conversation last, he showed me a picture of a young chap from 

Congo he’s paying his school fees; he doesn’t even know this boy 

from Adam other than he saw the picture on the internet and 

contacted an aid agency to take care of the boy. 

you run away from home to scavenge in Europe and Asia, even in 
Bangladeshi or Cambodia, you will run like rats for the police in 
China, waste your prime plotting grand larceny over the 
computer. Suddenly you make some big hit like Mr. Friend and 
his Bodiless head dude - they did made a lot of money in those 
days.  
 
You will live big and everybody will admire you until you get 

busted – you will always get busted - it's just a question of how 

long.  

Then the same fear you were running away from will turn you in 
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and plague you to a complete halt, the same shit applies to our 

political system and its criminally dumb agents, your fear to 

treat them like the criminals they are will still turn around and 

hunt you to a complete misery.  
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CHAPTER SIX 

The making of an African god  
He is passionate, very religious and diabolical, He is possessive, 

he is loud, like a child, everything fascinate his fancy, his love of 

self is excitingly illusive, his display of power is simply childish 

and with brazen lawlessness and without foresight he lacks 

discipline of self and management so much that followers are 

mere preys and victims to a god of flesh and blood that rules 

with so much vigour and carelessness only among proselytes of 

depraved conscience and superstitious. 

 

For every 365 days in a year, he switches wardrobe and the fancy 

primitive perks of life rule his taste of recognition and 

relevance, he is flamboyant, his entourage and worshipers are in 

a fit of rage of how to please him and win his favour, he is such a 

Messiah, a godfather and ruler of the African people, his grip and 

use of authority is firm and bold and for those who’ll dare 

debate his authority or question his supremacy, He’s a tyrant and 

ruthless.  

He’s a dictator, he listens to no one but his cronies, by force and 

treachery he conquers all opposition and institutions of men and 

strings them in a vicious circle of fanfare; Meetings, Probe Panel 

Meetings, Conferences, Award-Parties, Noisy Debates, 

Coronations and more airy engagements to keep them busy doing 

nothing but praise singing and worshipping this self-made god of 

a ruler. Like active children with less thought of a tomorrow too 

uncertain, the entire efforts of both godhead and followers is 

concentrated in the events of now while the fun lasts until the 

whole kingdom come crumbling into a lawless zone rife with 

anti-social activities, neglect and collapse of social and 

economic structures. 
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In Africa, we’re real. We don’t die to go to hell, we see it and 

we taste it, we live it and we survive it. There is a paradise of a 

Jerusalem in every corner of Africa occupied by a vicious god 

commanding a bizarre forced loyalty from his own people and 

punishing them for their naivety and simple mindedness. They 

are made. Some are self-made. The environment produces these 

gods who’d been robbed of self so much that fear and distrust 

become the only guiding principle. 

 

”the late Robert Mugabe's childhood left him lonely, bitter and 

ruthless. Abandoned by his father, raised by a fanatically 

religious mother” He grew up trusting nobody.  

The late Idi Amin's parents separate soon after his birth. He joins 

the British Colonial Army an assistant cook. – He slipped into the 

army as an escape from insecurity, he naturally never wanted to 

join the army and he lived all his life fighting his own fear and 

distrust – everybody became an enemy. Most African chronicled 

dictators were all products of same fears. 

Military training helped to create a platform of man- made god 

fighting ‘Self insecurity and inferiority of the mind’ from the 

North to Central and West Africa, It’s been a regime transfer of 

one military warlord wielding AK-47 from a battle-field of ethnic 

cleansing and tribal rivalry to a political experiment of 

democracy.  

I love the military for one thing. “Discipline and Service” until 

officers begin to put off the uniform for a pot-bellied parachute 

democracy of gluttony and greed. 

Why would this ruler of the African people so revered and 

worshiped chose to keep his people chained in an environment of 

ruins and decay of eetg23767i8 vws90 such a god of corruption 

and greed. He suddenly lost touch completely with the people 

and decided to fight his own fears of insecurity and a mind 

robbed of self. 

 

 A mind robbed of self becomes empty and inferior and struggles 
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to give an impression of superiority by material gains and threats 

to compensate for his emptiness.  

One of his favourite quotes soon became a guiding principle;  

"Keep your friends close, but your enemies’ closer still.” 

 

The perceived enemies and friends made this African god into 

such a scary powerful force no one could stand but run and hide 

or be assassinated. In other to win his favour, you’ve got to 

worship him or be damned for voicing out your anger and 

indifference. 

So it was with former Nigerian President, he once authored a 

book on the depravity of humanity (This Animal called Man) from 

an African perspective - It takes a level of intelligence to write a 

book. He was once rated as a Messiah, owns one of the best 

libraries in the world in a country where education is abysmally 

at its lowest ebb and touted as a great African leader at the 

helm of an African nation that is held bound in lawlessness, 

ignorance and excessive greed. Nobody ever questioned his 

activities good or bad except few who’ll prefer to die by the 

truth and a level of honesty and go to their own heaven of 

sincere and honest people rather than the heaven of the African 

god – a filthy heaven of fraudsters and religious pimps. 

Across every region in Africa, there is a god in human skin 

ruling his own people with such a vicious grip of fear and 

insecurity to an extent that the life of the average African is 

hanging on a tiny chord of fate held firmly by his god. These 

gods were made, some are self-made, the environment 

produces them. 

 

It dated way back; from the school and home, those whose 

academic ratings were threatened by some creative and 

intelligent students seek for means to compensate for their 

abysmal deficiencies, they join cult group to experience a sense 

of belonging.  

Children from troubled homes with values far below moral code 
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seek for attention denied them from the ever busy, rich working 

class society parents chasing elite status at the detriment of the 

home. They found one in criminal groups to experience ‘family 

and a fatherly authority’. 

It started like a ‘fight back’ group at self and the society until 

they merged together to form a criminal gang with common 

bond “threaten everyone, instill fear and inflict pain on 

anyone who dares to challenge you by every brute means – 

they’ll be scared of you, they’ll worship you – if they become 

too vulnerable to fight back, they’ll beg to belong to your 

cult group as a means of escape from the sudden insecurity. 

By the time they all graduate from the college, the network has 

spread into something professional of a corporate criminal 

gangsterism of assassins, political opportunists and terrorists, 

armed robbers and politicians – a more rewarding advanced cult 

group and lots more that thrives in a lawless environment that 

lays red carpet for a primitive recognition of a bloated false-self 

of superiority.   

A false self struggles all his life to create an impression, a vain 

impression of riches, forced loyalty from everyone and a childish 

authority of ‘biscuits and ice-cream’. 

 

Ever tried to take a cone ice-cream away from an innocent child? 

The same ice-cream you gave him – scarcely will he release it, 

rather he’ll splash it on the floor and cry back to the mother for 

another cone. 

It used to be the United States, the French and the British. The 

late Mobutu Sese Seko in his days, once accused the CIA of 

United States of trying to replace him, prior to that he was their 

favourite although he practiced a government system that 

favours only members of the cult group – families and friends – 

neck deep in corruption and greed. The Americans made him a 

god feared so much by his own people. 

Today, every Tom, Dick and Harry is crying against Robert 

Mugabe of Zimbabwe, how he had become such an African god 
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nobody could question his authority or be simply eliminated for 

daring to challenge this old African god. Like the child with the 

cone ice-cream, he signaled to his mother in China, one of those 

who made him a god, to supply enough AK-47 rifles and 

ammunitions to eliminate anybody that dares to take away his 

‘ice-cream of a Zimbabwe.’ Come to think of it; why would 

anybody send killer arms or war equipments at such a time when 

the polity was heating of a ‘leadership tussle’ just couple of 

weeks before the Presidential election of 2008 - like a South 

African Government spokesperson had said; “the shipment was 

tantamount to "putting a fuse in a powder keg" as opposition 

leaders were not in the good books of Mugabe’s administration 

as at that time even till date.  

But does that make a difference? Negative No!  Even the blue 

tiles on Mugabe's 25-bedroom mansion, reminiscent of Beijing's 

Forbidden City, have been reported to be a gift from China and 

as long he was ready to comply with the gift givers, he’s got 

their back in everything. 

Come to think of it; scarcely will you find a gun in the streets of 

China, not even a dane double-barrel. The country enjoys a level 

of peace strange to the Africans yet they have enough guns for 

any African ruler that wants to kill enough of his own people – 

those he has reduced to scare-crows so that they fall upon each 

other to win his favour even at the cost of any humanity left in 

them.  

 

But these are the kind of people ruling the great African 

continent, they have guns at all corners given to them by those 

who foisted them over against their own people, those who 

never thought any better of Africa other than milking cows and 

field horses – they serve the interest of these imperialist powers. 

When a group of people finds you out a man of low moral 

status and weak conscience, they’ll use you against your own 

people at their selfish interest. Although you might seem 

intelligent but depraved at heart, they’ll tout you as friend, 
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a good friend. They know you’re stupid and impractically 

visionless with your intelligence, your academic training is 

irrelevant, they know you were merely trying to cover up 

your low mental and inferior psyche – so they’ll keep a blind 

eye at your ignorance and use you up then dump you.  

 

Such will be the fate of many continental Africans hiding in the 

USA, Europe and now Asia playing host to these African man-

made gods running to overseas countries for airy conferences, 

medical trips and vanity fanfare. You host them with a red 

carpet because of your selfish interest at the loot of monies 

you’ll benefit from them, monies meant to make your home 

much better than any European country we all run to hide in for 

a false safety. 

Why don’t Swiss bank officials question an African ruler when he 

comes to deposit large chunk of cash running into billions of 

dollars? At least, people think the Switzs are honest and sincere 

people and they do see the CNN footage of these famished kids 

and terribly weak infrastructures that certainly would encourage 

crime among the young people, at least, it’s obvious – A hungry 

poor man is a potential criminal suspect.  

 

Why don’t the Swiss banks officials see the African ruler, a 

small fiery god among his people as a potential criminal 

suspect void of virtue and reject those ‘questionable funds’ 

he runs to Switzerland to deposit at will, while his people 

starve and constitute large chunks of immigrants running 

away from troubled home of scant amenities that could have 

tempt these beautiful energetic young people to stay back in 

homeland Africa than constitute a nuisance and prostitute in 

these unfriendly tiny European countries, hustle across every 

borders in Asia seeking for a better life I consider almost ‘Useless 

and a Waste.’   

Why don’t IMF or the World Bank group ask the Nigerian 

elites and man-made gods, what have you done with all the 
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monies you have been borrowing from us?  Before you come 

queuing for another $390 Million Dollars to build your roads – 

for how long? ‘Get the f**k off’!  

Go start with the little you have from your oil monies, we want 

to see signs of improvement before we sign you any further 

loan.”  

But No! They wouldn’t do that.  

 

These groups made the African god into such a vicious tyrant 

of lawlessness and greed because there is certainly a lot to 

benefit from the blessed great African continent when there 

is a dumb ruler of a god in human skin taking advantage of 

the weakness of his people. 

There will never be enough money for a greedy man! No! Never! 

And he will always have an excuse why he’ll need more money to 

build even the simplest road that leads to his own farm. Today 

and counting, every Nigerian is a potential IMF debtor for the 

next donkey years and more!  

 

Remember, most members of the cult group from the university 

and colleges have graduated and fused up into the society – such 

a complex society – the last time I saw a former school mate, he 

had shaved the dreadlocks, put off the earrings from his nose 

and ear, looking so confused, the frustration of a potential 

suspect so visible that I had to stop and engage him in a chat 

over a glass of beer. At least he had dropped the killing weapons 

for a while. Such a troubled young man threatened by the 

insecurity of his own former inferiority.  

 

The inferior mind is threatened by his own emptiness and 

loss of self-esteem so much that he resorts to force, 

treachery and violence to gain relevance – and by treachery 

and violence he will climb up any position. He’s quick to grab 

titles like ‘Honourable’ ‘His Excellency’ ‘Chief’ to 

compensate for his deficiencies and when he couldn’t secure 

these ones, he jump over to something religious ‘Bishop,’  
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General Overseer or Daddy GO, ‘Archbishop’ ‘Dr.’ ‘Rev. Dr. 

Pastor.- One man with all these titles against his airy name. 

 Although it is cultural in some regions of Africa to be addressed 

by a pet-name which often appear in the form of a ‘Honorary 

title’ the pet name or title to which the individual is being 

addressed with in many instances adequately connects with what 

he is rated for even if you poses no great position.  

 

However, It becomes abusive and ridiculing where there is no 

near-visible honorary contribution or remarkable achievement by 

one man solely addressed as ‘His Holiness, Archbishop, Rt. Rev. 

Dr., Pastor King Dominic’ and he ends up being convicted as a 

‘murderer’ or a man of questionable character. 

 We begin to lose our society the day we begin to respect people 

with loaded titles they did not merit - he wants to assume a 

status of what he is not and when he gets there – a self-made 

god had emerged.  

Once in Beijing, I had a heated argument with this African Chief, 

He was not going to pay for a professional service I gave him and 

I was not going to take it cool. 

He became furious at the challenge and screamed; 

“Do you know who I am?” 

”Sorry I don’t know you sir” I replied. 

”You mean you’ve never heard of ‘Chief, Alhaji Abiola 

Ogundokun?” 

”Sorry, I have no idea who you are sir.” I insisted. 

Then he blurted; “No wonder you’re talking to me like that” 

”I was Abacha’s image launderer – we made him!” 

”It’s unfortunate you don’t know me” he fumed. 

”Do you know about my estate in Lagos? I have buildings in the 

UK, or one of my properties in South Africa?” 

I kept silence and just listened, then he whispered something, 

smiling; 

“I will make you go home and be happy -” 
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“Would you like to speak with your governor?” 

“Let me call him now, let me show you his number.”  

“Would you like to be a governor someday or a Special Adviser?” 

”We make them”; if you’re obedient and cool–headed, I will 

make you somebody.” 

 

He struggled so much to impress me – But I had taken a risky 

journey away from the most  lovely home in Africa because of 

people like these, he noticed my stark indifference and gave a 

friendly smile then rounded off with this last note. 

 

”You’re such a stubborn boy but I like you, you have some guts - 

hold on let me speak to the governor now.” 

 He sure did and I can feel the receiver at the other end 

shivering at his beck and call. 

Out of curiosity for this strange old man, I went online a Google 

‘Chief Abiola Ogundokun’ and the first result; 

 

 “a despicable character’ with series of lawsuits against those 

who must have dared to challenge his ‘godlike authority.” 

 

Second result; Member of the Nigerian Constitution Drafting 

Committee during the late Abacha’s government – the 

constitution the Nigerian people operates now. 

 

Then I had to drop my pen in the hole immediately I discovered 

such a man participated in the drafting of a country’s 

constitution. 

Every African home and abroad owes himself one duty; desist 

from following this worn out vain god from disgracing the entire 

continent and the African people, because I am certain these 

vain creatures has no shame nor remorse - there will be no god 

without a follower, if you can’t question your self-made life 

ruler because he’s going to assassinate you or torture you to 

death; simply ignore him until he’ll become weary of his 

brute behavior and lawlessness, your god is made strong 
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because he has followers, a fellowship of defeated men and 

women whose conscience been robbed of any humanity left in it. 

 

Although they hate this god like shit but they do not want to 

miss his heaven – a filthy heaven of godamn fraudsters and 

religious pimps thriving on extreme vanities and useless plastic 

perks, so they cling on even in hopelessness. 
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CHAPTER SEVEN 
 

The great Prophecy 

...the death and birth of a new Africa for Africans 

'The black race seems to be on its last legs, on its way to extinction. 

Unless they summon the will and intelligence and energy to achieve in 

the next fifty years what they should have organised in the last 50 

years, there will be no black Africans left alive on earth by the end of 

this 21st century - Chinweizu' 

The statement above was made by an African Scholar and a 

literary activist campaigning for a better Africa of good hope.  

This is a statement I will consider nothing but the scathing truth. 

Although painful to accept but I am going to consider it a wake 

up call to all Africans all over the world to an imminent danger if 

you keep hiding in those false comfort of self-delusion. 

Generation comes, generation goes, what man fears most will 

come upon him. There will be no safe heaven for those who dare 

run and hide and dine while their wound bleeds, the old will die 

and rot, their memories will be forgotten, the young will grow 

and the unborn will come. 

When the unborn comes, they will suffer.  They will suffer and 

plunder.  The unborn will suffer with the growing Africans when 

they come.  

The unborn will plunder and there'll be a greater ruin, the end of 

peoples, the rot of virtues, the wreck of cultural values, the 

culture of peoples without a legacy, the rot of people without a 

guide, a father.  

Once the African had a father, now there is none, once he had a 
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home, now there is none, once he had a culture, now he has 

none, once we had a pride, now we have none, I see a sea of 

peoples flooding away, there is a great run. 

Single mothers are increasing, children and homes without a 

father. 

A society, so confused and charged with vigour selected some 

blind and dumb individuals in the guise of electoral practices to 

preside over state affairs; they become viciously lawless because 

they were not elected by the ordinary people but selected by a 

group of cabals fondly christened ‘king makers or godfathers’ 

with no regard to the simple rule of law.  

There is a great run. Africans are running away from home, their 

fathers cannot see anything wrong, they're blind, they’re deaf 

too, their fathers are wining and dining while their wound 

bleeds, they hold endless parliamentary meetings, converge 

conferences and seminars, they globe-trot and hide while their 

wound rot - their present fathers – the African ruler! 

The erstwhile fathers did bequeathed a great culture and values, 

hopes were high for mother Africa and there was a greater 

tomorrow that never comes but now.  

There was Jomo Kenyatta, there was Julius Nyerere, Zik of 

Africa, Obafemi Awolowo, there was Kenneth Kaunda who left a 

mind-boggling legacy the present generation of African fathers 

may never come close, there was Kwame Nkruma of Ghana, 

Emperor Haille Sellaise for the great Ethiopia!  

 

All over Africa, there flourished a generation of great fathers 

who made provision for the children and left a home, food and 

footprints. Those men who refused to accept the judgment 

passed upon them by others, strangers to the African dream. 

Men who held unswervingly through the darkest hours to a vision 

of an Africa emancipated from political, economic and spiritual 

bondage, Fathers who, by their example, portrayed how precious 

are freedom and human dignity and of how little value is life 
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without them. 

There was once a flourishing great Africa for Africans, a 

politically free and economically independent continent with 

great social patterns unique in style and our own cultures before 

slavery engulfed the entire continent. 

Slavery and colonialism left in the mind and psyche of Africans a 

depraved mental state that was partly wiped out by these 

founding fathers before their exit and hope was reinvigorated.  

The founding fathers died because the old must die according to 

this prophecy, their dreams died as they passed on to eternity 

and their exit ushered in a growing Africans whose soul were still 

chained in the scars of colonialism, a system that 

institutionalizes the thought of one group being superior to the 

other and thereby subjecting the would be inferior individuals 

into forced obedience and cult worship of the superior, a system 

that institutionalizes self delusion and inhumanity to man and his 

environment to an extent that the average growing Africans did 

virtually lost every sense of home and identity.  

This system gave birth to Neo-colonialist like Mobutu Sese seko 

of Zaire, Idi Amin Dada of Uganda, Arap Moi of Kenya, Sani 

Abacha and Ibrahim Babangida of Nigeria, Robert Mugabe of 

Zimbabwe, to name just few, Joseph Momoh and Foday Sankoh 

of Sierria Leone. 

The crop of African fathers since the demise of colonialism 

portrayed the likes of an errant boy left in the care of his 

master's white house, the chickens in the backyard and the 

marbled kitchen stocked with choice foods, Late Idi Amin Dada 

once confessed; 'I ran errands for the British while they were 

here and when they left, they handed over Uganda to me, today, 

I am the president. That became a strong warning to the entire 

Ugandans especially those whose views did not go well with the 

President – those who didn’t agree with any of his views were 

simply eliminated, whether it was proper or in the wrong 

direction.  As the tide unfolds on him, he had to run away to 
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exile where death would have to catch up with him, the wealth 

and the pomp all shriveled up in Saudi Arabia. 

Today, Amin is history; and it is likely Ugandans are still caged in 

the memory of the fears of yesterday. The same news with 

Mobutu, he ruined and looted so much of his own household that 

the Zairians were cowed into servitude of their father, 

everybody lived in fear until his exit, he would be considered 

more vicious than his colonial masters too. 

Today Mobutu Sese seko is history; today Zairians are likely still 

gripped in his legacy of ruins and destruction. 

Sani Abacha died while in office as Nigeria's supreme ruler, 

leaving the country more confused in leadership policies and 

strategies, this is a place where lawlessness, indiscipline and 

greed has become magnified to an extent that it institutionalizes 

corruption as a culture. 

At the onset, these present African fathers might have had 

good intentions and sometimes struggled within a depraved 

self to establish something ideal and positive about the 

African people, Arap Moi was a good example, but the fact is 

their ignorance and disregard for economic and social 

development is abysmally pitiful. 

What kind of society they hope to build they do not say because 

they do not know, because, I bet , if you know the level of 

under-development in your community and you simply play ‘big 

boy’, strong and connected’ while majority of your people live in 

an embarrassing poverty, homeless, treated like criminals and 

disrespected all over the world, you will simply use your ‘big boy 

status or connection in high places to put things right, as this 

will automatically attract more respect not only to you but every 

member of your community but if you don’t know or you lack the 

common sense of nation building and would rather talk, hold 

meetings, keep granting baseless interview to keep yourself busy 

while your community rots without electricity, dilapidated 

roads, abject criminality because majority of the youth has no 
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job and are getting frustrated then you are indirectly inviting the 

BBC, CNN and Discovery Channels to come and make a ridicule of 

you and your people with a very nasty documentary about 

African poverty and environmental decay despite all the wealth 

because apart from Libya before its destruction by NATO forces 

or one or two Southern African regions, virtually all Sub-Saharan 

African country has this pressing environmental or infrastructure 

issues to deal with; the schools, the health centers, the roads, 

employment and housing, the vital essence of any 'would be' 

viable economy that hopes to make progress. You will simply be 

giving these folks the right to insult and ridicule you and your 

people. 

There has been a lot of talking, a lot of writings too and too 

much analysis according to Jerry Rawlings, one of Ghana's 

foremost Messiah; ''I sat with some of these intellectuals, wordy, 

wordy, wordy,'' said Lieutenant Rawlings, a man of action. ''They 

are always involved in foolish analysis,'' he continued. ''They have 

no psychological understanding of the underdogs.'' In an 

interview with a one-time- New York Times reporter, 

               

(iii) The underdogs 
These are the unfortunate Africans in the streets, the urchins 

turned militias and now suicide bombers due to frustration, the 

self-retailed 21st century slave drowning in the Atlantic, the 

poverty induced sex hawking young African queens being 

infected with HIV/AIDS from the self-styled Discovery Channel 

spies in Africa coming in as IMF, USAID, WHO etc, the 

unfortunate Africans immigrants littered all over oversea 

embassies seeking for visas to run away from motherland, the 

ones always on front page news for negative causes, the ones 

deprived of any means of decent living by their present fathers, 

'the underdogs''  according to Rawlings, the growing Africans I 

call them, today generation, those that will pass this baton to 

the Africans unborn, those coming to suffer and plunder.  
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The prophecy is for the Africans unborn, your children, those 

that must pick it up from where we are going to drop it, all the 

rubbles, all the cacophony of policies and endless political and 

state meetings with nothing to show for all the stupid analysis 

and too much English speaking.  

A generation is gone, dead and gone, a people that scarcely 

nursed a thought of a tomorrow that never comes but now. 

There is a present generation of Africans that I bet has any idea 

of the dangers lurking at the back of their houses, they steal 

their own foods, run down the father's house, their own house, 

on a self blindfold of any civility, they cut themselves off a world 

gone creative with ideas, they resort to and pitch a pride in a 

jungle primitive acquisition, they took to flight while thorns and 

bushes overwhelm their farmlands, they hide in America, in UK, 

in Europe, even in Asia, where they did not and will never 

belong, where they are nothing but a mere means to an end, 

while road links to their homelands are cut off due to sheer 

neglect.  

They moved their families out of Africa and watch the continent 

on TV as it rots from the flicks of Mr. Discovery Channel. 
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(iii) The Running African elites 

Sani Abacha died mysteriously while clinging to power and there 

was a childish celebration of an exit, the confusion that ensued 

after his demise has left Black Africa's most populous country in 

a perpetual turmoil of lawlessness and confusion. Mobutu died in 

exile leaving that rich central African region as one of the 

poorest despite all the billions he amassed to himself, the 

monies meant to develop Congo was given to the Arabs who 

never worked for it, the same Arab General Idi Amin ran to when 

his shadows was chasing him around, the same Arab many 

African rulers are running to buy up properties and deposit 

money meant to develop their homeland in this Middle East 

countries (Dubai to be precise) the same Arabs with a very 

controversial history of Africa and Slavery.  

Very soon, many of the African rulers  who foolishly think they 

are irreplaceable will die, by natural means or by any means 

necessary and the country they rule will be ushered into a 

confusion of leadership to replace them, some are around 80 or 

close and still ruling the nation like a fiefdom, Very soon many of 

the dumb ‘Special Advisers’ to these African rulers that can’t see 

farer than from their nose to their mouth will perish by natural 

means or by any means necessary – some of them are close to 80 

too, at least, they have all done their threescore and ten due to 

all men on earth.  

Very soon, all the senile African elites who foolishly believe they 

are irreplaceable will exit without a trace, the Nigerian crop of 

fathers in places of authority disgracing the entire Africans with 

their brazen lawlessness. The old men with no sense of integrity! 

Very soon they will all disappear into nothing with an empty 

slate not even their children could write anything close to a 
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legacy on, other than this pain and misery they inflict on their 

own household, with their memories enshrouded in shame while 

Nigeria experiments with leadership and battles with an image 

crippled in anti-social evil grip. 

Apart from the legendary Late Nelson Mandela who voluntarily 

took leave of office and has remained an icon and a role model 

to young Africans, the crop of African elites leading the entire 

continent into further darkness and priding in self delusion of 

comfort will not live to count their losses when this ruin shall 

overtake them. 

There will be no hiding place! Those Africans in America, in UK, 

in Europe will be rejected by the societies they have converted 

to hiding bunks of false comfort because they don't belong there 

but in Africa.  

The high white walls in all the government quarters across Africa 

built to ward off the 'common unfortunate Africans in the street 

will crumble', Militias shall multiply due to frustration and 

neglect. Those in Europe, America and the UK will go home 

hoping to impress anyone with their soon found wealth and be 

hunted down like rats by the frustrated young Africans on the 

streets they have gone home to impress, some of them will be 

kidnapped for ransom, creativity will be stalled because a hungry 

stomach is as good as an empty brain, more so, at the height of 

frustration the human mind could be driven to any level of 

unimaginable criminality.  

The annual personal income of Africans immigrants in the United 

States alone surpasses all other ethnic minorities represented in 

the US put together and they are generally more educated and 

earn larger salaries compared to people from other continents, 

but visit the home countries where many of these folks come 

from – it’s such an eye sore. I don't need to begin to school 

anyone about the environmental situation and brazen show of 

greed and selfishness and a great number of the people lazily 

holding claim to the popular government inefficiency label.  
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Many of us just sit on the fence hiding in oversea countries with 

a sense of false comfort hoping that things would improve for 

them to return home without a thought of how to help their own 

come over board. 

Those African rulers who take advantage of young African queens 

reduced to hawkers due to the bad and hellish economy shall be 

inflicted with HIV, All of them! When they get ill, no air plane 

will fly them abroad for medicals because even the sky in Africa 

will reject them due to their crimes against their own people 

and if they insist, the airplanes will drop off the sky by any 

means necessary. And it shall be like in the days of former 

president of DRC (Congo) Laurent Kabila who took over from 

Mobutu and was suddenly gripped in leadership confusion; the 

securities you walled yourself with shall hack you down out of 

confusion - all the dumb African rulers! 

Jesus Christ! There will be a great run! Because motherland 

Africa is boiling hot and brothers and sisters could scarcely stand 

the heat. Those who pride on all those primitive acquisitions of 

houses, cars and beautiful children, degrees, phony cardboard 

investments, and titles will trade them for securities that will 

fail them, because the darkness in the environment will be so 

thick that you can feel it.  

And it will be on record that any respect that'll be accorded the 

black African will be a respect earned by himself through selfless 

effort of positive attitude and character towards humanity and 

not by virtue of his political status, colour or family connections 

but by his contribution to a progressive society. 

Those who never thought any better of Africa other than a 

milking cow will storm the continent with straws and fodders to 

sustain the cow and now more vicious than ever because the 

world has gone Hi-tech with this psychological warfare. 
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This young generation of Africans don't even know it that racism, 

slavery and segregation is lurking in the closest, grinning at your 

loopholes; you know, people, Africans let this happen to 

themselves; how you perceive yourselves in the midst of all this 

madness, so much distrust and self-hatred from the fathers down 

to the children to an extent that your sense of reasoning been 

corrupted to hate your own, your culture, your environment and 

your family and a second slavery of people considered too weak 

to defend and provide for their own will emerge in a grander 

style.  

In the beginning, Africa was the market for the produce of other 

nations and the source of the raw materials with which their 

factories were fed. Today, Nigeria, a leading image of Africa 

virtually lives on imports from other countries with China in the 

lead of preference and the Chinese are pretty good doing 

business with the ignorant. 
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(iv)  Building a psychological economy 

A reality of truth must prevail if we are to be a part of the 

future and we must be prepared to face that reality.  Africans 

remain a great continent no matter what the situation is and has 

great potentials to brace any feat.  

All over the world, the crop of Africans overseas are the best 

brains, experts in various fields even in education, science and 

technology, imagine if all these talents and skills is invested into 

the continent, into the industrialization of Africa, building a 

viable economy if those continental black African rulers will 

make provisions for such.  

There is what we call industrial economy, the type being  

practiced in China of which the entire world has given them a 

reckoning, successful industrial economy automatically 

transfers into a progressive social economy that boost what I 

call a psychological economy, the type that induces 

individuals to generate wealth and encourages a collective 

mental responsibility of nation building and patriotism rather 

than depend solely on the government and their agents who is no 

better than a criminal experimenting with a tool as sacred as 

leadership. 

 

Those Africans that considers themselves privileged by being a 

friend to the Minister of Commerce, Minister of Education, Roads 

and Transport, Minister of Agriculture, Mines and Power and all 

those funny bogus titles, even airy titles like ‘Chairman of 

Contract Awarding Committee, Contract Monitoring Committee, 

Contract Regulatory Committee’ and too many useless wordy 

titles. Whereas, it is quite clear that there is no contract going 

on, no structural development going on but stealing their own 

foods in the name of contract, may not live to witness the ruins 
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coming upon them and this continent. If you can't counsel your 

so called friends because of the perks you get from them, this 

sea of delusion is going to drown you all and what will happen to 

your children. 

The generation of Africans coming will suffer, if the Africans 

continue to neglect reconstruction of his continent, they'll 

plunder because that will be the only legacy they inherited from 

their leaders and fathers. 

How to defraud and destroy and have no sense of belonging 

neither an identity, how to steal public monies, idle about, 

argue blindly and speak too much useless English and depend on 

others for virtually everything, from food to medicals, from 

education to housing until you become too lazy to put your hands 

into your own mouth.   

 

There will be no tomorrow because tomorrow never comes, 

only death comes; tomorrow always varnishes into darkness 

until you are squared face to face with death and extinction, 

this is why those whose plans don't exceed a year or two always 

got caught in their own illusion, they perish with unfinished 

project littered everywhere, only failures believe in tomorrow! 

Those mounting guards of honour for the Nigerian authorities 

doing moonlight flitting overseas should inform their cronies that 

very soon the great Africa will spiral into darkness and oblivion 

as long as they continue to waste these divine opportunities 

favoured them by a supreme God and when I say Africa I mean 

Nigeria because Nigeria is the face of Africa and the average 

black African is not happy with Nigeria either despite all this 

noisy big brother status.  

You waste such great resources not found over half of the world 

and bastardize the economy to such an extent that young 

Africans and the upcoming generations have nothing and will 

have nothing to stay for. Those who are privileged to get some 

funny education, after first degree they're bent on running away 
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from this decay even if they have to swim the Atlantic Ocean, 

many has vowed never to go back to Africa even if they are 

doing terrible jobs overseas apart from very brave and 

courageous few who have been sincere enough to admit the fact 

- we can't run from our own - this is our identity, the earlier we 

live to tolerate it the better. 

How many times has boats carrying African immigrants running 

away from troubled home capsized in the Gulf, in the Atlantics 

and hundreds of them drowned, some dropping dead roasted in 

the hot desert of North Africa walking a thin line of hope across 

the desert to Europe. 

According to UNHCR statistics since the year 2002 till date more 

than 35,000 African immigrants has drowned and perished while 

making the perilous sea and desert crossing with the aid of 

smugglers who often throw them overboard like chickens and 

rotten fishes to escape security checks. Similar to the practices 

found in the active days of slavery and the number is increasing 

day by day. 

Till date, the number keep increasing and may not reduce unless 

we struggle to put the roads, electricity and simple basic 

amenities in place then watch the difference.  

Unless African elites and individuals get their heads down like 

normal rational humans do and take precise actions to address 

their own problems, the joblessness due to collapse of 

industries, the dearth of skills due to this great run and only a 

sketchy few ever thinking of bridging these lapses. No one is 

safe! Not even the escapees and the self-exiled public treasury 

thieves hiding in London, in Europe and in America.  

One day, all this fake electric generators Nigeria have been 

importing from China will catch a fire and it will burn down the 

empires and the loots of the authorities of their power holding 

companies and ministries for failure to provide electricity and 

lighten up their own societies for a progressing economy. I have 
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toured over half of China, I didn't see a couple of generators, but 

I see new electric generator manufacturing plants coming up, 

assembling scraps for the ignorant in Nigeria, who are so blind 

that they can't see their own face in a mirror, you certainly do 

not power an economy with electric generators, industries will 

collapse and nothing will work. 
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(v) An imminent responsibility to self 

Dear Africans, young and old; every people of the world has a 

right to make their own mistakes and to learn from their own 

history, the African history has not been encouraging but 

Africans and only Africans can put things right their own way. All 

this noise about no reading culture, African elites and men in 

authorities don't read and have their brains full of frauds, guns 

and naked women, all this carelessness and idling jive talking 

about irrelevant arguments over the papers, internet forums, 

plotting evil against each other especially those who brace 

enough courage to speak the hurting truth that should set us 

black Africans thinking will make this prophecy a reality. 

Now, we are going to stop all that madness, this prophecy is not 

going to take place ONLY if we'll be willing to adopt a positive 

strategy and attitude towards change.  

If your friend, neighbour, brother, or uncle is in a position of 

authority and the ministry under him is in such a mess, imagine 

the quality of education in Africa, academic institution in Nigeria 

go on strike every year and they have reasons to justify their 

actions, and they have a government too and a minister of 

education - very bizarre! And you do not warn them the likely 

consequences of their actions because you consider yourself 

privileged to have them in your list of very important cronies, 

and you do not inform them of an imminent danger that's going 

to sweep the entire African continent off recognition and 

relevance including your cardboard projects and primitive 

acquisitions, you hate yourself and your family like ‘shit’ my 

brother! 

Why not let your erring and wasteful ministers and 

parliamentarians live in their own illusion whenever they come 

to those beautiful oversea countries to mess around by 

boycotting them to show resentment in their attitude. You know 
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we Africans love some  'vain recognition' this is why we are full 

of some windy titles as long as “Chief, Archbishop Very Rev. Dr. 

Pastor ManPassMan’’, I have actually met a couple of 

Churchgoing Nigerians with such funny titles and they surely 

have a teeming followers kow-towing! And when you don't give 

them such recognition, they act like children, if he has a toy gun 

he'd shoot you and if he doesn't have one, you're marked 'black' 

my brother and should better hide. 

Certainly there are Africans doing a great deal of job to redeem 

the sickening image of this great continent, the revolutionary 

Jerry Rawlings of Ghana  nicknamed 'Junior Jesus' for his 

Messiahnistic role in the small country did quite much with 

fellow Ghanaians in laying a good foundation in Ghana and left a 

legacy that has had journalists and development experts flocking 

into Ghana to learn why there have been considerably growth 

rate despite their meager resources, even with the incumbent 

leaderships, Most Ghanaians I know doing odd jobs overseas has 

gone home, 

 ‘‘It’s much better these days compared to the former'' chirped 

Ossei, a former loader in one of the warehouses despite his 

higher education certificate. 

Also there are private individuals in every circle doing great jobs 

too even in this our religious camps despite all the abuses and 

ridicule, Mother Africa owes these ones and their children a 

great place in history and that is God we believe in. 
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(vi) Pursuing Change in the name of Christ and Trade 

My arguments is this; build your own schools, build your own 

medical facilities, set up your own businesses and let them 

benefit your environment, lighten up your own darkness, build 

your own electricity, build your own roads and houses and let 

your people live in there and not ghosts; start from your 

communities, your villages, build your own farmlands and plot 

your own field so that there'll be food, enough food to eat and 

not all this hunger and poverty that gives Mr. Discovery Channel 

something to shoot a movie from. 

The Nigerian government alone can afford to call the bluff of the 

entire West and the so-called Asian giants that has no genuine 

regard for the African in the first place yet they won't let go off 

the enormous mineral resources buried in Africa, they’ll still 

come guised as cronies of the African people because nobody, no 

country in this world can do without Africa! 

Same goes with Sierra Leone and Angola; Very simple, If you 

want oil deals with us, build a standard housing estate And 

academic institutions to inhabit a million occupants, we will give 

you what you requested for equal to what you will be giving us, 

if you want oil deals, pave these roads at the same quality as 

you have it in your country, if you want any deals with our 

people, take our railroad projects train and employ our people 

to work with you, if you want diamonds, here is our condition, 

keep your cash unless you abide by our conditions. Nevertheless, 

I do believe that these conditions have its adverse limitations 

which is subject to another debate on "self-respect and 

responsibility" 

When any big corporation comes to China, you do business 

according to their terms, if it doesn't favour the Chinese 99%, 

they'll kick your ass! find out from Google China, Shell Oils, 

Microsoft and so many of these blue chips thriving big time in 
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China, the fact is, China controls its territory, its economy, and 

if you want to play into the economy and tap from the about 3 

billion people and over it is under China-made conditions and 

under Chinese strict supervision and there is no foreign 

mercenary that has been able to influence that.  

The African policymakers should understand the fact that any 

country or business seeking to engage in commercial activities or 

transactions is first and foremost doing so to maximize some 

well-defined objective—and that objective is how to make 

profit, enough profits.  

Businesses seek to maximize profit and countries want to 

maximize national development. Rarely will a business 

enterprise’s motives of engagement be to develop the countries 

in which they operate—economic development is a task that is 

reserved almost exclusively for national governments. Therefore, 

it is incumbent upon African policymakers and members of civil 

society to ensure that any engagement with all these foreign 

mercenaries is designed to yield maximum possible benefits to 

the citizens of their countries. 

African businessmen think they're safe with all those tons of 

imports of oversea goods without recourse to sustaining the 

home economy, some even come to China to import toothpick 

and tissue papers - ridiculously cheap substandard goods that can 

certainly be produced anywhere in Africa if your friends sitting 

lazily in government offices moving rusty files here and there 

would stand up to his responsibilities. 

 In most cases, the trader cared less what happens in the 

government, in the society or in their community as long as he is 

selling junks and scraps to his own people and making huge 

profits, many are busy piling up titles, marrying more wives, 

buying more expensive cars while factories in their homeland are 

being converted to religious centers and they are happy donating 

religious equipment to fill up and beautify the empty factory 

halls turned churches and mosque to keep the praying peasants 
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busy while businessmen all over the world are busy building up 

great business empires and factories to keep their peasants busy 

in the factory to ward off crimes from the street, keep the young 

generation active and productive, the average African 

businessmen are busy in some funny primitive competition of 

who have the largest number of cars, houses and wives. 

Soon, there will be no Africa to send goods to when everybody 

resorts to some religious praying mantis and refuse to think of 

Africa and for the welfare of Africans. Then business will fail and 

crime will multiply and what will happen to your investments, 

your wives, your concubines, cars and houses my dear Mr. 

Businessman? Where will you ship your tons of goods to? Your 

frustration will be worse than the plight of the young African 

littered all over the continent struggling for survival. 

Certainly, there are still people willing to farm and grow more 

crops if you will support them in every way through loans or 

supply of agricultural equipment, there are people still willing to 

get some decent education if you're going to assist them, if you 

can't build an educational facility, support the little schools in 

your communities built by your fore-fathers with just a couple of 

thousands, you're going to buy up some educational materials 

and help equip the young Africans to get some useful education 

fit for the hi-tech age., give scholarships to those who merit it, 

don't give cash to individuals, because we are trying to reform 

attitudes, build skills acquisition centers with your money, your 

own money and monitor the progress. 

The increased interest in Africa by investors—both new and old—

represents a great opportunity for African countries and African 

businessmen to solidify the growth experienced in recent years 

and to invest in the transformation of their economies both in 

quality of life and economic expectation. 

 I have a friend who have followed this basic foot-step since we 

began sharing this idea of Africa's emancipation and self-

deliverance from servitude - He started like any other business 
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man in China, buying goods from China and sending them to 

Africa, he started growing from a very humble beginning and was 

able to set up a small-scale factory right there in China. 

On impulse, after series of persuasion, He managed to move one 

of his factory home to Africa despite the challenges, he began to 

execute bore-hole projects providing portable drinking water, 

starting from his own immediate community, while he set-up a 

small scale factory providing building materials, as the local 

government began to notice his painstaking effort in lifting 

members of the community off poverty line, they began to divert 

some of construction contracts to his company, by now he has 

executed up to over 40 bore-hole water projects in the entire 

region in his state of origin and many more as he makes 

progress!  

 

He began to make more money than he would have when his 

company was based in a foreign country, with the money he 

made, he built his own custom bore-hole drilling machine and 

took up more voluntary projects to provide portable pipe-borne 

water in all the communities in the state and nearby regions, 

within a short space of time the state government began to take 

notice of his activities until he became a source of reference on 

how individual could take the lead in changing the failing 

environmental system and leadership from where you are - in 

your own little way, he certainly was contracted by the state for 

more infrastructure related jobs.  

The individual African businessman can certainly help his people 

get some meaningful employment; you can take your little 

business public by employing simple honesty. Once you get 

started in any business venture, the chances of creating wealth 

is easier, all you need is some sense of commitment and honesty 

and don't you forget, poverty is the mother of all crimes, so this 

crime thing threatening the peace and progress of every business 

in Africa won't stop unless you make provision for all these 

failures, at least some because poverty will never cease but it 
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can be controlled. 

Africa has the best markets for the world goods couple with a 

bludgeoning youth population, why won’t anyone take advantage 

of that divine opportunity and creates a successful future for the 

Africans unborn.  

Sounds cheap and easy right?  

This is why there are miracle churching camps all over Africa, in 

Nigeria they number in millions and are taking advantage of the 

misery and hardship of their own because people don't believe 

these things could come that easy except they fast for 7 days dry 

and hold a lengthy night vigil and tithe their last dime then look 

up to the 'religious leaders whom many among them have all of a 

sudden turned fraudulent' for some magic you call miracles. No, 

it doesn't work that way.  

Attitude is everything and everything is attitude! If you apply it 

positively, it favours you and if you apply it negatively it 

destroys you. 

God has deserted most of those cathedrals and miracle 

camps and has gone to live in people's hearts, in their 

communities, household, business centers and immediate 

environment to see how they practice their so-called 

religious commitment, that is why you have the churches full of 

some crimes not worth mentioning in a holy place 

 We just have become so religious and churchy! And has virtually 

lost knowledge or experience of the productive forces of a viable 

economy, those who even dared to make a difference took 

advantage of their own weak members and put them through a 

hellish sermon of fear and ignorance; subsidize your private 

school tuition fees my dear Mr. Goodman Heavenbound! If you 

truly mean well for the citizenry, after all they all started with 

you, donating pennies and shillings as church offering and tithes 

when the ministry began!  
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We know it cost a hell of maintenance fee to sustain these 

institutions with its state of the art facility but it was never 

your sole effort nor your sole investment, it was the church 

as a community of believers or an institution of religious 

people with common faith, therefore, I wonder how and why 

the institutions that the poor and weak among you 

religiously contributed their hard earned pennies have now 

been devoted exclusively back to the service of  the same 

political elites and their hanger-ons that ruined the entire 

system in the first place. 

Illiteracy of ideas has contributed immensely to all this stupidity 

we are trading around you must know and should make every 

effort to get people educated in the right values. 

Provide tools for those in your midst who have learned a trade 

and has no one to help them set up, pay those you employ to 

work for you and don't seize their money to make some stupid 

donation before they get frustrated and steal.  

This is church!  

Don't give them a cup of rice or seven and call it 'Welfare Day ' 

what do you think you're doing in this 21st century, giving people 

some rotten fishes instead of giving them a hook. 

God is not happy with all this unproductiveness in the first place 

and we're all in a frenzy haste to go occupy the whole of heaven 

when we're messing up the little continent God has given us to 

manage and abusing every divine privilege. 

 Heaven don't look like a place of cheats and greedy selfish 

lawless individuals anyway. How can you be so churchy and 

religious yet lacking morality and simple ethics of right 

values and propriety?  

How can the average religious centers be so stunningly rich and 

crowdy with some crazy heaven going lawless individuals yet 

lacks discipline and conscience to make provisions for their own 
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like the Jesus Christ we all know will do, how can you be so 

heaven conscious that you forget you are nothing but flesh and 

blood and must wear off this self-delusion of going to a heaven 

of law and order, service and compassion while you are trapped 

in your own ignorance and greed. 

My brother, it is complex, it is complex and countless. The 

making of a new Africa for Africans, it is countless and hydra-

headed; but the long march of the Red Army started with a step, 

an individual then two, the great lady Rosa Parks by one positive 

rare attitude gave zest to the civil rights movement of America 

of the 60's that brought a great change to all people of minority 

and injustice in the United States. 

Today we can tell the difference, African Americans and 

continental Africans living in America are enjoying a level of 

self-dignity. 
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CHAPTER EIGHT 
 

The economic position of the Independent 

African states;  

(Impact of Economic Slavery in Modern Africa) 

The economy of a place is its pride and security. If it is poor, 

down and out, people will stay away from such a place treat 

them with contempt, ridicule them and will never take them 

serious for anything except if there is something to benefit from 

them at a particular point in time, they will call them friends 

only because there is something to benefit from them and still 

treat them and everything about them with utmost disrespect 

and if it is prosperous and promising, people will struggle to go 

there and invest all their energies to boost even that particular 

economy without their knowledge of such efforts like Africans 

are used to running to Europe and developed Western world to 

add to its development at the detriment of the African 

continent. 

This is why people struggle to migrate to some developed 

countries of the world and are never in a haste to leave.  

People make or destroy the economy of a place and the economy 

in turn benefits them or makes their life even more difficult. Our 

world is rife with all the resources it takes to make a viable 

economy, those who knows this make use of the privileges 

nature has availed man and build their economy to an enviable 

one and those who don't know live hungry in the midst of vast 

farmlands and destitute in a sea of mineral resources, black gold 

that could be converted to enormous wealth and Africa is 

certainly a haven of mineral resources that spells an enormous 
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wealth. But why is their economic position disturbing?  

 

 In this chapter, I will discuss reason why African continues to 

appear poor, ridiculed and helpless despite all the mineral and 

natural resources wealth stories and how rulers and privileged 

elites and the ordinary people could take responsibilities and 

stand in the gap for their own. 

 

 Before independence the African elites and his people felt 

deprived and relegated in his own motherland, his human rights 

were being infringed upon by some foreign visitors they have 

given host in their own country. The Africans felt threatened and 

had to put up some reasonable fight to take over and run their 

own affairs their own way. They or some of them fought for their 

independence and won; many African nations became 

independent but could not retain that position nor retain any 

viable economic position that lasted a commendable period.  

At the end of colonialism, Africans were left to do their own 

things like I had mentioned earlier, run their own government 

and build their own economy, at least that is what an 

independent Africa entails, but a viable economic position was 

difficult to attain despite the acclaimed independence of most 

African states, economic self-sufficiency was unfortunately 

difficult to achieve by a people whose souls have been so 

victimized by post slavery and colonial ideology so much that 

they have lost every sense of belonging and humanity. There 

emerge a great deal of misunderstanding and confusion of self 

and the art of nation building that resulted into scathing distrust 

for each other, political activism of who takes what and rules 

where that resulted into ethnic rivalry, wars and self-hatred.  

The African elites that took over power from the colonialist had 

a great task to tackle from re-educating their own people in line 

with African values of brotherliness and responsibility and 

restructuring Africa to the great continent it had earlier been 

before slavery, some did their best like the great Nkrumah of 
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Ghana, Jomo Kenyatta of Kenya and others while the majority 

could hardly stand the pressure. What happened; they resorted 

to the erstwhile colonial masters in a quick swift for as much 

assistance they could get and the colonial masters decided to 

take advantage of their naivety and ignorance to run them on a 

second slavery, economic slavery! Most West African States run 

back to Britain under an umbrella of something called 

'Commonwealth of Nations' Most Central Africans States run back 

to the French and The Portuguese, others strapped on, on 

forlorn hope to solve even the least problems of ordinary 

farming. 

When Robert Mugabe of Zimbabwe chased the White farmers 

away from his motherland and handed over large portion of 

farmlands to Black Africans to do their own thing their own way, 

he shot his own Foot! Technical knowledge of modern farming 

operations was abysmally lacking among the black African 

farmers to an extent that it was not long, the impact was going 

to be felt negatively, the great Mugabe of Zimbabwe certainly 

has lofty plans but unknown to this African ruler that his own 

people were still strung up in an economic bondage of 

dependency on others. 

Black Africans were still dependent on what the White farmers 

produced before they could get some adequate feeding even in 

their own motherland! All the monies in Zimbabwe could not buy 

up a single skill to one African to operate his own farm until that 

careless activism exposed the entire system to the mess under 

debate today about the old Mugabe and Zimbabwe neither could 

fear of self-hatred and distrust for his own people allowed him 

to step down for anyone else, so much of distrust for each other 

before he was ousted in a palace coup!  

Nigeria, a country with over 180 Million black people has not 

been able to manage its own affairs for decades since the close 

of colonialism. Many of the most travelled African head of states 

running overseas seeking for one aid or the other, even simple 
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medicals come from Nigeria. And they're certainly good at 

speaking long empty English and a 'Yes Sir' attitude; one legacy 

of colonial Africans that runs thick in a system rife with eternal 

dependency on imaginary superiors.  

 

Despite arable farmlands that carpets the entire country from 

the North to the South, a heavy rain-forest, and much more 

priceless mineral deposits, not to mention the black gold Oil 

which the rulers have not been able to account for its wealth. 

Nigeria and its rulers had been unable to make adequate 

necessary provisions for its citizenry with an economy heavily 

dependent on imported goods and services that can be easily 

sourced in Nigeria once there is constant electricity and a 

working environment. 

Take a look at the former war-torn Sierra Leone that sits on an 

immense diamond field whose proceeds are shipped back to 

Europe, African's imaginary heaven, at least hundreds have died 

in the seas trying to get smuggled in into Europe by every means 

even as a self-victimized slave!  

Angola set to war at the demise of colonialism, the vast diamond 

field across the country and oil wells becomes even a worse trap 

than the years of chains across the Atlantic. When the 

Portuguese left the colony in 1974, the Angolans could rarely 

manage their own motherland because such civility was 

abysmally lacking among many Africans instead they started 

killing each other over who will occupy the positions and 'perks' 

left by the White Colonialist, starving each other, even pleaded 

with the former slave masters, The United States and the 

Afrikaans who were by then still holding a lot of their own black 

brothers in chains to come back and help them kill themselves 

the more. And what did the Slave lords do?  

They supplied them guns to kill themselves since they can't 

afford to stay together and build a home. And while the killing 

thrives, the slave drivers shifted base. 
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Gulf Oil, Chevron, Texaco, Exxon, De Beers etc dived into 

business. They mined as much diamond as they could carry; 

drain as much oil they could get to build their own economy to a 

tempting taste while the war rages and destitution thrives 

amidst a sea of oil and a field of diamond and gold. 
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(i) The Impact of Economic Slavery in Modern 

Africa; 

What did the so-called slavery left for its survivors; a suppressed 

mentality reduced to that of a chicken, an unknown fear that 

was going to breed an inferiority complex and worse still, a Self-

hating attitude and a lost identity that was going to make every 

African underestimate himself as below the rung of humanity, 

see his colour as a sign of curse and would rather remain a 

captive of anything foreign than pursue a genuine identity.  

Today, almost every African nation I am privileged to come 

across is dependent on foreign countries for one perks or the 

other, from toothpick to tissue papers, from bathing soap to 

body creams, from household goods to industrial materials and 

the West are in for a good-time.  

With the Emergence of countries like China and India into the 

World economy, Africa will need a divine breakthrough to come 

off this self-inflicted load of neglect because these are even 

more complex partners I've been privileged to observe in their 

dealing with other people, they won't spare a penny not at their 

interest, ever humble to lick even the sole of your shoe and as 

long as the game is at least 99% at the favour, you're a true 

friend. And Africa certainly has more than a true friend can 

afford.  

The West is envious of China because there is a 'hidden fear' that 

China could be a better player with the African 'depraved' minds.  

Africans contribute about 65% of the bulk of oversea business 

done in South China if not more yet they remain at the rung of 

the ladder and are treated with utmost contempt and disregard 

when it comes to mutual relationship not to mention official 

matters with the Chinese authority, West Africans the worst hit 

with Nigerians in the lead!  This is simple; If you don't like it you 

do something positive about it, a baby don't keep crawling all his 
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life else he is considered 'Retarded'. 

Most of the import goods Africans travel to China to haul into the 

continent could be produced even in some African villages but 

not without adequate electricity and a sound technological 

knowledge.  

Why should a Nigerian fly all the way to China to import 

Toothpick, Tissue papers and Pencils, this is ridiculous but true, 

Why should an African senator call on Western leaders to adopt 

harsh economic policies against his own country because his 

selfish political desires were not met when it is evident in every 

way that those Western nations are dependent on Africa for their 

economic progress.  

Why do African leaders keep running overseas for even the 

simplest medical care that could be easily taken care of in 

motherland Africa?  

I remember a very sad incident that took place in the first 

quarter of the year 2007, smugglers taking illegal migrants from 

Somalia to Yemen forced hundreds of Africans overboard in 

stormy seas in an effort to make a fast getaway from security 

force and this has remain a recurrent episode till date. Where 

were they all going to? 'Europe'. 

 Where're we all running to? Canada, America, Europe, UK, name 

them but nobody is going to Africa except to loot and exploit, 

give them guns let them kill themselves the more, Promise them 

financial Aids, put it in the media, they will even steal their oil 

for you and be excited doing that. This is stupid! 

This is the burden of a continent dependent on others to do their 

own farming, build their own roads and transport system, build 

their own schools and very soon, we will become useless to even 

ourselves because we refuse to put our energies into proper use. 

That is what happens to people who don't use their head. It rots!  

'A little slumber, a little folding of the hands, says the wise 
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teacher, we will soon be too weak even to put our own hands 

into our mouth. Those close to these African rulers should inform 

them about the severe dangers of not attending to the needs of 

their home country and always relying on other people to solve 

their problems. 

 

Africa is too wealthy to remain poor, and should get healed of 

this mental depravity and if you are a Nigerian and close to 

those in the place of authority, help advise your Rulers that 

there will never be any meaningful development in that country 

until they're able to provide a constant power supply to run the 

economy.  

They should stop all that 'importing electric generators from 

China and work out their own power supply system' and the 

importers think they're free doing such business with the 

government. 

This embodies a sign of going back to stone age and this will be 

worst, because we have put off our 'electricity' cut off our own 

roads, destroy our own schools where the young people should 

get some modern education, muddled up our morality, messed 

up our cultures, destroyed our own values, resorted to barbarity 

with all this lawlessness and think any Western nation have any 

genuine interest in Africa.  
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CHAPTER NINE 
 

Problem of inferiority complex among Africans 
''Emancipate yourself from mental slavery; for none but 

ourselves can free our minds." -- (Bob Marley) 

In this feature, I will be sharing with you certain attributes of a 

man of low self-esteem and reasons behind certain actions you 

exhibit that are inhibitors to human progress, actions that are 

limiting progress and development even to your immediate 

communities and overall development in Africa.  

The major problem in Africa and among Africans is a feeling of 

inferiority.  

What I will address as a slave and colonial mentality inseparably 

fused together at the ruin of the victim. From a closer 

observation, this feeling of low self-esteem has abysmally 

destroyed the thought-processes of so many African leaders and 

elites and is being transferred.  

Simply put; if you write, preach and talk much about anything 

without influencing any action or taking at least a single lead to 

change the vices. You are inferior. Very soon your words will be 

of no use to the people. If you preach don't cheat and you cheat 

another business partner justifying your actions as being smart, 

you sing don't dupe people and you dupe another man, you shout 

love, love, love but you practice hatred. Your Inferiority is 

driving you around.  

The reason you preach all these virtues without keeping not even 

one is because you'll love to be heard all the time, you fancy 

'relevance' like the Chameleon, you want to blend to every 

colour. 
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 You wriggle into every public forum shouting against all the 

negative vices the Africans do to each other that are inhibitory 

to individual and national progress of we the people only to get 

noticed as one important individual but the fact is as long as you 

don't take the lead or join in any meaningful group to bring 

about a concrete positive change among your people, your 

inferiority complex is driving you around, you want to feel what 

you are not.  

The emancipation of the African people from the clutches of 

poverty and misery can only be achieved by constructive 

planning and work and not by mere abstract argument and 

denunciation of all the wrong Africans do to each other.  

If your father or uncle is a member of the Nigerian ruling council 

and he flies abroad for medical checkup at every slightest 

opportunity, he automatically considers even his own country an 

inferior region, which means he is inferior and a nobody.  

There is no difference between overseas doctor and African 

trained doctors, they studied the same MBBS or whatever, most 

Nigerian nurses even fare better than their oversea colleagues 

but because your father, Chief, Alhaji, Professor etc is an 

inferior person, he thinks flying overseas for medical checkup is 

an achievement so he make sure that one local newspapers runs 

a headline on his foreign trip that Chief, Dr. so, so, and so 

travelled abroad for medical checkup. My brother your 

inferiority is alarming! 

Do you know that those doctors overseas even charge your uncle 

and father higher rates for a mere medical check up? Even if 

they know you're going to die because of your carelessness, 

they'll make sure they collect an upfront of a huge sum. Find out 

how many Nigerians leaders have died in a London hospital and 

pitch your tent with the Londoners for a second and see if such 

people like ours that buzz around oversea institutions for every 

slightest problem have any regard for themselves and their 

people.  
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The London hospitals charge them very high fees because they 

consider you a fool flying all the way from Africa to their tiny 

hospital for a mere checkup or medical attention after they have 

given you the freedom you agitated for to rule yourself and build 

your own society, build your own hospitals and develop yourself, 

and you're still jetting around to and fro among Mr. White and 

Co. for even the smallest problem that one blind man can solve 

anywhere.  

My brother, this is colonial mentality in practice.  

Those days we use to drool in the mouth when we see a 

Whiteman, but enlightenment and some personal education of 

the mind has taught us that he is just an individual like myself 

and nothing more. In all the places I have worked in overseas as 

an African, I have been privileged to be preferred over my white 

colleagues and paid even higher. 

 If you think his environment is more conducive and beautiful 

than yours, he made it so. But your fathers refused to change 

and neither wants a change in any form even among their own 

people so you see them still lapping around their colonial fore-

fathers after the so-called craving for independence yet you 

bring nothing home from all your oversea trips to share because 

you want some unwarranted honour accorded you.  

“Our son travelled to ofasee, let us go and welkom him,” 

Your inferiority complex makes you think you are any bit 

important! 

If you always give the impression that you are rich and so should 

be respected because you have some cash to burn, people should 

carry your bags while you flaunt your riches, people should stand 

up and give you recognition even when you're late to functions, 

my brother, you are inferior and blindingly stupid, the worth of a 

man is what is in his brain and the issues of his mind and not the 

stolen cash in his pocket, anyway, it's not always some stolen 

cash.  
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Some men do have a nice job that fetch them spare cash and I 

bet you don't think having a nice job and good income makes you 

any bit more important than others so that you treat 

subordinates or colleagues with contempt else your inferiority is 

blindfolding. 

What we do in life, what we are and what we will be is simply 

complimentary! Whether you're poor or you're rich. There is no 

black without white; I hope you get that into your head. Neither 

is there the rich without the poor. 

If your father, uncle, sister or country men still run to overseas 

to deposit money he ripped off his own people, he is an inferior 

individual and he is so confident about his inferiority, so he 

thinks in his mind that once; 

 “Mr. Oyinbo' see my stack of cash; he will know that I am an 

important person from Africa and he will give me some 

recognition and a quick pass into his country.” 

 Jesus Christ! This is a man of low-self-esteem, so in other to be 

accepted by members of the international community that has 

never wanted you in the first place, he defraud his own people, 

steal their moneys, money meant for road projects, schools and 

hospitals to overseas and indulge in a buying spree in the name 

of 'shopping abroad' with monies he rarely worked for, to give 

'Mr. White' the impression that he is rich then some, he keeps in 

oversea banks and the banks will invest his monies into their own 

beautiful country, and he runs back to his impoverished country 

to steal some more like rats do. This one is the most stupid kind 

of all inferiority! 

An example of such inferior people is a certain late former 

governor of one South-South Oil Producing State and others in his 

category. The entire state in which the man once governed as 

the Chief executive during his administration has only one multi-

lane, paved road, which leads only to the capital. 

I have a very passionate indigene of the state who has become 
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very angered and disillusioned about the rate of neglect on basic 

infrastructural amenities in his homeland yet it was discovered 

when the Whiteman decided to go after the carelessness of the 

former governor, that the man had used monies meant to 

develop his state to acquire several multimillion dollar 

properties in the United Kingdom, set-up seven British bank 

accounts, and bought a yacht!  

Anyway, common sense has taught us that there is a difference 

between being rich and being wealthy, what else, like a certain 

'blogger' quoted;  

A wealthy man create riches or income for others and his 

systems keeps supplying that wealth, while a rich man makes 

himself rich and could be making others poor. He almost 

creates nothing; he has no intention or lacks the ability to 

help others.  

His main interest is possession of money by defrauding others 

especially members of his own community and taking advantage 

of common helpless people. 

My brother, tell your godfather or godmother and friends that 

corruption undermines economic growth, it jeopardizes financial 

stability of any institution or organization and undermines 

confidence in government institutions. It also leads to criminality 

that has negative effects on governance and the rule of law.  

 

If you tell lies, so that lying becomes a habit and you do it as 

an order of business you are very inferior, infact you are a 

coward because you only tell lies to the one you are afraid 

of; If I tell you a Lie or the truth, it won't add even 1cm to 

my height neither will it make my life better so why should I 

lie to you.  

Who are you anyway? The book of wisdom teaches us that a 

dishonest mind is rooted in false pride as a reason of mis-

education. 
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If you give gifts and monies to induce people to vote for you 

during elections, you are the grandfather of all inferior people 

and if you will vote anyone into place of leadership because he 

gave you some gifts either in cash or in kind, you inferiority has 

no bound, this is the house Negro kind of mental slavery 

according to Malcolm X! You don't want your people to make any 

meaningful progress and as long as you eat fine and live in 

comfort, the slave master should drive on.  

Somebody steals so much public funds to use it for his own 

selfish purpose, monies meant to develop schools, hospitals and 

roads in Africa, he kept them all to himself and during election, 

he brings some out to give to you as gifts so that you could vote 

him again and you collected the money in all enthusiasm and 

joins his praise fellowship. 

My brother, I know it's really tough on you, collect his money, 

but don't vote for him! There will be no meaningful progress with 

the likes of people who embezzles public funds trusted into their 

care no matter how he tries to justify himself these are the crop 

of inferior people from Africa some of them claim to have a 

degree in education because I can see a 'Dr. and 'Prof.' titles 

before their names but my brother, what they have is academic 

training, education is meant to refine an individual from mental 

inferiority to a positive thinking individual.  

I presume one of the reasons why most African rulers, Nigeria for 

example don't care about developing their regions is this; they 

assume that by subjecting their own people to emotional 

torture, poverty and misery, it will be much easier to re-use 

them whenever the need for them arises especially for a 

negative selfish purpose because a cringing poor man is a 

perpetual slave and a ready tool to anything absurd.  

My brother, this is colonial mentality, worse still, this is a 

mixture of slavery and colonial mentality because even the 

colonial masters didn't subject the people to so much pain and 

misery like my brothers are subjecting each other today, they 
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paved the road so that they could see where to drive on, they 

built cities and decorated them so that their living environment 

would be conducive, even while stealing from the locals they 

built railways that connects towns and regions of their itineraries 

and employed the locals to assist them in every way, where the 

locals were unable they trained them.  

My grandfather was a missionary translator to the Whiteman and 

later graduated to speak the languages himself and he became a 

missionary too before his death, he was trained!  

Now at the end of colonialism, my people took over and decided 

to imitate the Whiteman, they not only assume the position of 

the colonial master but became the modern slave masters 

enslaving their own people in poverty, unemployment, housing 

and Medicare, this is the weapon they used to hold their own 

people in bondage to forcefully command respect and awe of 

their own people, Why do we appreciate negative virtues this 

much my dear friend? 

Only an inferior person will force others to obey and respect 

him by reason of material acquisitions.  

This is the reason why whenever any election is in the offing, the 

inferior slave masters will come on board and sing these songs to 

his slave: 

 I will build houses for everyone once voted into power, I will 

give jobs to one million people in one month, I will build 

hospitals and bridges from Lagos to London. Since the slaves are 

always in captive until the day of revolt, they have no choice 

than to accept and re-accept this master who they know has 

held them in captives all their life, with an elusive hope that the 

master will keep to any of his promises. 

 Like all colonial imperialist, their strongest weapon is the 

'Divide and Rule tactics' He will toss a piece of apple to one 

set of the slaves and they'll go against the other sets of 
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slaves, with this idea, He will keep them busy while he steals 

from his own people. Therefore, why one group is 

complaining bitterly in the form of opposition and protest 

groups against the injustice meted out to brother against 

brothers and their underdeveloped environmental condition 

another group is singing praises of the slave master, those 

that received mere apples and crumbs from the master's left 

over, how nice and magnanimous he is while the looting thrives 

unchecked.  

Without digressing, only an inferior person enjoys a cheap 

publicity even for an infamous trend, what are you proud of? 

Causing mayhem in your region, with so much poverty and lack 

everywhere, you threaten your own people with team of gun 

wielding security operatives all the time, SUV's and luxury cars 

driven on muddy roads that you and your fraudulent contractors 

have withheld the money meant to pave the roads. You do this 

because you are a worthless person, so the best idea in your 

head is 'seeking relevance' and because you lack any form of 

creativity to impress the people, you decided to impress them 

with some stolen money from the grand slave masters and 

something you call 'political influence'.  

What else If you defraud people, you cheat and dupe to become 

rich, my dear, you are practicing your inferiority like an art, you 

have reduced yourself to the place of animals, the reason why 

you dupe, defraud your people and cheat others in business is 

because of a warped brain of inferiority that inhibits any 

creative idea emerging from your head. 

Jesus Christ! How can you develop? How can your region progress 

with your likes everywhere? Your fathers, uncles, brothers and 

sisters are skimming off the entire country of every humanity 

left in them and like rats do, one of the oppressed people 

managed to wriggle out and engage in some business with 

another slave and you rip him off, you cheat him and want all 

the proceeds to yourself alone then you go ahead fabricating lies 
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to checkmate your fellow rat!  

My brother, inferiority complex has consumed any humanity left 

in you, because all right-thinking human beings who crave for 

progress knows of a certain that there will never be any 

meaningful progress of the people and their society without a 

cooperate contribution of each member of the people to their 

own welfare and progress, respect to humanity and a cooperate 

restoration of human dignity! 

 

Dear Africans, good people, let's imbibe the right attitude to 

change, no one else will bring this desired development to our 

societies other than me and you, if you live overseas and all you 

do is wriggle into online forums to trade blames here and there 

while doing nothing meaningful to bring about any positive 

change to your own community and the society at large. You are 

only helping to trade your inferiority around. 

Don't regard any man or woman be him of any position who 

tell lies to outwit his own people, these are dumb fellows 

although they be in position of leadership, they cannot 

achieve that feat if we make them compete for it like in true 

sportsmanship.  

This is why all this inferiority and colonial mentality is being 

traded around. Teach your younger ones who can't read to shun 

inferiority and accept themselves as unique individuals with a 

God-given personality that cannot be cowed over a bottle of 

beer or someone thousand bucks from one Politician to go and 

foment trouble somewhere, hold seminars in churches and 

schools, teach your wards that the only thing special about our 

other group of people is 'a collective mentality' of their own.  

They put heads together to build a decent environment for 

themselves, and they consider it barbaric to embezzle monies 

meant to develop the society or treat a fellow human being like 

an animal. How could one man choose to hold an entire region to 

ransom because he has the largest purse, worse still, a public 
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purse he has hold claim in all selfishness and greed. No, that 

can't happen!  

One fact the Africans must get clear is; to live to yourself 

alone is to live in hell. And if you hold anyone down, neither 

you nor he who is hold down is free. 

 

 Every African must be responsible to this continent and admit 

her failures then with this kind of co-operation; the African will 

overcome this blinding complex challenges.  
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CHAPTER TEN 
 

The Curse of the Black African 
Who taught you to hate yourself from the top of your head to the soles 

of your feet? Who taught you to hate your own kind? Who taught you 

to hate the race that you belong to so much so that you don't want to 

be around each other? You should ask yourself who taught you to hate 

being what God made you.  – Malcolm X. “Make it Plain.” 

 

Hatred is evil and the force of evil, overwhelming, to an extent 

that a good cause is scarcely visible, which permits evil to be so 

celebrated in place of good. It's like the two biblical lanes of one 

broad easy way that leads to evil, a literal hell and ruin and 

there be many that follow that lane to their shame and death, 

and one narrow hard way that led to life and there be few that 

finds it. Whichever way, every negative trends had always 

echoed louder than a good cause but like a lie told in the dark, it 

only last a night and the dawn of a new day will bare its 

consequence to the unfortunate many that follows the easy road 

that leads to failure and death. This is the infamous path a 

teeming number of the black Africans has chosen to thread on, 

the broad way that leads to ruin, with a sizeable few struggling 

through the path that leads to life.  

 In this series, I am going to beam a searchlight on the dangers of 

an inherent recession into darkness and a natural paralysis that 

might make a garbage of the African to humanity and possibly 

pave way for an understanding of a personality in crisis, a 

society in turmoil and a people under a perpetual self-torture of 

emotions, soul and body, perhaps the discovery will usher in a 
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valid solution to our many pressing situations. 

I have come across many young literate and intelligent Africans 

both at home and in the Diaspora and a question always bother 

my curiosity, If we do have these breed of intellectuals who 

exhibit a great deal of civility both in attitude and business and 

are contributing immensely to the development and progress of 

some of their host countries oversea, why is the entire continent 

littered with a good number of people of reprobate characters 

who not only constitute the African population but are among 

the ruling and elite classes. Why are the people religiously blind 

yet loud about it, there is a false sense of pride blooming among 

the elites and ruling class, there is a self-induced segregation 

among people already battling with poor classification of 

humanity and a fear of the unknown rules with a mocking grip. 

 

 

(i) A Personality in Crisis:  
Almost every African I have taken time to observe shares this 

problem and it cut across ranks, from the age of 7 through the 

age of 17 and another from the age of 18 through the age 28, 

and finally from the age of 32 through 65, there is a colossal 

confusion of identity!  

As kids growing up, we were forced to adore a false image of 

privileges that was supposed to naturally get to any human 

being, black or white, and that’s with time.  

Our next-door neighbour had bought a car then in the 70's and 

had given a flat order with the aid of the town crier that 

anybody who touches the car will be dealt with decisively. 

One fateful day while admiring the car from where it was parked 

as was the routine then. 

We were just fascinated by a flashing white car; I saw myself on 
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the glittering body and went to take a closer look at myself on 

the hood and that was my undoing.  

A lanky young man emerged from nowhere and gave me a 

resounding slap for having the boldness to touch his boss car. I 

was about 5 years old by then and a little rascal, I got thoroughly 

beaten by these guys and my poor mother had to go for a fight 

she might never win but she did her best. 

'Mr. Don't Touch', a new appellation the man has earned by this 

unwelcome attitude will come out and scream  

“Do you know what it takes to buy a car,”  

“Can your generation ever save to buy one in their cringing 

poverty?” 

Then he will zoom off in his white 404 Peugeot Car while 

neighbors stare in awe at the magic of riches...Mr. Don't Touch 

was among the pioneer graduate of University of Nigeria Nsukka 

and had also managed to earn an MA in Education in his time. He 

lived in this illusion until his death in the early 80's but the 

interesting thing is he died a poor man without one visible legacy 

apart from the 'un-ending internal wars' among family relations 

and in-laws at his demise. At that age, despite his paper 

education he will be considered as a man with a bloated and 

confused identity one who could have been reckoned with as a 

model in the enlightenment and education of his people but he 

chose to pride in a false sense of fulfillment.  

As I grew up, there was religion; we were made to accept 

that virtually everything African are in their character, in 

darkness, and depravity therefore a perpetual evil and doom 

looms ahead of us and this threat to life and belief sticks, an 

unknown fear has been planted, those who braced 

Christianity much earlier in Africa looked with contempt on 

other Africans as barbaric, idolatrous and doomed to the fire 

of hell and distanced themselves from any form of 

relationship with their own kith and kin who were yet to 

embrace Christianity. 
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 I remembered an uncle burned his entire electronics and some 

households because he was made to believe that those gadgets 

are objects of Satan and could distract you from the kingdom of 

God then he literally avoided almost everybody including his 

little community apart from members of his church because we 

were considered sinful. 

As the day dawned, another identity crisis had set in, The 

Christianized Africans looks away from his own home as 'heathen' 

and doomed to hell, igniting a strange fear among yet to be 

Christianized individuals who swung on headlong without any 

proper orientation or education other than You are doomed to 

hell of fire for participating in that 'Age grade meeting' and 

cultural dance.  

On this premise, an unknown fear has gripped the unfortunate 

lot as we suddenly flocked to the churches not that we trusted 

any God but because we feared what we don't know and with our 

ill-informed minds we were going to make a mockery of the 

entire episode, not grasping the merciful nature of God, His 

Omnipotence and the call to service.   

With this confusion of identity and personality clash we grew up, 

some to an elusive chase of riches to impress the unfortunate 

many among their own people, others to a stupendous conceit of 

conversion and righteousness to an extent that they set up 

monumental cult personality with some strange un-ending titles 

that deceitfully gives an impression of a divine deputy to God. I 

once met a young man who addressed himself as Chief, Dr. 

Prince Pastor XYZ (Names withheld) and my dear African really 

admired himself to be on a spiritual edge as he handles the 

microphone on stage. 
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(ii)  Fear of the unknown: 
Confidence thrives in every man that appreciates his worth. The 

absence of that creates fear and insecurity. One of the deceit of 

ego is to make us seem more special and rated than others and 

this exist immensely where there is a blind level of 

understanding of humanity and its limitations, we were all 

created to complement each other, whether black or white, rich 

or poor, privileged and less privileged. Among us Africans, a 

perpetual fear looms, a fear rooted in the chains of slavery, an 

environmental and economic threat that has taken over the scars 

of slavery.  

Slavery has ended but why do the fears hang on still? Fear is 

propelled by trust. You are only afraid of what you don't trust to 

give you a sense of security, what you trust to harm you! and 

where there is a lack of self-worth, everybody is afraid of 

everybody, everybody wants to impress everybody, this has 

produced so much distrust among the black Africans so in order 

to produce some spider-web securities that gives us that strange 

fears of insecurity we hunt each other like a wild game, we 

cheat each other, we take advantage of people's weakness and 

feel good as long as that makes us comfortable. 

And the weak turn to erstwhile religion that has considered 

them too sinful to merit a heaven for no other crime other 

than possessing an identity of which you're bound to drop for 

a fake self. 

My brothers, this is why there is a lot of churches among us here 

in Africa, a lot of pretentious religious claim of what we are not 

because we hope to impress somebody but nobody that we are a 

converted people, then others considered privileged built high 

fenced walls, bought cars, built massive 'spider-web palaces' 

some illusive riches! Feeling secured and not bothered an inch 

why a teeming number of their own people are down and worn 

out in every spheres of humanity.  
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Because of an unknown fear of 'rejection' the privileged few had 

to impress everyone but nobody. 

In doing that, they siphon monies meant to develop their own 

regions, give their own people some decent education and 

necessary environmental condition and flee overseas to impress 

everybody but nobody, While the fears drives on and when that 

sudden acquired security is not considered safe enough, he buys 

a title- a Chief, Dr, Archbishop, Prince, Rev. XYZ-to impress 

everybody but nobody. Then if by mere chance the individual 

mounts any rostrum of authority, he want to impress his ego to 

the unfortunate many, his own people, by means of deceit and 

arrogance. The Lord almighty is a loving and merciful father; and 

he said in Hosea 6:6, 'I demand mercy and not sacrifice, the 

knowledge of God and not burnt offerings'  

The weak, the wretch and those who could not fit in into that 

spider-web security run amuck into a littered tent of miracles 

for everything but an unknown fear of an 'evil force' inherent in 

us that we can control and God will love us more other than our 

'unsolicited sacrifices' of miracle seeking and vanity fair. Nobody 

has paused to learn about this knowledge of the Great God of 

mercy and Love who cared less about your unsolicited sacrifices 

when you had scarcely shown some love and care to your own 

people by assisting them in every way. And the fear lingers 

because we had never known this God in the first place other 

than running from a hell of fire we are already living on. 

God have mercy!  
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(iii)  The threat of Ignorance and Deceit 
 

When you lack a sense of self-worth, your struggle to impress 

everyone and everything around you becomes obsessive. At that 

state of mind, there is a conflict of natural knowledge and 

imminent blindness to see even one's own face in a mirror. The 

natural gift of reasoning is threatened so much that a dream of 

fantasy of an ideal world of our own, made by us and controlled 

by us rules the humanity in us. Our poverty, our crimes and 

failures all emanated from a sheer threat of ignorance to address 

our own myriads of teething problems, natural wisdom will teach 

us that a garden of flowers unattended to will be overgrown by 

weeds overnight, like my dear 'Mr. Don't Touch and the flashy 

white car' he was so conceited in his prime acquisition, silver-

spooned kids and some personal comfort while his entire 

community lived in total darkness that the knowledge of 'human 

insecurity' eluded him.  

First, he had built his spider-web palace without fenced walls, 

he was such a force not to mess with in his little imagination 

those days, the ability to speak proper English was one added 

weapon, and he had always used that word  

“Don't touch my car” 

 Since we could neither tell what that means nor pronounce it 

correctly, we assumed it was his own “magic words” he got from 

his white teachers. 

 Mr. Mba was so pleased, at his stupid unmatched profile.  

As the day unfolds, the threat of poverty and lack was becoming 

so unbearable that one day, some 'strong willed' kids break into 

'Mr. Mba's poultry and took some chickens away, this was a great 

luxury. Those days, there was little you could steal from anyone 

because 'stealing' was such a great offence! His sheer ignorance 

has been threatened; he built a fenced wall at last!  
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The crop of African rulers today without one bright skill of 

leadership were among those 'chicken thief' that break into Mr. 

Mba's compound and made away with some caged birds. They 

grew up without any sense of belonging or civility due to bad 

mentorship or none and by the time they gained access to the 

place of power, pilfering has become a norm.  

My dear Pioneer Educationist was too ignorant and self conceited 

to teach his people the values of education, the gains of 

patriotism and the blessing of sincerity, hard work and honesty 

that his carelessness plagued him to his ruin and death just like 

African rulers who always die without a viable legacy nor a 

successor but another specie of thieves and lawless individuals 

often more vicious than the former who steal their own people 

dry and watch them suffer in penury and excessive lack, plagued 

by a degree of deceit and ignorance that leaves you blind and 

deaf only to hear a dirge or emergency siren rushing their rotten 

body to an oversea hospital to die in shame because they 

scarcely build any viable institution, health, education nor 

security while in active service.  

The Nigerian Government once took an advert campaign on 

image laundering now nicknamed “re-branding” to an oversea 

media firm, CNN, and paid a huge sum, while the contract was 

pending the oversea media was doing what they have always 

done best, ridiculing a continent of peoples that are too blind to 

see their own face in a mirror by televising the poverty stricken 

and neglected Niger Delta region and its sudden break down of 

order and lawlessness due to neglect by the same government 

campaigning for re-branding, the Nigerian government felt 

insulted and had to withdrew the initial advert contract with 

CNN after having deposited some 'lose millions of dollars'.  

Marcus Garvey the great Prophet earlier warned; 'History is 

written with prejudices, likes and dislikes; and there has never 

been a white historian who ever wrote with any true love or 

feeling for the Negro. The African should expect but very little 
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by way of compliment from the pen of other except few. 

There are many media firm that could have done a better job 

than CNN for the Nigerian people even in Lagos or Abuja or 

better still, they can afford to take the advert around Africa but 

sheer ignorance and greed has blindly plagued the African rulers 

to an extent that they have been made to despise their own 

possibilities and have rather developed into neo-colonial 

parasites – always believing the boss services and foods are 

better off.  

Aboard a Kenyan flight from Nairobi to China, I was surprised 

that the flight attendants were young Chinese girls on the China-

Africa route and one of the reasons for the listings I was made to 

understand was 'Chinese language ability and cheap labour' No 

doubt the HR department must have done a good job attempting 

to give the national airline an international outlook by means of 

staffing and I could remember having met many young Kenyans 

studying Chinese language and other professional courses in a 

couple of universities here in China, some graduated and have 

returned home struggling to mingle into the already saturated 

labor market while those who stayed back searching for English 

teaching jobs are here battling the colour stigma that plagues 

people of colour.  

Carter G. Woodson, in his book 'The Mis-education of the Negro' 

states that; “by service we may prove sufficient unto the task of 

self-development and contribute our part to modern culture” 

This is not going to be a service rendered by ghosts but the 

African to Africans. Charity, they say; begins at home. 
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(iv)   The curse of religion 
The late Booker T. Washington said, "Sentimental Christianity 

which banks everything in the future and nothing in the present 

is the great curse of the race" 

Throughout the Bible, Abraham was a busy man working and 

owns a myriad of cattle, Isaac, Jacob and Moses all tilled the 

land and worked tirelessly for a just cause and provided for their 

own families and I remembered a place in the same Bible where 

it states that if your brother comes to you in need and you 

prayed and tell him to expect a miracle and you don't help him 

solve his immediate needs, or you tell him to go and be clothed 

when he really needs even some of your used clothing to keep 

warm, what sort of a man are you? And it asked; Are you not 

better than an infidel?  

When churches took over the place of industries, empty factory 

halls converted to worship centers and a celebrity oversea 

evangelist invited as guest over flamboyant religious meetings to 

help the people pray off poverty and diseases, nothing other 

than a magic is expected.  

A certain writer once celebrated the emergence and rise of 

religious activities in Nigeria as a blessing and added; no factory 

or any other industrial firm can boast of the patronage religious 

activities enjoys, citing a particular religious center in Nigeria as 

a credit.  

Little did my dear African know that the empty factory halls 

that have given residence to churches is as a result of 

massive unemployment and economic failure that has 

produced crime, spiritual and physical diseases that has 

pushed the teeming congregation into frustration and 

hopelessness, little did he know how gullible the ordinary 

people have become in believing anything that'll produce a quick 

solution to an unending tales of pain and neglect to an extent 

that many of the titled clergy have preyed on the innocence and 
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simplicity of his own people and has stringed their hope on 'some 

miracle' instead of working hand in hand in true Christ-like love 

and commitment to help his people get decent education, some 

employment opportunities by means of skill acquisition, shelter 

and provision of simple welfare.  

Where the secular authorities have failed the suffering people 

and the entire system and they turn to religion that promises 

quick returns without 'principles and character' the depravity and 

gullibility of such minds will know no bound. There is certainly a 

heaven to merit by mere faith in God but not without works or 

services, Services to humanity and the society.  

Where the national education system have failed, let the church 

come up with a better plan, where factory has folded up due to 

bad economy, let the religious people come up with 

organizations that will engage 'the teeming unemployed and 

frustrated citizenry' that are held captive by some quick magic 

promises of miracles and God will reign over other lapses. 

 

 

(v)   Self Esteem 
 

My people, there will be much to say; of learning and making 

more books there will be no end. The only viable difference 

between the Black African and others is Self Esteem; if you have 

it, people will regard you and if you don't have it you'll always be 

looked down on. People who don't think highly of themselves 

always run to others for every slightest excuse and tend to 

create some unnecessary impression over everything, they 

criticize themselves, cry all blames and are prone to endless 

bickering over every flimsy excuses.  

This is the solution; a degree of self-esteem, sincerity of service 

and simple responsibility to yourself and your society will put 
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you on a positive edge of life, if African rulers reflect the people 

they rule then they must be lacking a great deal of this quality 

and will only usher that expected great change when they deal 

with the curse of a personality in crisis.  

The absence of courage to do your own things, defend your own 

home and depend on others for the simplest security breeds an 

unknown fear; all these vices are a by-product of lost self-

esteem. The ignorance, deceit of ego and some blind religious 

practices are self-inflicted curses on a people that lack simple 

knowledge of themselves and their God given abilities.  

I have avoided the word 'African leaders' in place of 'rulers' in 

this piece because a Leader will find time to read and act no 

matter how busy and fussy his brain is. If the African make out 

time and read all that is written about them, at least on average 

count, both negative and positive and do not react what is being 

said, there is a possibility the curse of Black African will cling on. 
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CHAPTER ELEVEN 
 

The best war strategy 

You don't have to be a military man to shoot an AK47, all you 

need is a militaristic attitude, AK47 will shoot itself, you don't 

have to throw any grenade, all you need is a sling clung to your 

palm, your rocket launcher, and the missiles, buried in your 

head, can wreck any defense mechanism to submission. The best 

fighter is a motivational preacher, con artist and a sensational 

storyteller that can fabricate ideas into fine lies that could beat 

any detector - after all; the lie detector is a mere electronic 

intimidator – A kind of man-made device. 

 Anyway it's part of the war strategy to fight even an individual 

defense mechanism if you have any.  

It's a war of policies, monies and peoples jostling for a place of 

prominence on a battlefield of advantages, the sound of a 

gunshots, evidence of a heated debate over who takes what 

share and who retains what position.  

This is an endless battle of super powers over lesser or would be 

lesser powers in a vicious circle of privileges and an under-

privilege environmental situations and the mode of operations is 

the force behind all conflicts of opinions, bias, prejudice and 

ignorance that has abysmally enhanced the gap between the 

poor and the rich, the privileged and the less privileged and a 

threat to global peace we all crave for.  

From the translated text of the foremost Chinese war General 

'Sun Tzu'... The Principle of Warfare or 'The Art of War' a verse 

reads;  

"Calculate advantages by means of what was heard, then create 
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force in order to assist outside missions"  

The above statement written well over 2,000 years ago simply 

points out in clarity one sure strategy; and that is 'Information'.  

What sort of information are we disseminating and of what 

motive and rationale? Africa is poor and full of AIDS, America is 

beautiful and close to heaven, the Middle East is full of Terrorist 

and Suicide bombers, Islam this, Christianity that, White man 

this, Black man that, and lots more.  

In China, the word Africa is synonymous to poverty and 

wretchedness, whereas it is a known truth that many countries 

in Africa has made more Chinese millionaires within few years of 

contact with a continent under the face of heaven where 

virtually everything attracts money.  

So when the Chinese ask you; 

“Are you an African”? And you say 

 “Yes” he ask you, 

 “Do you have water in Africa?” 

“ Do you wear shoes?” And if you express displeasure at such 

crass ignorance, the next thing you hear is;  

“I heard that you people are very poor and have no food to eat” 

“I heard this, I heard that” 

Then I asked my poor Chinese girl 

”You Heard what from who?” 

 

“Doing Battle” 
Africa is almost clubbed to submission, no missile fired! But by 

means of this weapon simply called 'Information Warfare'  

The art of information warfare is seconded by 'Doing battle,' The 

real shooting and wielding of battle-axes.  
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As a young child growing up in the city, images of most Asian 

countries on the screen were a 'make-up' of faces of 'presumed' 

wicked dictators ruling their regions with iron fist and another 

screen shot of 'possible victims' of the dictatorial leadership, 

wretched and helpless peasants, poor and very poor 

environmental and health conditions and a moronic follower. 

This was how I saw them on the television and I believed the 

images as I saw them. Now I visited China and I have come in 

contact with other East Asians. What I saw on the television was 

a mere strategy of an endless war of ideaologies and political 

strategies to push one image above the other with an ulterior 

economic motive. 

The TV told a well-crafted lie! 

Why is it that 90% of the dictators come from Africa and the 

West enjoys a utopian regime without a breach of environmental 

disorders, I mean, all the streets must be laid with gold, the 

streets and villages rid of peasants. 

Anyone ever asked why that is? 

Before doing battle, the grand master of war strategy 'Sun Tzu' 

explained in one of his texts "one calculates and will win, 

because many calculations were made; before doing battle, in 

the temple one calculates and will not win, because few 

calculations were made." Simply put in plain English translation;  

"If I can acquire any information I need about my enemy, while 

preventing him from doing the same about me, I win. If I can 

feed my enemy false information, while ensuring that my own 

information is accurate, I win"  

This is the simple reason why the western media is loaded with 

75% false information and biased about any region they felt 

portray a threat to economic power and relevance. 

The truth is; Africa is not all about AIDS, WAR, FAMINE and 

CORRUPTION but that's what screams on cyber headlines and 

newsprint.  
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Now, let's consider the Doing Ground Battle 

strategy; 

I will exemplify the scenario with this excerpt from a floating 

opinion submitted by one Pius Adesanmi he titled “The Hilton 

Hotel Africanist” 

This is the journalist or writer or scholar or documentary maker 

or adventurist or charity worker or development worker or 

expert or expatriate who arrives in any of the capital cities of 

the African continent, checks into the Hilton Hotel in town, and 

gets to work. Getting to work means getting organized so that, 

eventually, our Africanist will be able to start sending dispatches 

back to the New York Times or The Globe and Mail or CNN or BBC 

or Washington Post and all that jazz. However, if you have been 

to the Hilton in any African capital, these hotels are always 

located in very posh and swanky areas of town. When our 

Africanist wakes up in the morning and opens his Hilton hotel 

window, the view of Africa which greets him is malls and 

skyscrapers and fast-moving luxury cars on glossy roads, telling 

stories of hypermodernity. The “Africans” he has met thus far in 

this setting are way beyond his pay grade. They can employ him 

very easily. 

Yet, when he sends his dispatches about Africa back to Europe or 

America, nothing of this Africa he sees from his Hilton hotel 

window is present in the report. All that is left is Ebola, AIDS, 

Boko Haram, Wars and conflict, hunger and malnutrition. All that 

is left are malnourished and naked children with eczema-ridden 

skin, mucus-filled noses studying under a tree using wooden 

slates donated by UNICEF. 

How does this happen? It means that from his base in the Hilton 

hotel, this Africanist organizes expeditions into the Africa he has 

come to look for, hiring local agents to take him to locations of 

poverty and despair, completely ignoring the modernity to which 

he returns in the capital every evening. 
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In essence, it takes a lot of effort to produce a documentary 

reducing you to Ebola; it takes a lot of organization to send a 

dispatch back to New York or London, reducing more than a 

billion people in fifty-four countries to hunger and malnutrition. 

It takes exceptional willpower and effort to close your mind and 

consciousness to all the postmodern gloss you see around you in 

the neighborhood of your Hilton hotel in Abuja or Nairobi or 

Johannesburg just because you are fixated on making poverty 

porn for consumption by Western audiences. 

It takes effort and considerable organization and diligence to 

tell lies about you or distort your story. Once your story is 

distorted, your world is equally distorted. 

 Does Africa understand that it also takes effort and organization 

and dedication to tell your own truths? I think somebody in 

Africa understands this better than we do: China. Many of you 

here are perhaps already aware of the fact that there is a story 

called China in Africa. This has been the dominant story out of 

Africa in nearly a decade. Everybody is talking about China in 

Africa. 

The West has also been doing a lot of talking about China in 

Africa. And the West has been saying that the sky is falling. All 

the usual spokespersons of the West have been demonizing 

China. As Secretary of State, Hillary Clinton once toured Africa 

to warn us about the dangers of China. 

Of course we know that the West is not sensitizing us to the 

dangers of dalliance with China because she loves Africa so 

much. It is the fear of competition and displeasure at being 

overtaken by China in the scramble for the resources of Africa 

that is determining the way in which the West is shaping the 

story of China in Africa. 

Considering the doing ground battle strategy as I have explained 

- What did China do? According to the essay by Pius Adesanmi –  

“Well somebody in Beijing apparently decided that they were 
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not going to let the West tell their story in Africa. They 

decided that they would not let the idea of China in Africa be 

shaped exclusively by CNN, BBC, France 24, The New York 

Times and Washington Post.  

They invested heavily in CCTV Africa, China’s answer to the 

West’s global cable television machine. CCTV Africa is heavily 

subsidized by China. It is as popular as Al Jazeera in the 

continent. Yet, the sole ideological function of that television is 

to enable China tell her own story in Africa. 

In the first quarter of 2006, Nigeria, most populous black nation, 

could have been boiling hot with internal political scuffles more 

than it has always been, over the idea of the incumbent leaders 

holding on to powers as long as their veins could last, the 

emergence of a full scale uprising was nearly inevitable had it 

succeeded and that could have spelt doom for Africa and the 

rest of the World bearing in mind the economic position and 

societal significance of that country both in Africa and to the 

rest of the world. Con artist and Master story tellers gave hints 

of how a prolonged regime of the incumbents would save the 

country from the wicked plots and corruptions of some leaders 

also vying for the number one seat without recourse to its 

implications.  

This was how the idea was sold to the public and a hot debate I 

called 'the Shooting of Guns' ensued and a lot of private and 

public individuals picked up the pen, bought up spaces in the 

national dailies, some sponsored by groups, the campaign lasted 

until even those who never dared to read were forced to take a 

second glance at the News headlines at that time and before the 

political elites could sit down to take any further decision, 

responses from the masses was overwhelming and that ugly 

decision was jettisoned immediately - the masses won! 

Now, how was victory achieved over that battle for such a brief 

period?  
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The masses won through proper information dissemination; I was 

part of that strategy that traded in pictures, inks and words until 

the Nigerian Third Term Agenda was parked up without anybody 

shooting anyone!  

"If I can acquire any information I need about my enemy, 

while preventing him from doing the same about me, I win"  

This is a grand strategy used by the super powers against all 

lesser and would be lesser powers; If you are an international 

traveler, you'll soon find out that whenever an African bound 

Airline touches down the tarmac of any overseas international 

airport, especially if it is flying in directly from Africa, there is 

every possibility that security check will increase because the 

assumptions is; the possibility of potential immigrants, drug 

pushers and asylum seekers is inevitable and when other oversea 

airline touches down any African International airport, the 

treatment is different, the African in their simplicity and 

undiluted friendliness will lay the red carpet. 

We'll welcome the visitor with open arms because Africans are 

one of the friendliest people of the world.  

Then what happens next, the visitor will dive straight to the 

hotels tucked in the heart of town, hunt down innocent young 

pretty African girls, take advantage of their naiveté, inflict them 

with AIDS, sometimes impregnate them, 'dash' them some money 

in pretext of kindness and then run into one of those remote 

regions to 'shoot’ a documentary to be titled “Poverty in Africa” 

or 'take' pictures of as many slums, home to some common 

innocent farmers and the struggling people of the world, The 

next day, those flicks and snapshots take over CNN web pages 

and front page of TIME magazine with a life size picture of one 

poor innocent African child nibbling a cracker biscuit forced into 

his tiny palms by one Mr. Discovery Channel Photographer 

without a detour to any of the beautiful fields and natural 

environmental settings.  

Ever wonder why any good news about Africa rarely takes the 
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front cover of those foreign glossy magazines? Asia is fighting 

back and fighting hard with China on the lead, the Middle East is 

tucked in a vicious circle of conflict of identity in between 

religion and economy while the rest of the world watches as this 

war game rages on.  

Like I mentioned earlier, the fundamental principle of this art of 

war is all about 'acquiring and dissemination of information.’ 

This is the strategy and its grand plan is working and it owes its 

genesis to Sun Tzu, in the very beginning of his text.  

How does it work? 

The media first affects our moods, attitudes and emotions, 

which then influence our actions. How we relate with others, 

how we treat people of different information background, 

like my China girl would relate with me based on information she 

got from the media until I proved her wrong and that did paid 

off.  

Then if we understand this strategy, how do we form our own 

defense mechanism dear Africans, how do you fight back and 

give your country and people some sense of worth, it is a well-

known fact that most African rulers are the worst saboteurs this 

war has ever produced.  They had become their own enemies 

shooting their own households and young Africans keep running 

around the globe, humiliated, while the West use their energies 

and talent to develop their own regions and scorn them for their 

unproductivity. What an irony! 

If you are an African, having a paper education is not a criteria 

for intelligence, engage and challenge yourself to tell your own 

stories, the good things you know about yourself and your Africa 

and push the stories and images across all channels and 

platforms willing to accept your version of the story, that is how 

to fight a brave and courageous battle, trade your history in 

pictures too, change that nasty attitude that makes people want 

to treat you as 'second class’, complain a little and put up some 
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positive action that will benefit your people.  

As Adesanmi well stated; the challenge, therefore, is not in 

always in screaming that we are victims of 

misrepresentation, of stereotypes, of single stories. The 

point is: do you understand the fact that misrepresentations 

and stereotypes are products of effort and energy?  

Does your effort to tell your own story match the effort that 

is put into misrepresenting and stereotyping you? 

 

Do not go to online forums trading some warped information 

about your country and people because you will only be selling 

cheap - a prolonged stay overseas can never make you un-

African.  

Africans have got skill and talents they are trading and selling 

cheap to the world despite all the ridicule. They have wealth 

and resources some of us are stealing and doing the rat race 

with. Then they have strength and guts to rise up and fight a 

valiant battle only if you will decide to use that at your 

advantage. 
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CHAPTER TWELVE 
 

Voting rights and electoral privileges  

’Your vote na your power, no trowey am o’ Person wey e blind no de 

see road O’ - (Your vote is your power, do not throw it away, the blind 

see no road) 

 

Popular radio jingles of the early eighties preaching civility and 

some sense of patriotism in the wake of the second republic.  

 

So many cartons of frozen fish have been passing around the 

neighbourhood distributed by mercenaries of one Chief. This 

Chief I learnt was going to contest for a prominent seat in the 

state government, he did not say he could make life better for 

his own people but MUST make things work for the entire 

populace not faulting any form of limitations like all humans do. 

So we doubted him because we naturally believed that it doesn’t 

take the town crier to carry out the king’s order but ‘effort’, 

Painstaking communal efforts to make our community a 

conducive place to live in.  

Such painstaking efforts no one in my entire community knows of 

this Chief apart from he drives big cars and owns this and that 

properties, go to church on Christmas day and give gifts to the 

church, in order to prove his competency and magnanimity he 

had to convince us a little further and he did know how 

vulnerable poverty could hold its victims captive. 

In those days frozen mackerel fish was a luxury, a whole family 

could barely afford one good size. We got one whole carton and 

it was shared by few hoping to have better foods or even eat 

more than this if Chief eventually won the election, he’d 
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portrayed how much he loved his own people by this unsolicited 

magnanimity. 

Like the proverbial biblical Esau, as far as there is enough food 

to quench our unending appetite, some perks to portray Chief’s 

kindness and service to the people even though restricted only 

to his favourites who brings the messages home as rubbed into 

their sticky greedy fingers-this Chief should rule us!  

 

This has been our situation as people who could barely 

differentiate between a right and a privilege, from one toggle of 

leadership to the other, regime after regimes, generation after 

generation we remain the same retarded society of peoples 

because like ‘Esau begged, what use is the rights if he die of 

hunger’ therefore what to eat, what to put on and what to 

flaunt for the petty perks both nature and greed has awarded us 

rule our desires and control our wills.  

-indeed, our imagination is right because your right is 

meaningless unless it is backed by law and laws that are run by 

the likes of this Chief mentioned above could summarily reduce 

your right to a privilege. Anyway, this Chief won at the end of 

the election with only a handful of voters voting him in, I 

learnt the cartons of fishes could not go round although it did 

get to the right target, and that was all my people heard of 

Chief until the four-year tenure was over, the roads, 

amenities and entire communities remained in the same 

deplorable conditions while Chief bought more cars and took 

more Chieftaincy titles from nearby communities.  
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(ii) The right to vote and the privilege of electing 

a candidate 

The right to vote could be viewed by some as a mere civic right 

dependent on law But from other commentators on public 

opinion, it is a fundamental political right,   as it produces the 

most direct verdict by the citizens on the performance of those 

who govern them, as a political right, it guarantees all eligible 

persons of voting age the equal power to vote and be voted for 

irrespective of background or societal affiliations while Oxford 

Advanced Learner’s dictionary described ‘Privilege’ as ‘a special 

right or advantage available only to particular person, class or 

rank or the holder to a certain position.”   

By a ‘particular person’ it means ‘few’ selected individuals, or a 

group of persons belonging to a particular ideology not bounded 

by any common written agreement or law but sheer favour and 

familiarity! In order words, if you did not measure into this 

classification, you are out of the count and ineligible to 

participate in any affairs that concerns that group unless given 

the special recognition.  

 

 

(iii) The difference between rights and privileges 
If you belong to any institution or organization by means of a 

privilege, you are at the mercy of the leadership of such group 

that gives you that opportunity, and such grace could be 

stripped off you at any point in time because it was a special 

grant in the first place.  

Those who didn’t get a carton of frozen mackerel fish from the 

erstwhile contesting Chief did not fall under his list of privileged 

few so the opportunity to own a whole carton of frozen fish as at 

that austere time was denied them – then because those that got 

some extra frozen fishes considered themselves privileged, when 

Chief won the election and could not live up to ANY of his 
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thousands of promises, Nobody could muster the courage to ask 

him why on earth is the road leading to our community still 

untarred after 3 years of resumption of office as an elected 

government official, there is no single sign of any structural 

development!  

 

Simply put, we have no rights as members of the community 

which our dear Chief rules but merely privileged to be under his 

leadership, meaning; we have been bought over with those 

cartons of frozen fishes!  

 

For every legal institution or organization, you belong to you 

don’t need any special recognition or grace to exercise your 

right of membership and to challenge any form of 

infringement or lawlessness. 

 Without digressing, the court of law will testify that “No right is 

more precious in a free country than that of having a choice in 

the election of those who direct the affairs of the state, under 

which, as a good citizen, they must live, other rights even the 

most basic are illusory if the right to vote is undermined, this is 

the difference between exercising your right and using an 

advantage. 

 

 

(iv) Voting Rights and Electoral Privileges 
As members of a larger community, each of us is responsible for 

the growth or downfall of his country either by contributive 

efforts or sheer individual negligence as we are all bounded by 

that singular law book called the Constitution to defend and 

protect our national interest but a privileged member of an 

organization can shrink from his responsibility if he finds it 

inconveniencing likewise the giver of the ‘special grant or 

advantages’ available only to particular few individuals’ might 

decide to withdraw his deceptive and false gestures of kindness 

and promises whenever he deems fit, but when we are all 
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bounded by one common principle of agreement there will be a 

limit to every lawlessness and brazen idiotic abuse of offices. 

 

By casting a vote in favour of anybody, you have automatically 

assume the position of a decision maker for your community, and 

the type of person you have voted for means that is the kind of 

person you preferred should take the position of leadership, the 

choice is voluntarily yours! That is what your rights entail 

without any form of infringement or coercion. The problem is 

applying your rights to proper use without any admiration of 

persons over an advantage.  

 

Many of the African political elites sure knows how 

vulnerable poverty has incapacitated his people; he knows 

when to use them and how to dump them, during the Late 

Abacha of Nigeria era, they gave a lot of gifts to influence his 

continuous stay in power, there was supposed to be an 

evangelical group preaching the Abacha agenda that will later 

reward every member the sum of N10,000 Naira for every new 

proselyte dragged into the group, I backed out on impulse when 

the fellowship as we ‘nicknamed’ it in UNN was at its inception. 

A great number of young people were mobilized as support group 

for the 2-million-man march, after the rally in Abuja, so many 

were stranded and could rarely afford the trip back to Nsukka, 

they have been used and dumped as soon as possible, just like 

that!  

 

Young Africans, especially young Nigerians who are most times a 

direct victim of this abuse of rights and privileges should get one 

idea right,  

“Anybody who gives you a gift either in cash or material to 

obtain your consent or to curry favour has bribed you into 

accepting him into a position you will literally not allow him 

either by vote or any other means”.  

The money and gifts the politician give you while aspiring to take 

control of a particular elective office is what he has used to 
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literally bought you over as a slave like my erstwhile Chief and 

the frozen cartons of fishes did. This is business; he must recoup 

his investments first before he thinks of any tangible 

contribution to the development of the society or the progress of 

the people that elected him into office, that is, if greed will let 

him consider that.  

 

Get wise young people! If you must take any form of gifts, cash, 

kind or materials, don’t sell your mind, you’ll be selling yourself 

cheap to the modern slave master. The billions of money said to 

have been earmarked for campaign purposes alone is enough to 

initiate one decent development in the state but for each N1000 

Naira given out as gift to would be voters has denied the 

community one decent project, it could be electricity supply, 

road rehabilitation, health or education.  

 

As a matter of sincere opinion, I would suggest that you collect 

the gifts and still vote against the giver. Anybody who comes 

with gifts to induce your consent even to exercise the only 

rights you have does not mean well for you and the 

community.  

He is directly giving you the impression that you have no rights 

but a mere privilege to vote.  

According to one Kayode Fayemi, former governor of Ekiti State, 

Nigeria “We have allowed our politics to be so debased by money 

and violence that of course nothing but misery can come of it," It 

is the politics of the belly, and it has been very destructive."  

The average voter needs to get the fact clear that voting for one 

old politician because he has cash to spray around will keep your 

community and the entire society getting the same old results 

and this could be the worst decision anyone who loves his 

country could make.  

 

Your vote is your power, don’t waste it, the blind man sees no 

road!  
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PART THREE 

CHAPTER THIRTEEN 
 

What if Jesus was a Black African? 

Columbus is a well-known sculptor in Nsukka; he had mounted a 

lot of religious effigies for many Catholic Church worship 

centers, this is his third piece in a row within a month. An effigy 

of Jesus Christ with his hand spread. This has taken days to finish 

as I watched him break the mold and there was a monument of 

Jesus the Christ in ash coloured concrete. 

We get down to work, I was only an observer but I love art. 

Columbus finished the burnishing and painted the effigy a cream 

white colour. He brought out another effigy of a supposed Moses 

with the Ten Commandments and painted it a cream white 

colour too. 

 I became curious, I used to think these sculptors were imported 

from Rome because of the mastery of the finishing, especially 

when I see some innocent worshippers at the entrance of Bishop 

Shanahan Teaching hospital bowing and kneeling down before 

these effigies of Mary with the Halo over her head and saying 

some prayers like  

“Mother Mary Pray for us” 

One cool evening I decided to take a closer look at one of the 

effigies in the garden that attracts more worshippers day and 

night. I had actually watched grownups and middle-aged men 

and women I consider enlightened kneeling before those sculptor 

piece to pray, then I discovered one interesting thing, Columbus, 
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the sculptor had appended his signature 'Columbus Art' at the 

base of the sculptor of Jesus and Mary. 

Columbus has made a god! 

Then a question crept up my thinking mind, what if Columbus 

had painted Jesus the Christ Black. 

What would have happened?, will anybody kneel before him like 

that?, what will happen to all the pictures of one cream white 

coloured man, with an impeccable face, gold long hair and some 

beard. All the revelations of people who claimed to have visited 

hell and heaven and came back to the physical earth is rife with 

a description of one angelic white man with a golden hair and 

some white robe on. Have you ever asked some intelligent 

question with a stint of common sense?  

Who painted Satan a black man with some scary face so that 

we have a cream white coloured Jesus, impeccably harmless 

and a Black ugly Satan full of evil? 

Couple of atheists I know had laid claim to this allusion but I 

don't believe that so I had to paint my own picture of the entire 

episode. 

I didn't see a sculptor of Satan painted black in all of Columbus 

works littered around his studio, except on an Almanac hung on 

the wall of his studio with a bold inscription of 'Repent or Perish 

in Hell' written in dripping blood characters with a scary picture 

of a Satan heavily coated in black, seated in Hell and a swinging 

tail. Little did my dear Columbus the Sculptor know that he is 

the supposed image of the black Satan in the almanac hung on 

his wall and fortunate enough to be without a tail. 

 What if Jesus was a black African? A black African painted a 

cream white colour by somebody's fantasy with an ulterior 

motive? 

Peter was a close disciple of Jesus Christ and could have been in 
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the best position to describe what the Christ looks like but there 

was no camera in his days, I haven't read about an artist 

impression of Jesus Christ in the Bible yet, Sinter Klaus of the 

Netherlands later emerged as 'Santa Claus' or Father Christmas 

by a pen impression of 'Thomas Nast' and we all accepted that in 

one spirit of festivity and unity till date! Therefore the question 

persists, “what if Jesus was originally painted black by an artist 

impression?” 

In the book of Isaiah, there was a Lucifer, a rebellious angel cast 

down on earth, and if angels be white then that rebel certainly 

was the Satan, but nobody is talking about that and there have 

been quite a lot of cowardly silence over this necessary 

information. 

The Jews earnestly expected a Messiah, a coming saviour with 

hope to rescue all the Jews from their oppressors on earth! 

Then there was Jesus of Nazareth, claiming to be the Christ and 

the Messiah, an affront far too rebellious and below their 

expectation of a Messiah. 

Jesus Christ, a typical black African, born poor in a stall with 

cows staring, from a Poor family, no recognized education, 

the father a mere carpenter, the mother a petty trader, they 

couldn't even afford a decent hotel and had to do with a 

manger to give birth to baby Jesus, everyone knows how 

poor such a condition is. 

And there he is claiming to be God's son, a messiah and a saviour 

of the world. 

 Most people in his neighborhood know very well how the family 

had lived on aids and menial carpentry jobs collected from the 

community. 

The Jews found this statement too demeaning to accept and 

accused Jesus of blasphemy against the living God. Mathew: 26; 

63-65. 
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The people expected a Messiah from the ruling council or even 

from the King's house and here came Jesus from a very poor 

man, a carpenter called Joseph, this just couldn't wash in, the 

people who were supposed to be taking orders giving birth to a 

Messiah; this was unacceptable to the Jews.  

 

A situation similar to the fate of all Africans, like our brother, 

father and leader Jesus Christ, nobody wants the black African 

except to use him and dump him. 

Jesus came healing a crowd of sick people the ruling authorities 

of his time had abandoned, Jesus came raising up and giving 

hope and peace to the poor, the wretch and the destitute the 

ruling authorities of his time had relegated to the trash, Jesus 

came teaching the ignorant and opening the eyes of the blind. 

 Some have eyes but they can't see beyond the food on a table 

and a bed to sleep on, so Jesus had to teach the ill-informed but 

his own society still found it very difficult to accept him despite 

all the greatness and charming wisdom he commands. Why? 

Jesus was born poor, from a poor family and from a place not 

worth reckoning for anything. Math: 4.16-17. 

In our today world, he'll be considered insane and seeking 

attention so much that only the idlers, the hungry, the jobless 

and the wretch will follow him. One Pharisee asked; has 

anything good ever come out of Nazareth? How much more a 

Messiah! to cut this distraction short, the ruling authorities had 

to pay an assassin named Judas Iscariot, to hand this 'rebel' over 

so they could deal with him their own way and get on with a 

normal life of blindness, sheer wickedness, greed and treachery 

that has gripped this place called 'the earth. 

 This is the beginning of all 'Divide and Rule' tactics employed all 

over Africa today, they use their own people to run them against 

themselves like beasts and in every corner of Africa, there is a 

Judas hanging in the dark selling off his own people for thirty 

pence like chickens. 
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Anyway, this is simply the plight of all black African and Africa, 

our own Nazareth. 

I haven't seen any oversea country without a greedy hose to 

drain some mineral resources off Africa. From the era of slavery 

down to the age of technology, the black African is used, sucked 

up like oranges and kicked in the ass. 

Of all great world economy I know, the United States, Europe, 

China, Canada etc, they all jostle for a second; first or a third 

position of largest consumers of African resources but Africa is 

poor, right? 

Yeah, as poor as the saviour of the world and his family, Jesus 

Christ! Whether you believe in Jesus or not is off the count, I 

don't expect you to buy this analogy anyways, but deep down 

your mind if you will pause a moment and think things through 

you will find the truth.  

Jesus Christ was expected to disappear from the cross where he 

was nailed in pain, or at least, spot Judas Iscariot out before he 

sold him over to the murderers, at least he had rescued many 

dying people before, so why was this a difficult task Mathew: 27, 

41-43. 

The truth is; Africans knows all her own 'Judases' The ruling 

elites, the Pharisees of the modern age, the lawmakers, 

parliamentarians,  our own people who sold out cheap, those 

who stole monies meant to develop education in Africa, those 

who loot their own treasuries dry so that there is not even 

enough to finance basic farming to feed the African population, 

those who stole monies meant to pay salaries to some decent 

hard working people and shared it among themselves, the Chief 

Security Officer of a State who steals from his state, the 

Sadducees, those in clergy frocks, who connived with all that 

Judas to undersell and dump Africans in the trash, those brothers 

groomed in blindness to see even their own colour in a mirror so 

that they took each other's weakness for granted,  I know you all 
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and I am sure we do. 

Judas belong to Jesus, he was a family and a brother but sheer 

greed and selfishness drove him down to self-hatred like my dear 

Africans tends to hate themselves, so he betrayed the family and 

we all scattered abroad, to countries that will naturally look up 

to the African for virtually everything to create wealth for their 

own.  

Sometime ago there was a Dr. Abalaka, he invented an AIDS 

preventive vaccine, the man claimed he could cure AIDS too 

somewhere in Nigeria, and was very confident about his claim. 

His own government fought very hard to keep his mouth shut so 

they could maintain a stream of financial aids coming in to Africa 

from overseas. 

 He was even threatened like Jesus was threatened until he 

meekly cowed in, I don't know if that man still exists.  

 In my days in the college, somebody, a Mechanical Engineering 

undergraduate invented a car with scraps he picked up from 

the trash, he did drove his Project Car round the campus, we 

applauded him and that was all he could get. He never got a 

paper mention of that feat not even from one of the 

moribund newspapers in the country. Perhaps if he has been 

painted a cream white colour by Columbus the Sculptor, he 

could have been a 'Ford' of Africa. 

Then another young man could have been a 'Gates', he invented 

a video cam “Made in Africa” with scraps he certainly must have 

picked from the garbage too.  

He brought the cam for a test run and did was covering some 

religious programme in the premises of Christian Pentecostal 

Mission. (CPM) The highest mention he could get was from the 

pulpit by the kind pastor who was too preoccupied with a scary 

message of Hell with a two horned Satan who is too black to be 

merciful. We just stared at that great brother with his little 
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achievement, we 'Wow-ed' and continued with our normal life. 

What if Jesus was a black African? At least he did more than all 

this but was despised. 

The Problem here is the Black man's history has been 

severely altered by those afraid of him, taking advantage of 

his sheer ignorance, selfishness and greed. 

Now there is greed everywhere all over the world. Maybe 

some people's sins are more pronounced. 

I grew up attending great religious crusades of imported 

preachers to Africa, there was Reinhard Bonke, Benny Hin, Oral 

Roberts, Morris Cerullo, and there were some Koreans too. 

One day this invited Korean Preacher at one of our church 

functions made a careless remark; describing us ‘possibly’ have 

been cut off from God’s end-time plan, speaking through his 

interpreter, he laughed and scorned at how bad our roads are 

ridden with pot holes, our houses like museums, our systems so 

awkward and he ended his treatise by advising us to work harder 

for God to include us in his end-time plan because he doubt if we 

are in God’s end-time calendar. He went ahead to tell the 

congregation that they had brought some used clothes to ‘dash’ 

us.  At this point, the senior pastor got infuriated and took the 

microphone from them, after church service, when the boxes of 

clothes were opened; it was full of very low-quality cheap wears 

nobody would like to take. The pastor got even more 

embarrassed and simply declined to accept those boxes. 

Our socio-cultural orientation shares similarity with the 

personality of Jesus Christ, Jesus Christ was wielding a charming 

authority and wisdom that the people could not let go off him, 

he was a source and a resource like Africa is. Yeah, he was poor 

yet the people ran after him and he fed them, like Africa is 

feeding the whole world with more than enough resources both 

human and natural and they can't let go off the continent 
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because no country of the world can do without Africa, whether 

it is a poor continent or a developing region and that's a 

Challenge! 

Jesus came as a poor man from a poor family and from poor 

region so the people rejected him. 

 Till today, we are still rejecting Jesus. The Korean Preacher, 

the religious leaders, all the GO's and Big titled clergies, those 

who know little about their own history, they're all still mocking 

Jesus the Christ - the Lord they claim to love. 

The truth is; the Black African who has lost his identity by 

destroying his own culture has no roots of belief. 

A young clergy in a Lagos church so conceited with creams of 

privileged elites that called him 'Daddy' had an unwanted visitor 

one hot and sunny Sunday, a poor wretch, a destitute, so poor 

and helpless that she strolls round the streets with her bags on 

seeking for help wherever it could be found, stumbled into the 

church asking for help in her unkempt appearance, She must 

have been as poor as Jesus. The well-fed young pastor merely 

took a cursory glance at her and asked her to go get a 'proof of 

her Christianity from her own pastor wherever she comes from 

then formally file a complaint of her problem then apply for 

formal assistance through a legal source.  

The young pastor summarily asked his 'guards' to shove the poor 

young woman out of the gate. She cried a river and walked back 

to the street, on a hot sunny Sunday. Reason is; she is poor and 

black. 

The next Sunday, I was a witness too, a blonde haired middle-

aged white lady strolled into the church from nowhere, the same 

church, casually dressed too, the young pastor announced her 

presence from the pulpit, We love you with the love of the Lord 

Sister, C'mon Church let's go give her a Jesus handshake, she got 

one more special attention after the church service  
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“Pastor would like to have a private meeting with you, sister.” 

said one of the ushers. 

What if Jesus was a black African is my question? 

There is a Jesus walking in all the streets of Africa the 

imported preachers and his own brothers and sisters don't 

dare care a pin to give a helping except what they will get 

from him because like the ruling authorities of the Pharisees 

of old, this people don't believe anything good could come 

out of Africa yet they keep coming in partnership with the Judas 

among us and this is why it's going to be difficult for an average 

mind to accept that Jesus was born a Black African and brought 

back here to mother land Africa as an infant to get acquainted 

with his own people. 

The ancient Israelites and the Jews were a mix of blacks and 

coloured people. Lamentations 5:23  

Satan was completely White by description of the Bible. Day 

Star, son of Dawn... Isaiah 14:12. 

Of all the Jesus followers and believers all over the world blacks 

are in the majority, read your history people! Of all the largest 

crowd of Pentecostal Churches blacks dominates the count 

whether it is in the United States, Europe and in Africa, 

Pentecostalism modeled in line with Jesus’ pattern of worship is 

creeping into iron doors like China led by blacks, reason is, we're 

one blood with Jesus Christ and we're following our own. 

Crime and corruption and economic hardship may multiply so 

that more people run to church in Africa, this we already know. 

My question is; if Jesus Christ was a Black African, will you love 

him as you claim and not take the suffering of the common black 

folks in Africa for granted like all the characters I have 

mentioned above. 

Will you pray to him? Will you kneel before him and sing your 
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love songs, will you give your all for him and not go to Africa to 

show off that you are more blessed so that the poor blind 

Africans fall over themselves to catch a glimpse of you while you 

feel comfortable in your stainless clad suits.  

There is more to say, there is more to write but I am going to 

sum it up with this;  

Jesus Christ still leaves in spirit among every one of us who 

believed him, look at him around you, you will find him in those 

poor folks in your neighborhood, In that poor house with no 

father, no food and no money to go to school, he is in the slums 

with those jobless youths, in the streets with the homeless and 

the off-scouring of society we'll rather have nothing to do with, 

he is not in your beautiful churches anymore, cream coloured 

houses and comfortable environment. 

He is no more there. This is why he is a black African, he is with 

the downtrodden, those who have the means of life but are not 

given any due regard all over the world. 
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CHAPTER FOURTEEN 

 

The threat of a burning hell and the love of 

Christ - An African Perspective 

One sunny Sunday, a middle-aged lady strayed into the church 

named Rhema Chapel, she needs help, a medical assistance, 

physical and a spiritual help, the pastor of the church just done 

with the Sunday sermon and was having a chilled glass of Juice, 

5Alive Juice!  

His orderlies were engrossed trying to impress their loyalty to 

'Daddy’ suddenly he spotted this frail shabbily dressed lady with 

a dirty sack of clothes strewn upon her shoulder hanging around. 

"Aah Kilode O?" 

“ Ta ni lady yen n bere?" he queried amusingly in Yoruba 

language (Aah! what is it, who's that lady looking for?") One of 

the orderly hurriedly conducted a mock interview with the 

stranger and found out the stranger has been wandering in the 

street only God knows how long searching for help wherever it 

could be found.  

The middle aged lady happened to be a deportee from Europe 

with problems more than a shoulder could bear and a family 

drained of resources trying to rehabilitate their own, to this, the 

poor young woman has gone to the streets of Lagos seeking for 

help from whoever that cares and having found the churches 

that litters all nooks and cranny of this bustling city shouting 

 "Give" "give" and "give" and "Love" "love" and "love" as a place of 

hope she felt relieved to have found a place of refuge at last.  
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"Daddy" as the young man is fondly addressed by other young 

people old enough to be his age mate quickly got a wind of the 

private interview and angrily retorted. 

"Aye yen O yo Ooo"... (There is no room for that!)  

and added they should ask the poor lady to go back to whichever 

church she belonged to and seek for help there, then if they're 

not willing to assist her, that shouldn't be our problem or let her 

own pastor file welfare claim on her behalf, then we may 

consider that.  

The Poor Old lady, in a good command of spoken English pressed 

on, 

 "Please brothers and sisters, Please, help me even to eat", 

 "look at my medical bills, I am in a hopeless situation, I have no 

home, my money is spent, "My family all gone, please".  

 

The young privileged orderlies with some soft heart of touch at 

the bitterness of this poor lady hurriedly ran back to "Daddy" and 

the Pastor reacted angrily 

 “Ewo!...e lo yan ju e" (Look! go and take care of that) and 

quietly sipped his glass of chilled juice, flanked by a legal 

adviser to ExxonMobil Oils and a Society lady, all privileged 

deacons of the church, exchanging pleasantries. This is an order. 

The poor woman was shoved to the gate as she resisted been 

pushed out with force, she cried and pleaded as much as she 

could, then burst out in tears. 

 "For the sake of Christ" "Please help me" 

“'Even if I don't belong to your church" Please.” 

 All that pleas and tears fell on deaf ears and blind eyes of the 

knuckle-size tie knot young and privileged orderlies, yes, 

privileged; I could count couple of them working with some 

privileged blue-chip companies, new recruits with some illusory 

perks, and others from some privileged homes.  
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I was in the queue to see "Daddy" too for problems I now 

consider "a wave of hand offer" by this horrifying sight. I 

followed the young orderlies doing their best to appear obedient 

and loyal to “daddy” to the high fenced gate that could dwarf 

any NBA star and watched as this stranger was pushed out back 

into the street, on a hot sunny Sunday. 

She kept weeping and now shedding some tears that could make 

you want to join in a sorrow. Now I have forgotten about all my 

own cares as this was much glaring insensitivity, wickedness and 

sheer selfishness that could hasten the speed of some so 

acclaimed 'unbelievers' to a burning hell we all preached against 

with some faked passion, the lady walked away weeping while 

the young orderlies looked on.  

There is a Salvation Street somewhere in a high brow area of the 

city completely cut off usage by pot-holes and never drying 

muddy waters. 

Salvation Street got its name I presume by the presence of 

religious centers that litters the street from the beginning to the 

end and they could be really busy fellowshipping, night vigil-ling, 

wishing a miracle. There was a NASFAT, (An Islamic Religious 

Organisation) a Redeemed with a Catholic size dome of a roof, 

another group in a mini-paradise of fancy cars, terraced floor 

and plastic flowers all fenced in their own 'heaven' amidst an 

environment reeking with rot and decay, and more with some 

blaring megaphones praising Jesus. No other business is done 

here than the religious, from the beginning of the street to the 

end.  

Then I become curious and asked what kind of peoples will be 

pleased doing business in a filthy and decaying environment cut 

off from any form of civility and simple decency and what kind 

of peoples will be pleased to see their own suffering in anguish 

and emotional torture yet turn a blind eye – in the name of 

Jesus. 
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The doctrine of hell is a sure bet to bait any religious person 

into the fear of the border of 'terrible worlds'. 

Hell is a place of suffering, a place of severe suffering, nobody 

wants to go there, many people would not like to talk about it, 

people are not afraid to die but what happens after they're dead 

and gone and if they do the fear is heightened by the thought of 

an eternal place of a scorching fire with the Devil heating the 

kiln and inflicting an endless torture to the mortal body.  

Nobody wants to imagine the reality of such a scenario. The 

cause of this imaginary fear is due to man's excessive quest to 

provide answers to an endless question that has preyed the 

thoughts of humanity for ages. 'Where did I come from and 

Where am I going and the thought of an eternal punishment for 

those who erred while on earth, the thought of this 'unseen fear' 

destroys interest in life and makes living a Herculean 

experience.  

Therefore, to run away from this imaginary fear of eternal 

punishment and the Herculean task of living to earn some 

happiness, the majority of peoples run to the church, the 

average smart person able to buy into this scary idea put up a 

religious group, give it a name and attach some divinity into it 

to dig deeply into the soul of the fearful, the uninformed and 

the blind. You could actually be blind while you stare on in 

disbelief at what happens among us religious people today. 

It's been like this and worse now because suffering and hardship 

has increased and people want some relief from this pain and 

emotional torture of hoping and endless waiting while your 

dreams fritter away. 

The poor wants some food to eat, the sick need some medication 

and care, the lonely needs some comfort, the deserted needs a 

friend, the orphans need a family, the betrayed needs a brother, 
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the weak needs a shoulder to lean on, the ladies need some 

caring Jesus to wipe some tears due to bitterness of heart of 

broken relationship, the destitute needs a home, the young 

Africans running round the world seeking for refuge needs a 

father, the confused needs a guide, and lots more.  

Tell me, what man will be plagued by all these vices above and 

wouldn't struggle to seek a solution even if it is temporary and 

this is why we sure have more than a million places of 'false 

hope' in Africa today called worship centers, miracle camps, and 

religious organization preying on this vices to bait the victims 

and take even the last dime on them and won't care a pin to help 

any of their own.  

This is a plain truth; the reason you have more religiosity in 

Africa today, Nigerians in the lead is because there is just too 

much suffering and emotional torture growing beyond human 

capability, so the people, gripped in an initial fear of an 

eternal place of suffering called 'Hell' is plagued by an 

additional strange fear of a reality too visible to imagine any 

cruelty worse off than the present 'excruciating situation' 

could exist. 

In a bid to continue the running and hiding game from this sheer 

reality we face in Africa people run to the churches as a place of 

hope and refuge, not because they crave for a salvation of soul 

nor do they trust a divine God of justice that frowns at all forms 

of injustice but because the suffering of this present situation is 

enough hell already and those looked up to as God's 

representatives and brother's keepers’ prey on that fear of the 

weak - their own people!  

What did the average smart ones that have built a pulpit over 

the predicament of their own people did, they heightened the 

fear, the fear of that place of suffering and torture called 'Hell' 

and make an endless promises of a miracle that will fetch you 

out of hell, the hell of suffering, poverty, severe lack, 

joblessness, bareness, darkness and of course laziness, greed, 
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selfishness and sheer corruption that has crippled growth in 

almost all African countries and now crept into the churches too.  

The thought of eternal punishment destroys interest in life 

and makes happiness virtually an impossible feat how much 

more an additional man-made suffering here on earth. 

The pursuit of that illusive happiness and peace other than the 

one true righteousness, honesty and truth in Christ Jesus brings 

has swelled the miracle centers littered all over Africa; it has 

swelled all the Nigerian churches without a genuine thought of 

the Supreme God who would rather want us show some concern 

for each other and has promised punishment for the wicked, the 

greedy, the cruel, the heartless insensitive and callous individual 

among us who's garbed on the cloak of Satan, The Keeper of hell 

and are shouting "Give" "give" and "give" while themselves give to 

none,. "Love" "love" and "love" while they love nobody but their 

selfish self and their cronies in the place of power and 

privileges.  

And Jesus Christ said to the young rich man; if you wish to be a 

complete man, go sell your possessions and give the money to 

the poor and you will have treasure in heaven then come, follow 

me, but the young rich man on hearing this, went away grieving. 

(Mathew 19:16-22) 

The Jesus we all claim to worship and follow with passion, again 

said; 'Then the king will say to those at his right hand,  

” Come you that are blessed by my father, inherit the kingdom 

prepared for you from the foundation of the world; for I was 

hungry and you gave me food, I was naked and you gave me 

clothing, I was a stranger and you welcomed me.” 

 Then the people will answer and say "Lord' when did we see you 

hungry, naked or a stranger and took care of you?” 

 And Jesus Christ will say; “to tell you the truth; 'As long as you 

did it to one of the least of these peoples who also are members 
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of my family, you actually did it for me.” (Mathew 25:31-46)  

All over Africa today, there is an Africa prayer Watch, there is 

fasting and prayers going on, there is an imported miracle 

worker from Europe to bless millions of Africans and make them 

escape a hell they know virtually nothing about other than 'you'll 

get there when you die'.  

But the truth is; Africans live in a literal hell that burns from 

the seat of power, their government, to the place of divine 

worship, their churches and circles round again among these 

helpless God's own people!  

The government and their elite agents rips off on the people, 

take advantage of their own people and they run to the churches 

for relief and the churches rip off on them too and threaten 

them with a 'Burning Hell' and they shrink in fear 'soul and body'. 

They desert their cultures of family, care and hard work and 

become individualistic, greedy and extremely selfish.  

Like the rich young man that approached Jesus Christ, Many of 

the African religious leader is not ready to help his own people 

get out of hardship and misery instead he tells them to keep 

hoping while he cruise in luxury and he is certainly comfortable, 

therefore, many of the faithfuls struggle to make a friend of him 

and win his favour, they call him “Daddy”, “Daddy G.O.”, 

”Mummy G.O.”, “Daddy Superior,” “Mother Excellency” etc. and 

“Daddy Superior” is at most comfortable, He has a congregation 

running into millions of Africans running away from a self-made 

hell they're already stuck into.  

 

I wouldn’t hesitate to state here that of certainty they are 

genuine servants of the Most High God even in Nigeria, giving 

service to the citizenry in all sincerity and providing decent 

social services and education.  

The problem is; the count is so few that most times, this 

exemplary gesture is often overwhelmed by the stupendous 

wealth and ostentatious lifestyles of these species of clergy 
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whom it is easier for them to classify ‘the poor’ as “hell bound” 

and prosperity of the rich as “heaven bound.”    

 

Where agents of the government and their unreliable partners 

have woefully disappointed the people giving lip service to the 

plight of the citizenry let our super rich religious leaders prove 

their love for a divine God of mercy by bridging the gap. 

The government may have failed their own people and have 

become broad day witches, this is why young Africans are 

running away from motherland in droves to any place they may 

find refuge and those who couldn't jet off, run to the church for 

hope and the church treats them with contempt because they 

are enmeshed in a cringing poverty. 

Like Jesus said; As long as you refused to help your own people, 

the poor, the wretch, the orphans, the least of the people of the 

African society, you did not do anything for me, despite your one 

million church memberships.  

Where the school system has failed in Africa, build schools and 

subsidize the fees. It is a known fact, these things are not always 

easy, running a decent and standard educational system with 

less financing but the truth is; for whom and for what purpose 

are your overzealous religious services, is it to God and his 

Children or an activity to gratify your insatiable quest for vanity? 

Where factories have folded up due to massive neglect, build 

factories even in the name of your churches and employ your 

own if you are afraid to employ strangers and pay them their due 

wages. I bet you sure have the means to afford even a water 

bottling factory and create your own jobs. 

 

Where the roads has been cut off and out of use and the society 

sliding back into stone age, build roads, at least the one leading 

to ‘Salvation Street’ (a tortuous road ridden deep with muddy 

potholes in Ajao Estate, Lagos, almost completely out of use 

with both sides of the street flanked by religious centers) You 
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sure have the money to upgrade your immediate environment to 

augment the careless effort of these government agents that has 

continued to rob their own in the name of contracts and empty 

projects development.  

Would it be better to prove your divine messiahnistic calling 

by rendering simple social service that will give the average 

African proselyte a sense of belonging and moral judgment to 

do what is naturally contributive to a healthy society rather 

than flaunting how many private jets and luxury cars your 

have acquired through monies made from your Ten Million Man 

Crusade of a people completely despondent and running from 

pillar to pole as a result of inherent fears of economic failure.  

Often in situations like this, argument do arise that people are 

entitled to how they spend their money and do not need advice 

from strangers or fancy talkers on the best way to spend money 

earned through extreme religious activities. 

Have you ever thought of converting all that energy exerted on 

the ten million people ‘hopefully’ going to heaven into a mass 

literacy campaign on the ills of aiding and abetting a loose 

government agents that has made the society so backward by 

their very corrupt and deprave activities in virtually every aspect 

of the society. 

Except you are indirectly or directly involved in the national rot 

of the Nigerian society, you will see no reason to use your ‘divine 

position’ to pray off the entire harebrain parliamentarians and 

other government agents who have done so much harm to put 

Nigeria in darkness in the midst of so much wealth and natural 

talent. 

I do believe that those devil incarnates in government office 

could of a truth be prayed off to hell where they certainly 

belong than giving them front seats in the church as ‘deacons 

and elders’ 

With the words of God Almighty supreme and suitable in 
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counseling the faithless and frustrated, where the economy is 

mumbled up and the society enmeshed in lawlessness so much 

that anything counts as long as it brings money to your pocket, 

the only hope of the African will be a divine word of healing of 

the mind and psyche that has been so ruined as a result of 

protracted aspirations and frustrating economic system. 

Africans flock in droves to those crusades because they want 

an escape from the harsh realities of life they face every day, 

the Hell they see and lives in, not because they trust in that 

magic, people leave the crusade fields and still consult their 

'Juju' and 'Shrines' when the relief doesn't come quickly or come 

at all because they never trust you and your words of sanctimony 

in the first place! 

My dear 'Daddy G.O.' Put your promises of a quick escape from 

hell into actions, build schools and make the fees moderate, 

rehabilitate those who have turned into crimes due to 

frustration, use your millions made through tithes and offering 

and build skills acquisition centers, love your own people and 

give them some regard before you invite those 'Messiahs' from 

Europe and America.  

I tell you what; just a little bit of love and concern for these 

ordinary people could break them down into real God-fearing 

people and when you have a lot of these kinds of people in any 

society, I bet you there’ll be less of crimes and hypocrisy. 

Africans will love to see a Reinhard Bonke Skills Acquisition 

Center in Nigeria, at least for his memory, the great miracle 

crusades he held sway during his days in Nigeria. A Benny Hinn 

High School and Vocational Training Center in East Africa, A non-

denominational Pentecostal University run by members of the 

Pentecostal Associations, Christian Associations, Moslem 

organizations etc., that won't skin the common poor Africans 

alive with tuition fees and I would want to admit that some are 

in this business with the likes of Covenant University, Redeemers 

University, Caleb University, etc, all operated by famous 
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Nigerian clergies and lots more. This is what Jesus Christ will do 

and this is what he would expect we continue doing while he 

delays coming, until we have affected this world positively, since 

we have chosen to become highly religious, we should live up to 

it demands of brotherhood and service to humanity. 

When Jesus shall come, for those who believe, to judge the 

earth, he will begin in the church, there will be no need to judge 

any unbeliever because he never believes in anything; he will 

start with those who preach hell in the church. 

The truth is; there is an inevitable punishment that must come 

upon every man on this planet earth for all wrong and injustices 

done to each other irrespective of whatever you believe in.  

This self-deception of an escape path to peace is so blinding that 

by the time you get so old and weary of life you stare into the 

fog of life and see nothing but days spent in vanities and 

excessive chase after the wind, all these your material quest, 

more money, more money and crazy title chasing.  

And finally, Jesus Christ said;  

“therefore the kingdom of God will be taken away from you and 

given to a people that produces the fruit of the kingdom” 

(Mathew 21:43-45)  

That said; from church you'll all march straight to the very 'Hell' 

you're threatening the poor innocent people Jesus left in your 

care with.  

And there will be in heaven, the frustrated young girl who 

resorted to Prostitution because you refused to build a Skill 

Acquisition center and help her learn a trade with all the tithes 

and offering, you're pilling up, there will be the Armed Robber 

who resorted to robbery because he couldn't get a job after 

graduation and he became so frustrated in life, there will be the 

drunkard who lost his job and couldn't get any help from anybody 

in the world until he resorted to drinking and drugs.  
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Jesus Christ! There will be the orphan, the street urchin, the 

strangers that don't belong to your beautiful domed churches' 

that you treated with contempt, all seated in heaven judging 

you 'Pastor Miracle Worker', Daddy G.O. and Rev. Dr. Stainless 

Angel' because they repented and loved God in their 

attitudes. 

What will you do when you see us, Mr. Prayer Warrior, that prays 

all day and do nothing with all your too much religiosity to lift a 

brother that is down. 

Every religion I have been privileged to observe share two things 

in common, blessing and punishment and two command of love 

and forgiveness.  Every African owes himself a duty to show 

forgiveness to his own. Sanitize and heal this wound he has 

inflicted on himself and stop the hell we know from burning and 

go back to original African traditional values of brotherhood. 
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CHAPTER FIFTEEN 
 

The Legacy of Noah the Drunk - an African 

experience 

Noah got drunk, he slept uncovered on his couch like all drunken 

men do, Ham walked up in there and saw his father lying naked 

and he went out and called his brothers who came in walking 

backwards with a cloth and covered him up, Noah woke up from 

his drunkenness, he realised his folly and curse his son Ham. 

Gen: 9.21-27 

When Noah woke up from his {drunkenness} and learned what his 

youngest son had done to him, he said; 

“Cursed is Canaan {Ham} The lowest of slaves [literally; 'the 

slave of slaves'] shall he be to his brothers.” 

And he said; 

“Blessed be the Lord; the God of Shem; Let Canaan be a slave to 

them.” “May God enlarge Japheth; and let him dwell in the tents 

of Shem; and let Canaan be a slave to them”. 

One of the foremost racist theories claimed that Ham's 

descendants were blacks and condemned to slavery and that the 

sufferings and the slavery of the Negro race are the consequence 

of the curse of Noah. Well, as well as such opinion remains a 

vague conclusion of a premise; I refute and reject such claims!  

 

And like all knowledge is a product of clash of opinions, the 

same Bible that gave the idea of such racial judgment mentioned 

Egypt and the entire Middle East and parts of Europe as 
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descendants of Ham Gen.10:19-20.  

People in these regions I believe are not blacks but what the 

Chinese will call yellow skin if there is anything like that.  

As in the case of men of weak minds and loose morals who take 

advantage of helpless young girls and call them “prostitute,” the 

'curse story' of Noah and his son Ham was probably the most 

popular and widespread defense of racial slavery and injustice to 

humanity in the nineteenth-century American South.  

 

The simple fact like I have stated above is; Noah got drunk in 

black and blue and that careless attitude became the basis of 

man inhumanity to man, from here, other theories followed suit. 

And God has no excuse or apologies to man when he created us 

all 'Man' in his own image and gave us that most costly of all 

gifts. 

 “Freedom of choice” “To be or not to be.” 

 Some chose not to believe this truth about the existence of an 

Almighty God who made man in his own image 'black or white' He 

loves them still and does not seize from being a God to them. In 

his own wisdom and creativity, he created ‘light and darkness,’ 

an Adam and Eve, 'Ishmael and Isaac', Esau and Jacob', Jesus and 

Judas' Blackman and a Whiteman and lots more.  

Slavery and colonialism seems to have ended with the claim of 

Independence and freedom of conscience here and there among 

the Africans but the truth is; many Africans have refuse to let go 

of the yoke of servitude related to that level of inhumanity that 

is inherent in the heart of men.  

 

In those days, a palace court orderly sold his king and one day 

the king sold a few of his subjects, a friend sold his neighbour's 

children while he was away to the farm and a member of a little 

community sold the entire community away to a daring enemy 

for a piece of a Bowler's hat! Bowler's hat use to be a thing of 

pride too. 
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At the end of colonialism in Africa, the post-colonial 

governments that followed became culturally adulterated so 

much that it continued similar policies of suppression, 

humiliation and oppression copied from the original colonial 

masters as a system of governance even against his own people. 

Laced up with sheer neglect and drunkenness of power and 

authority, this early approach marked the beginning of an era of 

frivolities, blind leadership and lawless followership that will 

characterize a house-hold insanity of governance that will 

become popular among African elite rulers! 

On the 25th of December 2006, there was a documentary on a 

cable-net TV station televised on a China TV Channel, how young 

Black Africans and women are languishing in many European 

countries with a focus on Italy, they're hoarded in make-up 

shacks in remote neighbourhood, some sleeping out there in the 

cold winter, they're treated like the off-scouring of their host 

society, such a shameful and pitiable picture of the image and 

status of their home countries. 

 The same place leaders and government official of countries of 

these suffering young people go to deposit monies they ripped 

off their own people, Monies meant to build industries, build 

health facilities and amenities that at least will lure these young 

ones to stay at home and contribute to the progress of their 

countries. 

There was a particular scene of a make-up church and the vigour 

and bitterness of the young man on the pulpit to pray off 

'wretchedness and ignorance' was very visible.  

Suddenly we run amuck to make a church everywhere without 

any physical effort to contribute to the growth and progress of 

our people and society.  

We fast, we pray and we play religion as if the Almighty will 

come down from heaven to re-build another society other than 

this one he has made and given us the rare privilege to add 
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creativity into it our own way. 

‘Insanity’ like I have mentioned earlier is one characteristics of a 

drunken man. This is why Noah cursed his son. It is only a man of 

weak mental power that will let his house crumble while he 

looks on with a glass of beer and he flies an airplane back to his 

former colonial masters to beg for a hospital to sleep in for 

medical checkup.  

It is only a man of poor knowledge of ethics and hollowed 

responsibility, dead to any form of feeling like all drunkards do 

that will let his children starve while he shuttles all the Five Star 

Hotel in Europe and America with monies meant to feed the 

entire family while his own home is riddled with poverty-stricken 

individuals. 

Many African leaders, shuttles oversea hospitals to seek phony 

medical attention because they believed they're not worth 

owning a decent hospital to take care of their own people and 

the society. 

A drunk boast of the numbers of bottles of beer he had emptied 

as a feat while he staggered home a poor man to his poor family 

and a wretched environment with no functional electricity. 

The media will describe a former Nigerian Vice president as;  

“he has a palatial mansion in an exclusive area of London, 

another one has flown abroad for his regular medical check-up, 

then back home, Nurses and Doctors has gone on strike due to 

poor medical facilities, University lecturers has gone on strike 

due to a disagreement between them and the federal 

government, armed robbers robbed a bank while the police 

helplessly run for cover, hundreds die in auto accident on a 

popular Nigerian highway as a result of bad road, young 

Nigerians drenched in a heavy downpour as they queue up for 

oversea visas” 

 and lots more. 
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Then in the heat of all these sick and sorry sights, the drunken 

man staggered in with an extra paunch. The monies for the 

medical facilities meant for that poorly maintained hospitals, 

the monies meant for all the Educational institutions where 

those lecturers has downed tools, the monies meant to pave that 

poorly or never maintained highways to something nice and 

useable, supply energy and electricity to encourage local 

industries including hair stylists and barbers where their young 

ones would have benefited from, he has lavished over bottles of 

beer, in London, Americas, Europe and anywhere money is worth 

spending on. 

Now when I say beer, I don't mean Guinness beer, Star larger or 

Heineken, because I am going to have one chilled beer to calm 

down from the sordid sights of this insanity among us black 

people especially those in place of position who has that singular 

privilege to rebuild Africa from the ruins we have wrecked our 

own homes and people. 

A drunkard is a half-mad man who cared less about life; he has 

no value for anything!  

These are the kind of people who rules in Africa! But I Prophesy 

the end of all this carelessness and wickedness among us people 

from today henceforth. Any man who fraudulently pinches 

monies meant to build one hospital, equip schools and build 

better roads in his community without using these monies to 

execute these projects that will benefit the Africans will rot 

from his head while he is alive! The people’s money he had 

wasted will ruin him in the end and bring him down in misery – in 

Jesus Christ name – Amen! 

If Africans leaders did not steal monies meant to develop their 

own countries, there would be less poverty today; there would 

be less of African immigrants scuttling around borders like rats 

do, drowning in the sea to cross over from one country to the 

other. We are not dumb but some fathers chose to be dumb and 

stupid like all drunkards are damned to be! 
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If there has been no drunkenness there would have been no 

slavery of the likes we live in today! 

Young Africans privileged to read in my statement; don't allow 

yourself to be coerced into timidity and cowardice by your 

Chiefs, Imams, Pastors, Chairmen and Members of the House of 

Representatives with their fellow drunkards in the seat of 

governance and Presidency. 

These are the true enemies of Africa, today, the crises all over 

Africa is equivalent to the slavery of yesterday that our founding 

fathers prayed and fought for its abolishment. 

Slave trade is supposedly gone as we all claim; but somewhere 

somehow in Africa some fathers have engaged in a bizarre kind 

of slavery of their entire household by this sheer deprivation of 

basic amenities and good management of both human and 

natural resources the almighty God has blessed us with.  

And the mode of operation is very simple; he remembers the 

downtrodden, the ordinary people of his country only when 

election is around the corner, he buys them bread and biscuits, 

‘dash’ some petty cash, tell them a lot of wicked lies of what he 

knew he won't do or even force himself into place of leadership 

by Any dubious means necessary and once he gets there to the 

'false top' he garbs on that cloak of greed and callousness against 

his own household. 

Brothers and Sisters! Knock that bottle off that old man and pay 

no regard to a drunk who guised himself as a politician, leader or 

teacher both religious and secular, if he comes your way to 

outwit you into accepting him to a place of importance, collect 

whatever he has and kick him out. Because that's the best way to 

treat a drunkard!  
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CHAPTER SIXTEEN 
 

The crises of old age and the illusion of youth 

Old age is such a lonely and boring experience and the struggles 

of youth much more an excruciating experience than the former. 

In order to fence the gap between both necessary evils you will 

have to diversify your interest while young, concentrate on a 

specialty but maintain added interest. When I titled this piece 

crisis of old age and the illusion of youth, I am referring to what 

could be done to harness those spent up energies and the 

emptiness that follows down the lane of retirement, when all 

activities is winding up down to senescence, when my beautiful 

girl could flaunt the boobs no more because the oils of beauty 

would have run dry, and my fraudulent brother could dupe no 

more because there would be little he could do with his energy 

and Mr. Wicked Man could hardly perform his racist and hating 

duties because like it all goes, All roses must wrap up while the 

sun sets. 

Reason is you'll need to make up for a large vacuum that is going 

to be left in your heart for the life you have lived behind and 

one of the best ways to do that is to Keep helping people and 

sharing. Learning to love now ever than before.  

We hardly think age is setting on upon us until one day, we take 

a closer look at the mirror and there is that one strand of a hair 

we're going to pull off or a shrinking along the neck region but 

don't let that bother you. 

This is the reality you have been blind at while your roses 

blossom. 

Calm down, the body is shackled by stress but the mind is ever 
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growing young.  

This is the more reason why you're going to diversify your 

interest while your roses blossom young people, because life is 

too difficult both now and, in the evening, and too precious to 

plunge into an abyss of despair with nothing to fall back 

on...activity keeps the mind young and healthy once it tends 

towards the progressive.  

The 'NOW' is in your youthfulness, while you got all that energy 

to engage in activities that are certainly premeditated, it is 

easier to jive-talk, defraud people, run drugs, hurt harmless 

young girls and individuals, use them and dump them at will, 

deceive the people at every slightest opportunity and the 

'EVENING' is when you'll cry at the loss of zest and enthusiasm for 

those things that has colorized your life, when all the pains you 

have inflicted on people will hunt you, when you'll sing 'I have 

seen them before' When vanity will plague you, when you'll live 

in your own world. The difference between both activities is; 

one is active and blind while the other is wide-eye opened with 

no activity...It is called Pay Day!  

And the wages are spent in the grave!  

 

Most miserable people I know at age 21 didn't know what to do 

with their interest. The truth is when you attempt to get ahead 

at the expense of others irrespective of how they feel or take 

advantage of other's weakness, you will be resisted every of the 

way yet when you seek to get ahead by creating a value for 

others the world will happily push you forward.  

Rise above the crowd and genuinely seek ways to bring the 

crowd along, it is a much more effective strategy than looking 

for ways to push everyone else down. 

There is only so much you can possibly take away from others, 

yet there is no limit to what you can create for yourself and the 

world around you. 

Those who win big can't do it by creating losers, Infact those who 
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win big do it by creating and helping other winners, those who 

win big in the race and game of life do it not by fighting what's 

already there but by creating something that had never existed. 

Great minds knows that the way to true happiness and 

fulfillment is to create as much value as possible for as many 

other people as possible and that you can influence right now.  

One of the greatest ideas that has kept many religious 

movements thriving despite severe criticism and betrayal is 

that they know how best to manage their followers 

irrespective of scathing pressures and persecutions from the 

society; 

 Every follower is as important and useful as the founder and 

where such love abounds, it is almost impossible to break away 

or renegade. 

An average mind is already trapped by a stint of an ambition at 

conception, the idea to cry or frown when mistreated, even at 

senescence, the absence of activity, an activity laden with love, 

care and concern for others induces stress, it could be society 

motivated stress or self-imposed when you unfortunately get into 

conflict with others at every minor disagreement. 

"The wise King Solomon did say; anxiety in a man's heart weighs 

him down, either negative or anxiety lacking values, even if we 

are not equal, 

 I believe we should learn to complement others, either white or 

black, rich or poor, believer and infidel, tell each other good 

words, share heartwarming messages to one another, disconnect 

our heart and energy from this one blind way of thinking 

negative about others and an arrogant attitude leading to 

nowhere.  

Create happiness as much as within your capacity, Let's learn to 

accommodate one another in love and care, the energy you 

spent loving people today certainly will usher you into a stress-
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free tomorrow, and we all know how long tomorrow is. 

 And besides, sometimes we could be contributing in making our 

world a better place for all humanity, white or black, rich or 

poor, believers and infidels because we would have learned how 

to manage the chief cause of all stress being the desire to 

impress others and lord our ego over others.  
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CHAPTER SEVENTEEN 
 

Desires and State of the mind 

Your mind is where thinking takes place. 

The ability in you to think through on your desires both personal 

and from a spiritual point of view depends on your level of 

consciousness of your state of mind.  

Some people are frank to issues; very frank indeed, we say 

they're blunt and not diplomatic while others are not. Take for 

example when we make a request from someone higher in 

authority, God is the highest authority! While some go to God 

and say simple prayers like; 

“Dear Lord, I want a change of heart,” 

“I want to quit smoking,” 

 “I want to quit defrauding people,” 

“I want to get some education and I need money to do that and I 

believe you can do it” 

“Do it for me O' Lord in Jesus Name” 

“Amen.” 

Others go to God and do a lot of gymnastic kind of “bless me 

Lord” prayer, feigning a sanctimonious attitude of what their 

mind is not in a better position to decipher because when those 

streams of blessings is not flowing in, they resort to their real 

self, The original state of such minds, An empty mind void of 

direction!  

They are going to dupe people to get those blessings; they are 
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going to borrow money from friends for business purposes and 

wouldn't pay back, masquerading in streams of divers excuses, if 

he is in a higher position, he is going to wrongfully use others to 

get those blessings and will never pay for their services. 

Desires rule such mind, things to acquire, things to flaunt and an 

excessive appetite for material interests control such minds, and 

where Desire takes over the position of the mind, such mind 

become functionless and void of ideas, void of any form of 

creativity and blind.  

 

 

(i) The state of the mind 

Our mind is born blank, mild and susceptible to the natural 

environment. 

If exposed to a hostile environment we grow up hostile and 

impatient, if exposed to an organized environment we grow up 

more calculated in approach to issues and refine likewise if 

exposed to the wrong values, our mind develops into a level of 

conflict between what is right and what is not acceptable. That 

conflict is a product of Desires that in turn is in a vicious circle 

with the same environment that influences it. 

To be precise, all conflict of life emerges from man's quest to 

possess, re-possess, acquire every means of life to lord it over 

others even at his own hurt, I used the phrase "Lord it over 

others" to succinctly portray the reason behind most of the 

struggles we subject our energies to. 

Somebody want to impress it upon others that he is a better 

animal so in doing that he is plunged into a conflict of 'material 

quest' and while he is striving to satisfy that desire the other 

animal, he is trying to impress is also engaged in a similar 

conflict either to checkmate him or to outdo him. 
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The progress of this conflict is made possible by the position of 

the mind.  

Now, remember the mind of a man is born not only blank but 

mild also, every object of its encounter registers albeit 

temporarily until an experience embalms it into the individual's 

consciousness then it becomes a way of life, wrong values like 

obscenity, lawlessness, defrauding others or taking advantage of 

other people's weakness, abuse of all right virtues is no longer 

seen as wrong but a means to pursue an end and that end is an 

'Insatiable Desires of anything and everything the eye of that 

individual catches fancy, from women, cars and every material 

luxury that heart could imagine.  

This is why we employ workers and we owe them at will not 

because they have not generated enough profit to earn their 

wages, we borrow money from friends and we delay paying it 

back not because we haven't recouped from our initial aim of 

borrowing such monies, we take advantage of helpless common 

people who may not be capable of fighting back, we preach love 

and righteousness but are far from such virtues not because We 

don't know their values but the fact is our mind is blank of the 

rules and regulation guarding such ideas of virtue.  

The underlying cause of our attitude towards these our brothers 

is a magnified Desire that has overwhelmed our consciousness, 

and such quest has no place for conscience because the idea of 

conscience emerges from the mind, a conscious mind indeed! 

So while we struggle in 'vain' to outdo our supposedly lesser 

animals subjugating them to a 'forced obedience' in respect of 

our sudden acquisition, our cars, mansions, jewelries, all sort of 

material luxuries they in return seek recourse to make up for 

their deficiencies and this spiral into an unending vicious circle 

of desires, the armed robbers shooting and killing because they 

had to make up for that deficiency, the politician depriving his 

people because he had to maintain that status quo of 

subjugating his people to a 'forced obedience' the jet-age clergy 
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blind of reality preaching a materialistic reward of wealth for a 

total obedience to the faith and a hellish consequence of 

poverty and severe lack.  

So while he lives in luxury as a reward for his pastoral 

commitment in apathy of the plight of his innocent members, 

the crop of Church goers for fear of a hellish consequence of 

poverty and severe lack resort to all forms of hypocrisy, because 

in their mind there was never any form of trust in God and his 

divine golden rule, as a matter of fact that crop of church goers 

are there as a sort of escape from that hellish consequence of 

poverty and severe lack and not as a result of a quest for God! 

This is why a large number of us church people are enmeshed in 

a 'Bless me, bless me' attitude of Christianity and doing little or 

virtually nothing with the blessings if it comes because the 

original motive of such quest was to satisfy an urge of what we 

think will make us happy.  

This is the reason why there is so much wealth in most of the 

churches yet even in the neighborhood where the church exist 

are found bunch of poverty stricken and helpless individuals who 

we would prefer to hypnotize into a 'forced obedience' of self-

worship and servitude rather than give a helping hand.  

I have met couple of people with very questionable characters 

who led a solemn prayer session in one of those religious 

gatherings and did cite that the Lord said  

“We shall reap the fruits of the gentiles” quoting Isaiah 49: 22-23 

then went about defrauding a lot the people after the prayer 

session, to justify that claim. After a couple of weeks, they came 

back singing. “God has remembered me; he has blessed me at 

last” 

In one of the occasions the victim who was defrauded was near 

to suicide as he counts his entire loses running into millions 

while my dear 'Brother' dived into a spending spree of monies he 

had no idea how the owner made it.  
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He bought SUV Cars, travelled back home, spin the loot and in a 

couple of months back to the square. 

All religions is guarded by patience, an extreme patience, and 

any breach of that divine order is occasioned by what the eye 

see and not an issue of the mind because true religion itself is an 

issue of the mind.  

The answer is, our mind is clogged and still in its infancy even in 

our adulthood, it has not been able to grow. 

Like a growing child, the blank mind, tell him that a black 

coloured Bible is white he believes you, tell him that Africans 

are poor and uneducated, he believes you, Also tell him that the 

worth of a man is measured by the car he drives, his women and 

cologne and the house he lives and he believes you so when he 

grows up and see a Professor of Computer Science, walking on 

foot to the classroom or a devout Christian Gentleman walking 

on foot to meet with his daily activities, he believes they are 

worthless men 'my daddy said if I buy a car so many people will 

respect me' and the child grows up with his mind clung to such 

desires. 

One of the chief causes of human errors is to be found in the 

prejudices picked up in childhood. (Descartes 1650)  

The fact is our mind is in a critical conflict with our tastes for 

life. We don't know what we want so we move with a crowd of 

peoples. If everybody is riding SUV's, we all would like to do the 

same, attaching such acquisition to fulfillment in life, if the 

women's group is getting married, all the young girls want to get 

married not because their mind is settled for 'home-making' if 

traders are making more money an academic is going to quit the 

classroom and join the league not because he is inclined to such 

commercial activity but because Desires has taken control of his 

mind and not the mind guarding his footstep.  
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(ii) The act of Desires 

Susceptibility of the mind to the environment is the Chief 

impetus of all Desires and the environment is a product of class 

and clash of values, the White and Black, the Poor and Rich, The 

Believer and the Infidel, The Middle Class and the Commoners, if 

you are born in a place like China your 'Desire quotient' is bound 

to be low, but the state of the mind high in values, If you're born 

in a place like America your desire quotient will be high and 

tends towards materialistic but in accordance with the mind. 

This is because in these two regions, the environment has 

conformed these peoples to their present status of mind. 

One preached high cultural values the other societal values. 

Then if you come from a place like where I am from you have an 

extra work to do if you are going to Parent a child in our kind of 

environment because the purpose of this essay is to reform and 

not to bring solution, if it is possible to tame the mind of a 

grown man it is virtually impossible to force him to act, hence, 

where there is an overwhelming  influence of what we see they 

soon become the chief determinant of our actions but to check 

this excesses, It is incumbent upon Teachers, Preachers and 

Parents to stand in for the society. 

 

(iii) Everyone want to be blessed but for what 

Let the preacher throw this question open and poll his answers 

to a test with my given treatise, he may find out that the state 

of the mind of his parishioners are bent on 'extreme desires' with 

few or no intention to affect the society they lived in positively, 

the same with us all, we want a better government, we want a 

society void of all conflicts, we want better families, then how 

can we achieve at least 65% of a sane society?. The answer is 

very simple. 

The next time you make those beautiful decisions for yourself, 

for your family, your employee, your society, for those in 
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position of leadership or sometimes you voluntarily act 

differently to situations or the people around you. 

Ask yourself. Why am I doing this? Such question comes from a 

conscious mind. 

And if you think your life is going to be much better by those 

decisions of a better life by means of acquisitions, you certainly 

can't escape from the dangers of an endless conflict you're going 

to be enmeshed in by those you're trying to impress, they're 

likely going to rob you if you become too rich for them, they're 

going to kidnap your beautiful children or possibly shoot you if 

your wealth and position becomes too tempting for them, and if 

you are a politician, you are going to live in your own prison of 

guards and escort, you're going to build high walls to shield 

yourself from 'expected rioters' because your 'Desires' to have it 

all has reformed you into an enemy of the people and a prisoner 

of yourself.  

Then if you're a clergy you're going to live in illusion, the 

common people in your church are going to curse you before God 

and he will hear them and if you're just an individual the 

tendency to be drown in your own world is inevitable, the more 

our desires rule us the more prone to dangers and unsafe we 

would become and the more our society keep deteriorating, very 

lawless groups, violent individuals, fraudsters and possible 

terrorist group because our selfish acquisitions is becoming too 

threatening for the lesser animals we want to impress. 
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CHAPTER EIGHTEEN 

 

Disappointment, Failure and Frustration 

Failure and disappointment are two natural phenomena a man 

can't get used to rather each new wave of it is an added 

experience, albeit awful, but woe to him that dreads failure and 

is afraid to be disappointed.  

The stumbles you endure on the way to the top of the cliff do 

not make the view from the base any less magnificent, they 

make it more precious and fuller of meaning. 

If you have at any time suffered some hard nocks of life, I can 

bet you, it has made you a better person than what you used to 

be. 

Learn from your mistakes and move forward. Each mistake, each 

frustration has the power to stop you only once, don't add to 

that power by allowing it to continue stopping you, such 

resistance could be human, quest for possessions or worse still, 

finance. 

They are all agent of disappointment and frustration with one 

major purpose- to shrink your heart and brand you a failure or 

strip off you any value you got left in you. 

Get out pass it and never look back, it's relatively easy to get 

past the frustration, there is no sense in making it more difficult 

by adding your own regret. 

If you have been heartbroken once by a loved one, you might be 

close to what I am saying, if you have once lost a possibly 'only' 
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chance, you sure must understand what I am saying but that's 

not the problem.  

The main value of any accomplishment comes from the effort 

put into it. 

Disappointment, failure and difficult efforts serve to create 

value for the accomplishment being sought for. 

Certainly, you could have read this or heard about this before 

but I bet you, constant telling a fool that he is the most 

intelligent man will make him act so.  

You can overcome whatsoever your mountain is by applying what 

you read to reasoning because in you is already an inbuilt power 

of natural resistance. 

 

(i) Hostility and Cynicism 

The driving force behind hostility is a cynical mistrust of others. 

The most characteristic attitude of a cynic is suspicion of the 

motives of people he doesn't know.  

To develop a more trusting heart, you will need to build a plain 

platform of accepting people at face value - the way they are, 

the way they come and the way they express themselves until 

proven otherwise, we learn to build a plain field of trust in other 

people until that belief is proved wrong. 

'We sing and preach 'Trust nobody' and this is one common 

phrase we all are quick to hinge our cynicism upon. 

Yeah, you are indeed right to trust no one because you lack such 

virtues and cannot experiment it on others, one great 

philosopher said in his treatise "He who says there is no such 

thing as an honest man you may be sure is himself a knave.” 

So until you reduce the frequency and intensity of your bias, 

anger and mistrust towards other people's motive every other 
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person will become a threat, whether in business, relationship, 

office, or on mere individual contact, the outcome, is a vicious 

cycle of hostility towards everyone we consider a rival, this is 

the force behind every 'generalization and assumption that a 

particular group of people are criminals, fraudsters or corrupt 

and are being treated so in sheer ignorance and prejudice but 

the fact is a country of over 200 Million people cannot be bunch 

of criminals, that is absolutely unreasonable no matter the 

rationale behind such statement, so when we allow this sort of 

cynicism to thrive among peoples, it's going to breed hostilities 

of all categories, you don't trust me and I don't trust you, you 

think I am a criminal likewise I think you are a scoundrel so if I 

have the least chance to harm you I won't hesitate to do that 

because my mind and your mind is in conflict until we allow 

ourselves the opportunities to build confidence in each other.  

In other to control this negative attitude we have to learn to 

appreciate other people irrespective of our differences, this is 

one thing that distinct every unique human being from common 

simple-minded folks, who believes in everything without any 

form of doubt!  

Learn to trust people, look for opportunities to trust someone 

instead of demanding a particular plain field; we just can't be 

the same! It is not the mark of a great soul to remember injuries 

but to forget them because the high-minded man does not bear 

grudges and is neither prejudicial says the Great Aristotle 

Onasis.  

So the next time you see a Nigerian, don't think he is a criminal 

because that is what your newspaper told you or you 

unfortunately had a nasty experience with one of them 

sometime ago else you might be fanning a bottled up hostility 

from someone who meant no harm. 
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CHAPTER NINETEEN 

 

How to get frustrated  
Failure and disappointment are two natural experiences that 

must come upon any man. A natural tendency no man can ever 

get used to, each new wave, a wisdom gained and an added 

knowledge to the past. However, it is an act of cowardice to 

dread failure or afraid to be disappointed.  

Failure comes in phases, some as wasted years, wasted 

opportunities and failed attempts as disappointment varies, from 

mere failure to keep an expected appointment to dashed hopes 

and futility. At birth, desire makes the new born cry, a desire for 

attention and care, and when there is a failed attempt to meet 

with that desire the new born risk death, this is why expectant 

mothers makes a prior arrangement to the hospital before the 

baby comes forth.  

The frustration of a man of dashed hopes, unmet desires and 

futile attempts knows no bound! And with time it leads to 

annihilation of the soul, mind and body. From the deported 

young hustler from overseas, to the job-seeking grad, drug 

addicts attempting to kick the habit, to ex-convicts, the 

relevance seeking young man in a hurry to impress his society to 

childless couples, from the homeless tramp to the man at forty 

without any viable means of existence, life could not only be 

unfair but unrewarding and frustrating!  

The average mind can survive any threats of life, from hunger, 

deprivation, joblessness and lost love. Even if stringed up in a 

thin line of hope, he will survive the worst feat of life! But once 
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that hope is threatened it gives in to frustration and how that 

takes place is what I am going to briefly discuss.  

As I write this piece, I was able to pull a list of many friends who 

had been beaten brains down by dashed hopes and expectation, 

how it all began is one sure way to get frustrated and be classed 

among failures, poverty and mediocre, folks whose end is going 

to be enmeshed in wretchedness, second rate individuals with 

low self-esteem or non.  

Eddy once had a job as a bank clerk on a school certificate, a 

privilege he had as a Straight A’s high school graduate. In those 

days in Nigeria, School Certificate results of Straight A’s is 

classified ‘Advance Level’ of Intelligence and so it seems. Those 

days it was rewarding to work in the bank as it is till this date. 

As the turnout of university graduates without a job increases 

with the current trend of innovations sweeping across all major 

institutions, most corporate organizations have to rethink their 

employment scheme and the quality of staff that works with 

them.  

Eddy was laid off, now he is in his late thirties, all he has been 

able to lay claim to as benefits from years of service in the 

banking industry was some perks of personal comfort, a big wide 

bed, a standing fan and an old black and white JVC television. 

 He has to search for another job and roamed the entire streets 

of most major cities without success, he did get some offers but 

far too below the quality of life he had earlier carved out, he 

could not cope so he resorted to societal influence and the 

thought of ‘marriage’ crop up, he thought, at least, to get 

married was a near recognition of status symbol, he said; “ I 

think my only problem now is marriage, once I get married now, 

my problem is solved” he did got married to a working class lady 

that fits into his fantasy as the society had branded and had to 

fight his way through for the first two years of marriage to 

impress his supremacy and position in the marriage as a man.  
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That marriage is packed up on a very frustrating note.  

Eddy couldn’t still fit in into the current societal and 

employment system; he had to withdraw into himself, back to 

the village as a local school teacher and a drunk with a pitying 

diminishing profile. 

The marriage never solved his problem but compounded his 

situation. 

As we grew up, I saw many mates struggle to create an 

impression of importance, different ways, some rushed into a 

business-oriented vocation, some rushed into schools and some 

dreamed on and I did remember a sizable few that followed a 

very gradual and slow process that we often thought these ones 

will get nowhere in life!  

Years gone behind, some graduated with no skill and were 

stranded in the job market, how fantastic life could be in the 

university that many forgot it was a mere ‘prep’ school to reality 

and not the usual ivory towers we had fantasized on but a place 

to avail yourself the opportunities to understand the complex 

society.  

Some young men who ventured into other vocations relegated 

the importance of civil education at the sight of cash and thrived 

on ‘false comfort’ of some personal perks of life then later 

discovered that the society they were running to impress has 

widened beyond the size of their ‘cash mentality’ because if you 

got all that money and no average education, there is a limit you 

are going to hit and regrets of ‘fulfillment’ will begin to set in.  

The reward to our insatiable quest of the comfort of life is so 

illusory that an immediate gain is blindfolding in every way, we 

could hardly see the other side. We want to meet up with the 

demands of life because others has arrived there much too 

earlier than us.  
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This is why Eddy never thought of getting some further education 

and personal training while he worked in the bank but found 

pleasure in some personal acquisition of ‘self-complimentary 

values’ to impress his society, he quickly got married thinking 

that was the solution to his sudden state of confusion.  

Many businesses failed and died a natural death because while it 

thrives, my dear friends were too occupied to learn a new trick, 

the sudden recognition gained from immediate members of the 

society and ‘some friends’ as ‘fulfilled entrepreneurs’ were too 

deceptive and blindfolding that no definite investment was made 

other than a shallow pool of cash. A warped sense of ‘self 

fulfillment’ did not give my business friends any opportunity to 

see the other side of life until there was a total collapse.  

I walked into an old neighbor here in China from Africa squatting 

with a friend in the ghetto town of Guangzhou, he used to own 

chains of businesses and we ran errands for him as kids, he 

claimed to have handled close to a Million Dollars in cash but 

there he is in a drinking orgy of ‘helpless young hustlers. I was 

moved to the diminishing pitiable sight and he certainly did 

recognize me!  

“Everything is history” he said 

”Man must keep struggling”  

Many graduates might remain unemployable because the quest 

to get a ‘paper certificate’ with some sense of false recognition 

as a graduate never allowed them to acquire any special skill, I 

see young lawyers on the verge of frustration, engineers, 

architects, artist and social science graduates and lots more with 

a tall dream of getting a job in corporate organizations or 

traveling overseas as a means to an end and with nothing other 

than a head full of ‘theories’ and wild dreams of fantasies that 

may never come to pass.  
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(i) How do you get frustrated?  

In your mental state, recall friends and foes who has 

gotten there before you, they got all the cars, a good 

number of my mates are married now, I am of age 

and not near anything like marriage, the houses and 

all that good job…all that fleeting perks of life that I 

bet add some ‘temporal’ values, peace and happiness 

to life, think of all that achievement you’re far from, 

consider your position in the affairs of life, how 

handicapped you have become even in solving the 

least individual problems of feeding, clothing and 

accommodation such as is common to all humans 

while you are still dependent, worry and eat less, 

remember all the people you owe and where you have 

made promises and failed at it, as much as you can, 

pay attention to all that jesting, gossiping and jive 

talking among colleagues and friends.  

As I write this series, a young man, an undergraduate in one of 

China’s best universities in his middle twenties jumped off his 

room from the sixth floor, he had failed his final exams, this 

failure must have threatened some tall ambitions of this young 

man who might have expected so much from the society, he got 

frustrated and killed himself.  

Think deep about the good past, how you had nursed up a high 

ambition of becoming something great of which you are far from 

today, remember old school mates who have ‘arrived’ at 

somewhere of importance and you have not, remember how you 

used to be looked up to as a shining example, consider how old 

you had grown and how long you have been at the particular 

position without much difference or any positive change, from 

Africa, to Asia, Europe and the Americas, remember how you 

were at the job market in Africa before you dared a giant stride 

overseas yet not one remarkable change is visible yet.  
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One young man once angrily reacted “I am ready to die with 

anyone for any slightest offence’ I have suffered so much and I 

know where my mates are! There is a graphic picture of a failed 

suicide attempt by one ‘supposedly frustrated’ young man 

forwarded to me through the email in which he blew his own 

face apart due to a wrong handling of the gun he used, the fact 

is you would have compounded your problems at the end of all 

this ‘brain cracking’.  

 

(ii) But why do people get so frustrated and 

take their own lives? 
Simple; see and compare yourself in other people’s 

shadows, what they are and you are not, where they 

are and you wished to be there too, what they have 

and you don’t have. Listen to your Mama upbraid you 

about how slow you are to grow in status and 

responsibilities.  

Take all that phone calls and listen to uncles, aunties and family 

relation ask you what you doing in the city, how long you’ve 

been where you are and what your mates have done that you 

haven’t done.  

Go to church and listen to your pastor tells you only a miracle 

can change your situation and not time, fast and pray and get 

nothing and trust the fasting to change your situation and when 

it doesn’t, listen to friends tell you what business is in vogue and 

how fast you can make million bucks overnight without much 

work and patience. 

Avoid some positive people and try to associate with some class 

of people that look down on you, withdraw to yourself and let 

other people’s voice overcome yours.  
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Accept every fault thrown at you and make more effort to get 

accepted by the society that cared less about who you are, 

where you come from and where you are going, feel sorry for 

yourself for nothing other than sheer mistake that can take care 

of itself as time goes by.  

See other people as more fortunate than you then very soon, a 

headache will creep in, a terrible headache, you will go to bed 

and you can’t sleep, very soon you will have no appetite for 

anything anymore, you will become afraid of nothing but 

everything, sickness will set in, your soul will shrink and you 

begin to get older than your age and if you are lucky you might 

die before your time and the earth will thrive, the society will 

not change because of you, the people you were trying to please 

will simply bury you and go their different ways. 

Then your loss will be definite!. 
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CHAPTER TWENTY 
 

Homecoming; Going to the Grave 

Everybody wants to grow up but nobody wants to grow old. This 

is a sad tale, nobody wants it discussed, nobody wants to be 

reminded how old he get as the day unfolds, nobody wants to be 

approached with a death-plan, this is scary no matter how we 

pretend to be strong-willed. 

Old age is scary. A trip to where we had dreaded to go while the 

fun lasts, where I come from, we don't like our age discussed, 

some of us has altered our birth records to suit this fantasy and 

to those who can't keep hiding they've resorted to man-made 

solutions.  

All that anti-ageing magic substance, all that anti-wrinkle lotions 

and pills, all that shaving, plucking off that strand of gray hair 

off your head every time you go to the mirror and dyeing to keep 

up that cool young looks, all that body works and dieting are all 

strung up into one singular undying quest of man to ever remain 

young, never growing old, and If you do eat, you'll certainly 

seem healthy, whether you eat grass or grapes, meat or fish, 

honey or vinegar and if you run on an electric mill to keep 

healthy and my grandfather been walking a mile to go to the 

farm as a young man and a mile back from the farm at the age of 

70, an old man!, you're not free from what you're afraid of my 

brother.  

You are getting old my sister and you can't hide from the catcalls 

of that six-foot-deep grave, whether you turn or not, the clock is 

running round the circle on you, Time is becoming unfriendly 
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every day to some and an outright enemy to many out there who 

cared less what happens next. This is the humble guide to the 

place of six foot, that quiet and cold home to all class of 

peoples. Old age!  

Old age is such a misery, such a lonely experience, such a pain, 

sitting there all alone in a quite corner staring at nothing but 

years gone by like a draught sneak through a broken door hole. 

Friends departed, all the hugging gone, how many people go 

there to hug their old folks, I ask. 

 All the energies crippled up, all the beauties waned, muscle 

shriveled up, skin folding and dry, sometimes scaly and odd, the 

eyes that could rarely blink at the sight of any beautiful girl, 

gone dim now, the legs that couldn't stay with one man, now 

damn weak to even crawl, the waist that once outweighs the 

temptation of an apple in the garden of Eden now now shrunk in 

folds. The men’s folk are gone!  

My once radiant beau has been sitting on that chair for only God 

knows how long, she is old now. Very old!  

I walked into this old granny, she sat there pensive in the dark 

room with no one else but the unfriendly darkness, Lights gone 

off, windows closed, door locked so that I had to ask for the keys 

to get in, and there was certainly somebody behind that locked 

door in a hot afternoon, one poor old woman close to the grave, 

everyone else has gone out for the business of the day leaving 

her in the house.  

But how on earth had a life once bustling with zest, energy, 

brain and a charming beauty lost out in such dejection. I 

switched the light on and greeted Mama. 

Now who is afraid to grow old amidst all the mad chase of fun 

we're enmeshed in? 

When I was young, there was much love; everybody loved me; so 

I think.  
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As a kid, everybody loved to curdle me up upon themselves and 

give me a pat even when I don't cherish them, I got almost all 

what I asked for; some certainly do! 

 

No matter how poor, some of us made our own toys from broom 

sticks and beer caps we picked on those sandy dusty roads to 

school. We had our own bikes cut out from the branch of a 

coconut tree; anything could be substituted for the tires.  

There certainly was much fun.  

As an adolescent, I saw that love waning, I saw those doors that 

were ever open angrily shut behind, I saw those comforting toys 

and fun as mere distraction to keep the kids buried in an illusion, 

an illusion of a trip that ends somewhere scary. 

I saw a world full of people on a trip to somewhere they are too 

afraid to admit the reality of that journey.  

My friend's mother wants him to be a doctor, the boy studied so 

hard until he could read walking on the road undistracted, 

another friend, Edu, was picked up by a rich cousin and was 

going to become a somebody, there was Aunty Oledi, she was 

much older and was always in the company of the boys, Nena, 

the youngest among us in those days of sand castle and the 

broom-stick toy had become one charming beauty, some of us 

were taken back to the farm because we could scarcely fit in 

anywhere.  

Poverty had always been there since ages and we were not the 

first! But suddenly, a crisis ensued. 

Everybody wants to grow up quick and belong somewhere.  

Experience in the farmlands in those scorching sun and penury is 

not something anyone could beat his chest over as any feat near 

commendation.  

So there was a quick run among us, some hastened up to the 

blue-collar lines, some became doctors, a business man, a 
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charming pretty lady and others without a classification got 

chained up in the struggle to impress the other, all struggling for 

a dominating identity, all jostling for some recognition of who 

gets there first. Aunty Oledi quickly got married to a certain man 

with a wife and a Mistress when she couldn't stand the endless 

query - “When will you get married?" anymore,  

she was second wife by choice and rites.  

In this confusion we all grew up, joined the train to belong 

somewhere and possess a dominating identity to impress it upon 

the other that we are, at least, more important than they. 

My friend's mother did not tell him reasons why she wanted him 

to be a doctor other than to become an important member of 

the society until he hit the road. Don Pedro left medical college 

at his 3rd year to study Fine Arts out of an early frustration; 

some did graduated but could not leave Vet-Med School. The 

society they had wanted to impress had become so large to 

recognize anybody. They got stuck in there chasing papers!  

Nena had become so stunningly beautiful and charming to an 

extent that even some men of authority could not blink over her, 

there was a queue of suitors, her breast and eyes was a proven 

temptation and the men certainly had a fill of all that, Nena felt 

identified at last and thrived in this illusion and confusion. 

She lived on it till that invisible clock run it's full circle on her. 

The biggest problem is; we just can't see this clock, I tried to 

find it but I had little success. This is why I am writing this piece 

before the clock ticks. 

Nena has grown up and she is growing old and she is searching 

for those men now, They have all gone! Disappeared into time! 

She has managed to crawl in into a college to get some 

education though at an age, she is still searching for an identity 

but while she does that, the catcalls of that ultimate trip to 

somewhere scary we don't like to talk about is getting louder.   
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The fact is; every day we get going, at the dawn of each day we 

get a step close to home, an eternal home. Whether heaven or 

hell, nobody knows.  

The book of wisdom (Ecclesiastes 2: 21) asked; “Who knows 

whether the human spirit goes upward and the spirit of the 

animal goes downward to the earth". Who knows?  

Aunty Oledi had become so powerful in her new found marital 

home, commanding so much authority and loyalty from her 

husband and the kids of the other wife so that she had 

everybody kicked out of the house including the other wives, she 

became diabolical too and was leading a spiritual church that 

sees no good vision of anyone except enemies at the door at 

every nook and cranny, she conducts a weekly 'back-to-sender' 

prayer session that angrily heap on curses on unforeseen would-

be enemies.  

She had her children grow up quickly so they could acquire 

whatsoever possession the husband ever dreamt of sharing 

among his many children and that she did with much force and 

disregard.  

The Children did not grow up to learn anything other than 

'enemies' everywhere, and like the stray dog hanging at the door 

waiting for that drop of bone when you'd done eating, Old age 

crept in unnoticed.  

The clock had run its full circle on my dear Oledi. She gets on 

course, on a worse crawl to the grave, She became ill with a 

bloated tummy, weak limbs, and anemic to the point that she 

could hardly eat, all medical diagnosis done on her proved 

negative, the children deserted her except one searching for 

prayer contractors to pray off an imaginary evil due all blind and 

ignorant people, the husband had disappeared to a safe haven, 

and there my dear Aunty Oledi lays helpless as she watch her 

own grave gets deeper every day in dire pains!  
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Edu grew up much faster than everyone of us, got quick money 

too, had businesses here and there, defrauded as many innocent 

minded folks as much as his brain could contain, he became a 

celebrated habitual liar and well versed in the art of cheating, 

the quite bright kid I used to know had become reprobate 

keeping as many women as much as his energy could sustain. 

But one interesting thing is; Edu was much loved by his society 

despite his debased morality; he felt important and did some 

charities like all people of wealth will always do, if not to 

attract some attention.  

Og Mandino, in his little red book "The Greatest Salesman in the 

World” said; 

 "All people of wealth salve their conscience with gifts and 

pennies for the poor and turn around to feed off on those 

contributions as much as the hungry and they make certain that 

the world is made aware of their generosity which to them is 

nothing but a handful of pennies"  

Edu was a member of a popular church where his monies 

certainly must have bought him the post of a Deacon, his mega-

church built a university to assist the teeming uneducated 

people in his country in Africa. 

The school fees that academic institution attract was enough to 

scare the people back to the streets and to their villages, even 

the government schools they claimed to be assisting were 

charging far lesser, anyway, as long as their fame kept growing, 

my dear business man and church Deacon was damn too 

comfortable in his sheer quest to cover up too many antics and 

was far-sighted to see the clock running its full circle on him 

until he was struck by whatsoever circumstance best known to us 

humans "Chief Edu sold all his cars, mansions, properties and 

businesses, today he lives in a remote part of my village with the 

shrieking sounds of night crickets and some straying goats for a 

company, the numerous women deserted him, all the kids gone 

to grow up too, his hairs all gone, Old age has set in! And the 
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greatest crawl of all humanity had begun." 

Of all the misery of old age I have been privileged to observe, 

the worst victims have been those who lived up their sunrise 

without a pause while the heat blazes. 

As a young man he is so pre-occupied to spare a moment for 

himself and ask where are my going with all these chase and 

heat? What do I need all this money for? Where are my going 

with all the acquisitions? He never ask; for whom am I laboring 

for?  Is it for the children? Don’t you want them to do any work 

when they grow?  

he is entrapped in the quest for vanity, prestige, comfort, 

wealth and power to an extent that the simple gifts of life elude 

him, he sleeps at 1.AM and wakes up at 3.00AM and considers 

that a feat!  

Most miserable people I know at the age range 25 to 35 are yet 

to trace a precise path of identity to life; everything attracts 

their fancy and their excitement over the perks of life we 

consider luxury knows no bound!  

And those who are unable to fight their own cause and defend 

their existence look up to the characters above as a means to 

clinch a victory over life and its unfriendly vicissitudes. 

 And the Wise teacher said; “Cursed is anyone that places his 

hope on man,” 

 

 The conflicts that ensues between the haves and the destitute 

over life runs them down to senescence and what happens, they 

die and leave all that 'perks' and a 'continuous strife' to those 

coming behind.  

As a single woman, she said; 

“I worked myself to drop because that's the only company I 

have” to work.  

As a young lady, the deceit of Men's attention is so blinding and 

illusive that she walks over her line across the scary route before 
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the blind-fold get lifted - always too late!  

I visited the house of a very old woman. Glued to her wheel 

chair there she is, no more teeth to chew, she could barely stand 

from the Wheeler because there are no legs anymore. She was a 

beau in her prime, had Nine Children from nine men, all 

influential! Flew the globe to her taste, been laid on several bed 

by as many men in many hotels as she could remember. 

Mama would be picked up like vegetable and dropped in the bath 

tub, back to her solitary apartment where she could scarcely be 

noticed.  She was on a painful journey home, an eternal quite 

and cold home of darkness; she writes in pain for whatsoever 

circumstance best known to us humans.  

Old age is exciting, old age is blessed, the wise teacher said;  

“Gray hair is a crown of glory; it is gained in righteous life.” 

Prov. 16:13  

My grandmother watches her clock run its full circle, she send 

for her great grandchild;  

 “I want to touch him before I go, My time is due and I want to 

leave a blessing as I depart"  

 She laid on her bed and slept her last, just like that! No private 

nurse, no hospital bills from a life of pills. She was present in 

one of the meetings where her burial plan was discussed.  

The great teacher said; of making many books, there is no end.  

There is a home, and there is a bell called Time, signaling all the 

peoples of the earth of the great homecoming and there is a 

grave to lay all that energy low. My young lady said;  

 

" I am not afraid to die" she is right, but she afraid of growing old 

like hell so she has a whole box full of anti-ageing creams, she 

want to look good, she want to remain young but she is afraid to 

lose a hair.  
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We must live. We will grow. We must die and to keep our 

word of;" I fear nobody, I am not afraid to die" and all that 

hair string confidence that startled even Saddam Hussein 

when he stood before the hang man's noose. We must come to 

the present; we must consider our 'Now'.  

Enjoy your life young people and have as much fun as you can. 

Cheat as much as you can and chose to be greedy, evil and 

ignorant in every way. Chose to be decent and sincere, live right 

if you can, we are always making decisions, whether we know it 

or not and decision making is both conscious and unconscious 

because come the day will be when you'll see nothing but fogs of 

days spent in vanity chasing fantasy, struggling to impress none 

other but your vain self.  

Life is a trip and there is an end to all trips, if you must struggle 

to lose it all to those who even cared less about all those titles, 

all that wealth, all that 'perks' that keep an evil blind-fold over 

your eyes, then you are of all men most miserable and stupid.  

The kindness you show today to that man next you, those poor 

folks in your neighbourhood, that wretched family that depends 

solely on a divine intervention to even eat, that bright kid from a 

poor family that is hawking fruits in the streets of Africa due to 

sheer neglect and some wicked ignorance is all you've got to give 

for a life after 'Now'.  

The sincere services you rendered to the society to make this 

world what God has created it to be, a place of humanity and 

not animals, a heaven on earth, an earth full of love and 

forgiveness, service to humanity and reverence to right values is 

all you've got to share before you leave.  

Sister Oledi desired to go home but she can't, even the hospital 

could not contain her messy figure, death voluntarily took a 

leave off her, Chief Edu is going blind and a pitying figure to 

behold, he wished to go home, to the quite cool grave of 

darkness but No! He has arrived at his 'Now'.  
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 I know of a grand dad that pleaded to be given an euthanasia, it 

did not work! he laid there on the bed for months and years, his 

body got rot and was dropping off in chunks, this is no fiction! 

He certainly was a well-known rich man in his days and had more 

than enough properties to sell and make more money. But he 

could not neither could any of his 10 children stand with him.  

He got burned in the fire of the hell of wickedness, greed and 

selfishness he had contributed immensely to while he lives, yet 

death took leave off him!  

The list is endless! My brothers, Old age is a beautiful experience 

if you're privileged to see your 'Now' and course a right step and 

proper living style, I have seen 'Oldies' rocking it all the way 

through till the last breath, Fatai Rolling Dollars, A Nigerian ace 

'high-life' musician at 70 was still performing 'gigs' and doing his 

own dancing on the stage! There is another, much younger, 

about two miles away from my village, we can't even see a sign 

of his once shining amour, time has run its full circle on him and 

there he is, trapped in an excruciating pain and neglect of 

yesterday wasted to the lures of youth, and lots more, my ink 

won't let me run on paper.  

This is our trip, this our homecoming; and until you come to your 

‘Now’ in all honesty of purpose and sincerity of mind, you will be 

too weak to cry when the days of sorrow sets in.  

We visited Aunty Oledi, wrapped up in there on the bed like a 

wet chicken. She dared look up attempting to cry, but the tears 

gone dry, probably she was going to say;  

“I am sorry, forgive me” but she could rarely open her mouth to 

say anything.  

We only helped her to cry! 

My sister, you’ll be too lonely to remember a thing called love 

because there will be none other but yourself to console on the 

trip to the lonely cold home we call grave. 
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EPILOGUE 
 

The Ultimate Price 
Patience is like gold that resists all heat and pressures and ever 

shining, the heat of stress in the course of burnishing and the 

pressures of the earth that hid it from human eyes. 

A life pressured with the struggles to meet the demands of life is 

hid from the public view. 

The struggles to survive and fit into the mainstream of the 

society induces stress and discomfort to which many young 

people has fallen prey to the desires of youth because they 

would prefer to gain a public acceptance into the mainstream 

but most times it doesn't work that way. 

The trap of desires and excessive material quest among many a 

young people and sheer recognition by the society has whittled 

down the golden quality of the human mind to control events of 

life. 

Now we lack control and become lawless, we could hardly resist 

any heat; our rays of hope are running our gold into dross. But 

gold, priceless, ever useful and everlasting wouldn't have stood 

the test of time without an effort, painstaking effort against the 

heat of burnishing, the pressures of digging it up from the earth 

that hid it from human eyes and the stress of burnishing to keep 

the rays glowing. 

80% of young people out there have unfortunately embraced that 

'unfriendly phrase; 

“Get rich quick or Die trying.” 

The truth is; you may never get it quick and you may never die 
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unless you're going to cut your own destiny short by the rope, 

the pill or the gun. 

Back in Motherland, Africa, I see so many young people shrunk in 

on a 'Lazarus coat' of self-pity and dejection, yeah, whine at how 

unfair life is and some people in place of leadership depriving 

their own people any means to survive and move forward but the 

truth is;  

Time is the difference between me and you. Fortunate or 

unfortunate, black or white, short or tall, Poor or rich and we 

only enjoy privileges others might not have at the moment. 

All over the world, there is a gold hiding under the earth even in 

the worst regions, like in all hopeless situations of a man's life. 

But the digging process, the heat and the burnishing, how many 

can withstand. A friend said; 'I am not ready to venture into 

anything that won't give me a quick return, I rather copy D&G or 

VERSACE than create ideas...I am hungry and want my food 

quick and many more in the queue without a guiding order. 

It cost a timeless interval of excessive burnishing to keep one 

tiny gold piece shining, the longer the force of pressure, the 

shinier and when that tiny gold piece gets to the jewelers’ shop, 

it is priceless! that is the cost of all gold tucked into all life, and 

in all regions of the world even in Afghanistan or Somalia, there 

is a gold in there! 

So in every life there is a gold stuck into it called Destiny and 

that destiny is ruled by time guiding it to its destination. Like 

the slow running clock hanging on the wall, it keeps moving and 

must strike the 12 digit by AM or PM  

But you may alter it and it'll just keep moving and may never 

strike exact, we call it wrong timing, wrong planning and a life 

of disorderliness. 

 It has a price, a worthless price nobody will be willing to pick. 
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THE END 
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